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There will be a harvest supper at the
Methodist vestry this evening.
M. Gallert is home from New York,
where fie spent a week on business.
John A. Lord returned Saturday evening from a business trip to Boston.
Mrs. J. A. Cunningham has returned
from a visit of several weeks in Brockton,
Mass.

SON.

W. CUSHMAN &

A.

and 8.

Mrs. Harvard Greely has returned from
visit to Hancock Point.

Lygonia lodge, F. and A. M
the first degree this evening.

$12 to $30.
some

o

Thomas Holmes, jr., is employed
iu Boston.
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electric road

a

are

news see

Isaac L. Hodgkins has recently put into
shop a ten horse-power gasoline

his

FUNERAL DIRECTORS.

e.igine.
P. ft. Stratton and L. F.
Portland as jurymen at

—
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II. S. dis-
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CARRIAGES.

BUCKBOARDS.

-

largest Stock in Eastern Maine, and all up
Style, Finish and Workmanship.

OfiABOUson club, of the high school,
is planning to give a concert at Hancock
hall in November.
The

to date in

Iland-nmde throughout and

L

V
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to

through the paint-shop—plenty of
harden thoroughly before using.

put the

time
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fully warranted.

An s|zeH fr°m »!«>*** two-peopie
job to one that will carry fourteen.
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Repairing thoroughly and quickly done.
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I* is said that she
do it again.”
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Sunday morning.
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The skies

will
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soon

be in
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team in tbe fi -'d.
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for positions on
only gives assurance

candidates

team.

chosen

practice

for

second eleven

A.

captain

K.

Saturday morning.
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Confectionery Counter attractive

as

usual.

J. A. CUNNINGHAM.

FALL LINE
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MEDALLIONS

MORRISON, JOV & CO.
General Hardware.

and Sundries.

Bicycles
Tools, Implements.

HEADY.

Carriage Stock
Millmen’s

A. COOMBS,

BOOKSELLEE and STATIONEE,
ELLSWORTH.

COUNTY

and

Supplies.

Orders by mail receive prompt and
personal fattention.
IS

The Only

State Street,

Ellsworth,

Me.

bard

GEO. H.

GRANT,

INSURANCE.
ELLSWORTH

THE AHER1CAN.
Subscribe
For It.

'i

Repentance .Gounod

n

Scotch ballad.
Land o’the Leal.Foote
Good Night,
-tar-.Johnson
Mi-- Miinagimn

Misses Rollins

Miss Monaghan expects to leave this
week or next for Boston where she will

spend

|

and

Iv. of I*.

Gen.

a

as

a

been

Dirigo eleven.

The

Wesley

mander

re-

has

high

school

The team

is

team

will

and

BAR HARBOR.

will buy a new Guaranteed
BICYCLE. We have other

grades

at

higher prices.

Bicycle Supplies. Repairing

of all sorts.

BICYCLE

CO.,

Ellsworth.

there

It is

arc a

already for thnproposed by The Ft.i.sv

enthusiasts

ican to have
between
and

an

number

!y!c of ] la;
mi Amer-

inter-town tournament

Ellsworth, Bar Harbor,
possibly other places.”

Buck-

|

|

V.

lvnights

of

delegate from the Ellsworth board. lie reports an niteresthn
session of the board, and the tyest of
last

Thursday

as a

treatment at the hands of the entertaining board. In the afternoon a special elec-

disposal of the
placed
guests, who rode to Pejepscot mills where
they viewed the new paper and pulp mill
car was

at the

of the

NOTES.

BAPTIST.

Friday, 7.30 p. m., monthly church covmeeting.
Sunday services
10.30, morning sermon.
At 12
t>
in., Sunday scnooi;
Y. P. S. C. E. prayer meeting;
p. m.,
/.CO p. m., praise and preaching service.

enant

—

CONGREGATIONAL.

Rev. David L. Vale, pastor.

Friday evening Rt 30—Prayer meeting.
Topic: “What is Essential to a True
Prayer”—Matt. 26:36-4(5; Luke 11: 1-13:
18: 9-14.

Sunday—At

10.30 r. m., sermon by the
At 11.45, Sunday school.
The
people’s services Sunday evening will be
resumed
Oct.
9.
j
1

pastor.

candidate for re-nominatioi

and,

to precedent, was entitled to it,
but the late war so affected the situation
that Gov. Rlnek whs sacrificed to the popular demand for Roosevelt the “hero of

Highway Rohhery.
boldest h’ghv,

One of the

of

this week will

]f>.

e on

: .30.
Fore street Tuesday night
The victim was Charles 1'. Andrews, of
Deering, and he lust everything he uad
in his poc kets, even to a jat a-kmfe.
<

■

Two men assaulted him, and after draghim into ail alley, went through his
I
'old
poc kets. The desperad*
watch, |89 in money, and various ther
art icles.
Mr. Andrews was not
badly injured.
He was unable to give a descr” on of
his assailants.

ging

T

3fcurrtiscmcnts.

Field-Day.

Pythias,

Ties

r<

committed in Portland took

ever

OEO. A.

Smith, brigade comMaine uniform rank,

PARlilKR,

issue

The supreme commandery session at
Indianapolis which was attended by several of the Maine Pythian officers, oc-

DRUGGIST.

Physicians Supplies
^ami

late in August, ami the Maine
field day could not very well have been

curred

On account of the
other

numerous

fairs

and

attractions throughout the State iu

September, it was deemed advisable not
to hold the field-day till October.
The parade will occur Wednesday afterOn Thursday the
noon, starting at 2.30.
Sir

Mail Orders

SPECIALTIES.

called earlier than that.

Knights will go

Camp Benson

on

on

an

Newport

Anson

M.

Ellsworth

and John A.
arraigned in the

Cunningham

Colson, of Surry,

were

municipal

ELLSWORTH,
COM I NO

excursion to

lake.

COU14T NOTES.

court

for

Thomas King, railroad laborers, were arrested Tuesday of
last week for intoxication.
They were
taken before John F. Knowlton, trial justice. They paid fines of £3 and costs each.
A few hours later Williams was again ar-

MAINE.

EVENTS.

Wednesday, Sept. 28, at Methodist vestry—Harvest supper. Tickets, 25 cents.
Wednesday and Thursday, Oct. 12 and
13—Semi-annual reunion Oood Templars,
Orand lodge, at Southwest Harbor, with

| Ocean

Echo lodge No. 157.

keep-

ing dogs without license. Cunningham
brought evidence to show that the dog
for which lie was taxed was a tramp.
He
was
acquitted. Colson was fined £10,
which he paid.

atmrrtiscnunts.
~

~

LEWlTFRIEND & CO.'S

Jack Williams and

rested.

thirty

This time he was sentenpprl
days in the county jail.

CLOTHING HOUSE

now

!

holds.

AGENTS

Drowned .if Moose head.
Saturday last a canoe was found on
Moosehead lake by a guide, John Haskell.

j

The craft has been identified as that of
two young men who have undoubtedly
been drowned.
They were Fred 1*. Morse and James A.
McNeish, of Chelsea, Mass. They have
been missing for a week.

Fanny Davenport Dead.
Fanny Davenport Mr«. Melbourne AIcHood’s Pills cure liver ills, biliousness, indiDowell), the actress, died at Duxbury, gestion, headache. Easy to take, easy to operM:
Monday night.
ate. 2oc.—Advt.

FUK

PETTIBONE

On

>

c’cLhing

is the centre

establishment of Hancock county, and it is
proposed to maintain
the leading position it

to

Robert Hayes, another railroad laborer,
arrested for intoxication Saturday,
in default of fine of £3 and costs, imposed
Trial
Justice Knowlton, he was comby
mitted to the county jail.

County Sunday

i-sociutkm, it is necessary that the
superintendent or secretary of each school
in the county report the number of pupils
linger twelve years o* age. whether the
>1 belongs to the association or not.
Air*. Everett E. linker, of Ellsworth, primary superintendent, requests all who
have not done so to report to her without

delay.

T

Rev. C. S. Me Learn, pastor.

C•.

the

already in communication

meeting

MORANG.

of

('..i.nty Sunday School Association.
! i:
ider to have a complete report for
t be annua!

L.

CHURCH

was

Lei

Bargains. |
J
$

general orders in relation to the Pythian
tield-day to be held at Bangor, October 5

of

Frank S. Lord attended the meeting of
the State board of trade nt Brunswick

tric

ELLSWORTH
Franklin St.,

this winter

as

|

Great

t
t

the winter.

the eleven.
of

Record, who is in poor health, will with some other high school teams, and
southern California.
spend the win*
will have no trouble to arrange a good
A. J. Grant, formerly of this city, will schedule of games.
manage the Record during her absence.1
The Pittsfield
correspondent of the
Miss Smith’s many friends hope she will
Lew inton Journal writes: “Extensive imreturn in the spring completely restored
provements are being made at the Hathorn
in health.
farm owned by E. li. Greely and Judge
At Louisville, Ky., on Monday, Bingen Peters, of Ellsworth. William Coughlin,
and
the 2.11 race,
won
incidentally of Ellsworth, is acting as superintendent
clipped nearly two seconds off his record. of the stock farm. Two large barns are
The best time of the race was 2.06*4, being made into one, which will make a
which is the fastest mile trotted in a race building 133 feet in length. This structhis season. It is, also, one of the fast- ture will be fitted with all the modern apAnd pliances for farming, and will be one of
est miles ever made by a stallion.
yet no one believes Bingen has reached the best equipped in all this section. The
his top speed; no one dares predict where building will be lighted by electricity.
he will stop.
A cr.mn separator, run by electricity, has
been pul 111 operation, and in less
The hunting season for tho deer of the just
than half an hour after milking-time the
State will open Saturday under the most
cream lias been separated from the milk,
favorable conditions in years. The deer
and is ready for shipment to Ellsworth,
are reported to be more numerous than
t he separator, which is the only one of
ever, being plentier even than last year.
the kind in town, attracts no end of atAlready the woods are full of sportsmen, tention. and the milk-room is
thronged
aching for the week to pass that they may each
night by people who gather to watch
have a chance legally to hunt ihe deer in
Peters and
tlie machine in operation.
the woods that are fast assuming the auGreely already have a herd of twentytumnal tints.
five Jersey cows at the farm, and these
The Bucksport correspondent of the will be augmented by twenty more, soon.
Bangor Nt. says: “T!. i :, !icnt° whist The *kim-milk is fed to a large number
rage which is already growing in other of pigs, which are kept in pens adjoining
places will no doubt strike Bucksport the barn.”

port

Paper.
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Cushman

of ttie

Constant^.Webber
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strong
eleven, but will allow the formation of a
This not
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full

field this year—the Dirigo
The
at hlet ie club, and the high school.
D rlgo club should be able to put a strong
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Imt she didn’t lose any puof it.
season
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Santiago”.
Roosevelt was nominated on tin lirst
ballot, receiving 753 vote- to 21v for Riack.
The nomination was then
ade unanimous amidst the wildest cheerinar.

play for Miss Anthony,”
plucky woman, “and then 1

lav, and

and 50c.

c

1

“I shall

for

t 25c, 57

according

and

lecture

S

SAMPLES AT

The duets by Misses Helen and Harriet
Rollins were placed with vigor and expression. Following was the programme:
b

r, ; t:*y would not semi their
her any more to take music

The football

is

the Hkill for which she is famous.

re-

Hughes then
girls of Ells-

Anthony’s

$

please
Roosevelt for Governor.
“Repentance” and Johnson’s “Good j Col. Theodore Roosevelt was nominated
Night, Pretty Stars”.
yesterday by the republicans of New
Miss Hopkins, Ellsworth’s accomplished York for
governor.
pianist, played the accompaniments with
The present governor, Frank H. Riack,

bor

received

F.

j

M

!"
..

expected

Punt,

Miss Helen M. Smith, of the Bar Har-
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various phases

the

WORKING and DRIVING
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well

songs covered a
her an excellent

T

The songs that .seemed to
the audience most were Gounod’s

The women of
the violin.
vf:uu p i<*br>« that
if she

>

fairly

MEN’S

T

necessity be and 6.
cleared late in the afternoon, and to-day uiiii'li
The date is considerably later than the
lighter Ilian the Dirigus, but the
In spite of the !
is an ideal September day.
school will have a sharp gritty team un- time usually selected for the annual
bad roads, quite a crowd from here and
The team is already gathering, ami whether the attendance
less all signs fail.
No one will-;
the Falls left for upriver.
getting in practice. R. E. Mason is giv- will he as large as if an earlier date bad
ing the team some preliminary coaching. been selected, is only a matter of con-
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taught the little boys and

ij.il

of
Fred F. Doyle, el*
•'o PFsworth
1
si;
mMion which
high schorl,
c
homore class
allowed him to enter thi
of Holy Cro-- eollego, at Worcester, Mass.
This speaks well not only for Mr. Doyle,
but for the f.L given him bytlm l'llsworth

high

\
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d

Jamaica Plain,
1’.
I'nithrian

<<!

Monday evening,

last

range,

was

her usual pleasing
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MOItANG’S

of her voice.

swing incident of her earliest
visits to Maine. It was in 1817, and she
was to hj
A young
,i'i Ellsworth.
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vary,

who

lated the f<:

i,

.r

The fair at Amherst <<t

CoxeoHh <;kapes—
big stock Thursday.

(

land audience

evening

She sang in
The list of

giving
opportunity to display

Susan B. Anthony, who has delife to the woman suffrage cause,
in her characteristic address before a Port-
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job.
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hall last

manner.
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again
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being thorough*
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stong Kecitai.
Miss Mabel Monaghan’s song recital at

entertaining.

woman

I»H* *M*I.

The

been for the week past the guest of
Mrs. G. R. Cunningham, of the American
house. The event promises to be highly

pulpits

property.

tin

or

pastor,
t

:**

! hi-worth

Fame”.
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has

enect. on

exchanged
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l’reworgy and F.

the October
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Mo.
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mio

go

is
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occupied

for PRESERVING.
for

given by

The old (Jrnnt wh .rf
owners

.c

persons
impersonated lived.
in the various parts has been

Instruction

races

who has been .spending bis vacation with nis parents in tins
city, has returned to u»s studies at the
Boston dental college.

preach

quinces

will start in the

church,

l h

...

tinguished

H. B.

and

I). L. Yale, of the Congregational
and Rev. J. 1*. Si.nonton, of Lae

present

_-_-_-_F-llaworth,

Peaches,
Quinces.

Donum

the Maine Central next Monday. Sunday
trains will run on the ML. Desert branch
until Oct. 10.

ly rebuilt l*y

a

O W Iv X

a

Osgood's
Phillips’ Harry P.

Methodist

line stock of Il«*;i\ ,\ 1 IldcfW Oil 1% Hilts
illlll Caps—at prices within reach of all. It doesn't cost
anvthing to examine my t;oods.

1 have

county roads.

H.

Sunday morning.
Harry C. Mason,

OVERCOATS and ULSTERS.

j
i

the

F.

Rev.

All Sizes and Prices.

Water St..

county commissioners left this
their annual fall tour of inspect-

church,

HEAVY-WEIGHT

5

ing

V-..V-

parts are
taken mainly by members of the congregation. The costumes worn will characterize the period in which the dis-

week for

St., Ellsworth, Me.

have received...

I have

The

<

and

“The Crown of

ue iun Huieuuiu win

heavier clothing.
prepare for it you must begin to think about

nr* to

Wednesday evening.

WHIPS.

COLD WEATHER
a

conducted the rehearsal

festival chorus at Manning hall last

of the

at Exeter this week.

BLANKETS, ROBES and

IIENRY E. DAVIS. ,!SSS,

BuCkboi!rtf*Mfln.

Chapman

Prof.

OPEN and TOP BUGGIES, EXPRESS and ROAD WAGONS. SURREYS.

....

as&tTtiacmentss.

Maine Music Festival.
The advance sale of seats In Ellsworth
for the special day of the Maine music
festival—Friday, Oct. 7—was not as satisfactory as was expected. Nevertheless a

large number from here will go.
The chorus numbers about sixty, and of
banquet.
The first regular meeting of the King’s this number over forty have signified
Daughters for the season of 1898-99 will their intention to sing in the festival,
most of them intending to remain from
on Monday evening, Oct. 8, at
| he held
7.30, and a large attendance is desired. beginning to end.
Ellsworth ought to turn out well at this
The thanks of the King’s Daughters are
due the friends, who by contributions of festival. It promises to surpass in every
food and by patronage contributed to the way the performance of last year. The
management is doing everything it can
success of the supper, which was given
at Manning hall on Thursday evening, in reason to make the expense as light as
Sept. 15. The society realized about |15 possible.
A special train will run from Bangor affrom the supper.
ter tlio concert on Friday night, and
Hon. Thomas B. Heed and Clarence
while not yet certain, a special will probHale, of Portland, were the guests of
ably be run on Saturday night also. AnSenator IP > over Sunday. There was a
nouncement will be made in ample season.
dinner at
’Hie Pines” Saturday evening
Toe running of a special on Saturday
in honor of Mr. Heed. Among the guests
night depends upon the number who will
were Pres. Wilson, of the Maine Central,
agree to return on that night. A guaranChandler llalc ami wife, John A. Peters,
tee of eighty passengers must be bad. It
jr., and wife, Henry W. Cushman and will hasten a decision it as
many Ellswife. Dr. ,T. F. Manning Hnd wife, Mrs.
worth people as will return on Saturday
George P. Dutton, John B. Redman and
night will hand their names to any memHenry Whiting.
ber of the festival chorus, cr leave them at
Miss Vcnia M. White, of Columbia, The American office.
who had been engaged to teach the inThe merits of the festival itself ought to
termediate department of the Pine street be attraction
enough to carry a large delehas
been unable to fill the enschool,
gat ion to Bangor, but the fact that ElIhMiss Mary
gagement owing to illness.
vvorth has a not inconspicuous part in tiie
J. Dunbar will be transferred from the
proceedings ought to be a further reason
Hillside school to Pine street, and Miss
for attending.
Mary S. Doslsles, of Lamoine, will teach
As to fares, the Maine Central lias
at Hillside.
The intermediate depart- generously reduced the rate to To cents
ment of the Pine street school opened for the round trip on Saturday; this can
be
stated
and
it
is
Monday, its opening having been delayed probable thatauthoritatively,
the round trip fare on the
two weeks.
other two days w ill be the same; public
announcement will, however, be made in
•***<»*■&
UJ
season.
the social committee of the Congregation- ample
Let it not be said that Ellsworth is unal church to be given in Hancock hall on appreciative of such a rare musical event
Wednesday evening, Oct. 12. It is called as this festival is sure to be.
ception

ness
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C. K. Foster has returned from
trip to Boston.

and

collateral.-

..—

,\ l»V KKTISKX I .Nil

In bankruptcy—Ext Joseph W Craves.
In bankruptcy—Ext Alfred G Bulger.
In bankruptcy— Kxt David W Reynolds.
Bank statement—Condition of First uatlonal
bank.
The Dutton Greenhouses.
J A Cunulagham—Confectioner.
Bangor:
Bangor Dally News.
Boston:
King Medicine Co.

Compatible, with Safety.

Lowest Rates
—■

ELLSWORTH, ME.

Bldg.,

of the Pejepseot Co.
From there the
party went to Bowdoin campus, where the
art building was visited. Then they visited Merry Meeting park where a lunch
was served from the
stage of the new
theatre. Intheevening there was a re-

LOCAL ALLAIRS.

BROS.'

KNIGHT TEMPLAR UNIFORMS.
LEWIS FRIEND & CO.,
DEALERS IN

Men’s,

Boys’ and

Manning

Block,

Youths’

C’othi.ic;.

Ellsworth.
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KNDKAVOK.
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Comment l»y Kev. S. U. Doyle.
ii i:iiw and how to boar them."—
xli, S-20.
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KING ALCOHOL.

Now, Alcohol,

My age i-n'er a thousand years,
My aim's to fill the world with tears.
My tiado’s to kill and make expense,
My name? It is Intemperance,
bong have I ruled upon this earth.
For many crimes I’ve given birth,
I'm the father of all grief and woe.

■

And

for us.
God will help us to bear the
f lit
lesson of the Scriptural reference.
Through the prophet
Isaiah God i> promising to Israel protection and support through the troublous period ihat is approaching. These |
words apply equally to all God’s people,
and we may therefore find comfort and ;
help in them.

p.

JThat

trial'

“Fear thou not, for I am with
thee; he uut dismayed, for I am thy
How the presence of a strong,
God.”
sympathizing friend assists us in bearing trials, and specially should this be
so when that friend is our God!
2. God hcips us to bear trials by
strengthening us. “I will strengthen
thee; yea, I will help thee; yea I will
uphold thee with the right hand of My
righteousness!” God strengthens us for
the trials of life. Through Christ, that
strengtheueth us, we cannot only do all
things, but bear all things. His grace is
sufficient for us. Our weakness is made
strong in His strength.
8. God helps us to bear trials by weakening them. To Israel Ho says, "They
that war against thee shall be as nothGod
ing and as a thing of naught.
weakens our trials.
He tempers the
storm to the shorn lamb. Our trials are
not above our ability to bear them;
therefore let us come to God in time of
trouble and in the hour of trial.
Bible Readings.—Dent xxxi, 6-8;
Josh, i, 9; Pc. xxxvii, 5; xlvi, 1-3; lv,
22; Isa. xliii, 1-3; Math, v, 4; vi, 24-84;
xi, 28; xxviii, 19, 20; GaL vi, 2; Phil,
iv, 6; Heb. xiii, 5; I Pet v, 6, 7.
With

come answer me

These questions 1 shall pul to thee.
What
thy age? What is thy aim?
What is thy trade and what's thy name

1

us.

T

and love beTliat is the very essence
of Christ ian
a rals.
To feel for and
suffer v.itil Ciiivst results in a knowledge of Christ and a love for Christ.
Men always become more or less iike
that which
the\ love.
The virtues
which the saint laboriously cultivates
soften and dignify his countenance.
Those who luvc ( hrist become like Him.
They have dwelt so long on the beauty !
of that maivcious life, they have so
j
honestly striven to share the sufferings 1
of that life, to triumph over the power
of sin, to be meek, charitable and patient and t.i contemplate with tranquillity the prospect of death, that they become in th**ir feeble way like Christ,
and every well spent Lent will bring
them nearer and nearer to Him.—
Churchman.

r~
Our nation will have need to pray for
1
sustaining grace The calamities of war
will strike with fur greater force in our
homes than on the battlefield. There
one may fall, but at the fireside a half
|
dozen will be so prostrate that death ;
would be a relit r. Old conditions must
The selfish spirit must go
pass away.
into the vicarious.
The nation’s woes
must, through the grace of God, be subsidized to good account They must not
be lost as a purifying agency, but
through revival efforts become a revenue toward smtaining the nation’s
heart amid her baptism of blood.—Pres-

|

an

Ideal.

I visit grog-shops all around—
Wherever satan is, I’m found;
I am his waiter day and night,
His service is my chief delight.

SOUTHWEST HARBOR.

The day appointed for the annual business meeting of Frances E. Willard local
union proved to be tine and favorable to a

large representation of members, the attendance, however, being below what the
president had a right to expect at the anniversary season; still many who could
not be present had sent their dues, thus
showing continued interest in the work.
All were glad to welcome Mrs. Powers
and Mrs. Ida Norwood from Seal Cove,
with a visitor, Mrs. Hodgdon, formerly a
member of the Willard, now of a Massachusetts union. A cordial greeting was
also extended to Dr. Abby M.
Fulton, the
honorary member from Ellsworth, who
had kindly consented for the third time
in the history of the union to preside over

gets likeness.

Cherish

My lace is covered with a mask,
My hiding place is in the cask ;
My business is to gender strife,
To put asunder man and wife.

And when I get them in my snare,
I hold them fast and keep them there.

Likeuesft.

No one can cherish an ideal and devote himself to its realization from year
to year and strive and struggle and
make sacrifices for its attachment without undergoing a certain gracious transformation, of which the highest powers
must be aware and men can hardly
miss.—John White Chadwick.

uistros where’er I go.

With my deceitful, flattering tongue,
I draw'to me both old and young.

Sympathy begets love,

byterian.

spread

My dwelling-place is at the bar.
My customers are near ami far;
I till their heads, and drain their purse,
And turn their blessings to a curse.

He is my captain and my guide,
I always staml close by his side,
I’ve killed more men, upon my word,
Thau famine, pestilence or sword.

j

MANY FEMALE ILLS RK s FI .T' FI {0 M' N K! L F CT.
•

Mr6. Pinkham Tolls How Ordinary Tasks May Produce Displacements
That Threaten Women’s Health.

Apparently trifling* incidents in
women's daily life frequently produce displacements of t he womb. A
slipon the stairs, liftingduriug men-

Heading Mrs. Inez Small’s paper on
“Alcohol’’ in The American recently struation, standing at a counter,
brought to mind a poem I recited years running a sewing machine, or atago in the Templar’s lodge, and I write it
tending to the most ordinary tasks,
out for the W. C. T. l\ column. It gives
may result in displacement, and
a very good idea, in my estimation, of
a train of serious evils is started.
what King Alcohol is doing to and fro in
The first indication of such
the earth. I do not know the author of trouble should be the signal for
these lines and if any reader does, 1 would
quick action. Don’t let the condilike to know through the columns of The
tion become chronic through neglect or a mistaken idea that you
American.
it by exercise or
can
overcome
S. J. Y.
North Lamoine.

•-

••

:ltibrrttscnuntB.

Column.

The editor invites «eo rotaries of local unions
in Hancock county, ami
1'. I
of the 'V
white ribboner* generally, to contribute to this
column reports ot meetings or Items that will he
of interest to workers in other parts of the
We would like this to be a live column,
county
I'.
but it'needs some effort on the part of W.
to make it m>.
It is a column of their
I’ w ■’!,«
making, not ours, ami will be what they make
it.
Items and communications should he short,
and are, of course, subject to approval of the

TOPIC.

Isa.
“Alan is V
a to trouble as the sparks
V- !i-i in the wide, wide
fly upv' •r‘i
i trials? Who has not
world b.
ii
;>
lx*eu l
by them? Who has not
often felt that the trials of life were too
heavy to be b in : Who has not in anguish a..d v r w cried out, “Is there
b
v 'll
help me bear tin
anytJ
trial' of
Some try to bear their
Tv y keep their trouth
own ;
safely locked in their own minds an
hearts. T
th world they appear fix
d
bato of trials.
Within
from cm
their
breaking and their
mind.: under heavy burdens
S
bs.
and *
people cast their burb
dens up. a
They make the lives
of all a! at ?.,nu miserable with a con*’
a.
tb ar personal tribustant
»! it demand for symlation .•
be borne in part by
path;-.
! 1 n.it without
our.- b
rt
:a, but exercis. all ear
..
give
1 them. We should in
powk the sympathy and
the p: p
v
1
•. our times
f trouhelp of
ble,
'Thing els we need
to learn p a r. .by that- God in Christ
“is iir r f1 ur strength, a very
r-uible, and therefore
present help 'a
o
T3 Cast ur
.; u Him, for He careth

U

leaving it aione.
More than a million women have
regained health by the use of Lydia
E. I’inkham's Vegetable Compound.
1 f the slightest trouble appears w hieh you
do not understand, write to Mrs. Pinkhnm
at Lynn, Mass., for her advice, and a few
timely words from her will show yon the right
thing to do. This advice costs you nothing, but
it may mean life or happiness or both.
Mrs. Maky Bennett, 314 Annie St., Bay City,
Mich., writes to Mrs. Pinkham:
“I can hardly find words w ith which to thank y<"»u
for the gtH>d your remedies have done me. For nearly
four years 1 suffered with weakness of the generative
and
organs, continual backache, headache, sideache,
all the pains that accompany female weakness. A
friend told my husband about your Vegetable Compound and be brought me home two bottles. After
taking these I felt much better, but thought that 1
would write to you in regard to my case, and you do not know how thankful 1
am to you for your advice and for the benefit I have received from the use of
your medicine. I write this letter for the good of my suffering sisters.”
The above letter from Mrs. Bennett is the history of many women who have
been restored to health by Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound.

log "ere read, after which came the reports of State secretaries, treasurer and
auditor, and the business report of the
“Star in the East”, all of which were
adopted.
Then came reports of superintendents,
among which the most interesting was
that of Mrs. A. B. Crockett, of Dexter,
giving an account of the tight with hotelkeepers in that place.
The evening session was taken up with
short addresses, the programme being as
follows:
Music;
scripture reading;
prayer; music by a full choir, which w.is
finely rendered; ten-minute addresses of
welcome on behalf of the city by Dr. D. A.
Robinson; the churches, by Rev. E. F.
Pember; the Y. M. C. A., by the president,
R. A. Jordan; the local \V. C. T. V.. by
the president, Mrs. H. A. Whitman, and
the Bangor crusade by Mrs. D. J. Wheelden; response by Mrs. Gertrude Stevens
Leavitt; short addresses by Mrs. Ilel- n (J.
Rice, of Boston, M -s Ellic Littlefield, of
W in ter port. Miss Eliza bet h Cphaui Voand Mrs. Helen l
A
»*!»■*
fin Beedy.
re
tion was taken, after which th r.

a

different,

V. Dow.

•V.

Recording secretary, Miss

STATE CONVENTION NOTES.

Monday quite a delegation from
Hancock county took passage on the
On

At

(

Morphlue, who
has tried and failed
to break the habit!
Tell him of the

(

Bangor Sanitarium, | •

Actual Bnsiness

of

by

“Till He come’’—oh, let the words
on the
trembling chords;
Let the. little while between
In their go] p- light be seen;
a
L» t us think
heaven and home
Lie beyond 1::it “Till He come.”

(

mail and railroad.

Olee Practice
for beginners.

When the weary ones we love
Enter on their rest above,
is
8o".so poor and vast.
All our life joy overcast.
Hush ! Be e\ erv murmur dumb!
It is only—till He come.

assisted^to positions.
j
;i,

.u

IU

4|

^

FREE

...

CATALOGUE.

f
4

Address—

Miir

1873.

I,

by law exempt from

are

WHITCOMB, Vice-President.

CHARLES C.

BVRRILL, Treasures.

Deposits draw Interest trom the first day of
March, .Tunc, Septenil»er and December.
HOARD OF DIRECTORS:
A. r. m-KNiiAM,
.ion* F. Whitcomb,
N. B. Coo LI 1)0 K,
F. Cakkoll Burrill.
Chaklkn c. Burrill.
Ttnnk hours

dally, from 9

to 12

a. m.

tn

Where the demon which controls him can
be overcome by the Springer Method,

I

and the

appetite permanently removed.

Send for pamp hlet

giving full particu
lars.

Address

«

nfHlll (IT

x/un^ut

Is what your money wlll’earn If
lu vested In shares of. the

A
is

WHY PAY

AND

SJtiOKTIlAJND.

F. L. SHAW, President,

Portland, Maine.

reduce It every month
Monthly
payments and Interest together
will amount to but lime more
than you are now paying for
rent, aud lu about lu years you
will

OWN YOUR OWN HOME.
For

particulars It.quire of

ilh.MiV W. < >ii.uan, Scc'v.
First Nut’l Bank Bldg.

j
;
i

A. W

Kino, President.

Proftssional Caris.
TJENJ. B. WHITCOMB,

ATTORNEY-AT-LAW.
OFFICE

PETERS'

IN

BLOCK,

ELLSWORTH,
F.

Ji

MAINE.

BURNHAM,
ATTORNEY
AND

COUNSELLOR AT LAW.
prosecuting attorney for all classes of
pensions against the United States.
Also

Business solicited.

Ellsworth,

!

K

JOHN

Maine.

BUNKER, JR.,

ATTORNEY^ AT
OFFICES

BAH HARBOR AND

;

!
1

I

LAW.

AT

BLUEHILL,

Rar Harbor offices: 7 and 8 Mt.
BluehlU office open Satunlavs.

ME.

DesertBtock.

*

H. GREELY.

JJR.

DENTIST.

I

Graduate of the
class of ’75

Philadelphia

Collette,

Denial

WOKFICE IK GILES' BI.OCE. ELLSWORTH.
Closed Wednesday afternoons until further
notice.

I'ARROLL BURRILL,
ATTORNEY
AND

COUNSELLOR AT LAW.
Notary Public

and

Justice

Peace.

of the

Office over Burrlll Nations)
STATE Street,

Bank,

Ellsworth,

H. W.

DR

(»

Me.

HAYNES,

DENTIST.
•9-Snndolor for the Painless Extraction of Tooth.
.•.OFFICE OVER E. J. WALSH'S STORE..*.

^

Closed
notice.

('
‘.

Wednesday

afternoons until further

o7 LITTLEFIELD,

2

*

M. D.,

PHYSICIAN,

m

Sanitarium \

BLUEHILL,

MAINE.

TELEPHONE CONNECTION.

company.

JJR.

HARRY W.

OSGOOD,

IIOMCEOPATHIST,
Main

St.,
Over Postal

Ellsworth,
Telegraph Co.

Me.

(Successor to Dr. a. L. Douglass.)
Night calls answered promptly at the office.

Pauper Notice.

undersigned hereby given notice
has contracted with the City of Elisworth.for
rHE
1
of

tnat ne

i

the poor, during the ensuing year,
support
nd has made
provision for their support.
ample all
1c therefore forbids
persons tYom furnishing
uppllea to any pauper on his account, as without
Is written order, he will pay lor no
goods so
i urnlshed.
Harry 8. Jones.
he

1

AJAX REMEDY CO.,

For sale In Ellsworth, Me., by
George A. Pakchek, Druggist.

RENT?

when you can borrow on your
shares, give a first mortgage and

!

(i
11
j}

A LL Atmtiw I>i*t <i*e»—i ailing Memory, In potency, Sloeplesaness. etc., caused
by Aboae or otlitr I'.iceuees and Indiscretion*.
and turely
They
restore Lost \ itnlity in old or young. and
fir. a man for study, bu- iness or marriage.
F,revent Insanity and
r~ —
if
Consumption
aeuintime. Their nse shows immediate improve.
—nt and effects a CUBE where all other fail
Tni=»t upon having the genuine
Tablets.
Ajax
They
.five cured thouaandh and wi!! core
you. We Rive o dob*
tive written guarantee to effect a cure
ia
Cfi
>ach case or refund the money. Price 5R# « I &
per
)ackaKe; or six pkgea (full treatment) for #2.50. By
nail, in P'*inirT*pper, npon receipt of price. Circular
reo

NEW SERIES

open, Shares, tl each; monthly
payments, $ 1 per share.

now

1

POSITIVELY CURE

—

May

It. COO LI DO E, President.

JOIIX I\

VIADE
ME AM AN
AJAX TABLETS

Clouds and conflicts round us press.
Would we have one sorrow leas i
All the sharpness of the cross.
Ail that tells the world is loss.
Death ami darkness and the tomb.
Only whisper, Till He oome.

—

or

I

Linger

>

ltuninr*M

In this bank

each

Till He Come.

t of love Is spread.
;■
and break the bread—
Sweet memox\j.
till the Lord
Cali us round bis heavenly board.
Some :t a earth, from glory some.
Severed only—till He come.
Edward Henry Bickerstwtib

M. Far-

Assistant recording secretary, Miss Estelle Brainerd.
Treasurer, Mrs. Adelaide S. Johnston.
This is Mrs. Stevens’s twenty-second
election as president, and Miss Harwell's
seventeenth as recording secretary.
Mrs. Evelyn Neal, of Tremont, was reelected superintendent of work among
soldiers and sailors.

.—•

See, the ft a
Drink t,

Clara

I»e|>o*lt*

well.

I

BANGOR BRANCH

ComnienriMl

taxation.

Suffering

THE

ELLSWORTH, ME.

ing officers were elected:
President, Mrs. L. M. N. Stevens.
Corresponding secretary, Miss Cornelia

Soldier._

God Guide Aright.
God guide aright our republic and its
fearless president, so that righteousness
and ^justice prevail and foes who imperil freedom be forever silenced. —Jewish Messenger.

S5O,00O,

Hancock County Savings Bank,

OFFICERS.

landing white ribbons were looked
RISKED IIIS LIHK.
for and warmly welcomed. Southwest
Harbor had a good representation, at the American Marksmanship Shown In a Story
Abu tit Crespo.
start, South Deer Isle and Stonington
The chairman then in a swift and im- joined them and at Winterport others came
In ColHer’y Weekly are some anecdotes
partial manner proceeded with the elec- on board till there was quite a convention. of the late president of Venezuela. One
tion of officers, which resulted in the re- The White Ribbon hymnal was brought runs: Another little incident that occurred
election of the most of the old board who into requisition for an impromptu con- during the winter of 189*» showed Crespo's
thirst for notoriety and theatrical display.
had served faithfully during the past year. cert.
after the episode with Great BritThe preliminary meeting was held in Shortly
Delegates were chosen for the State conain there came to Caracas a traveling
vention at Bangor.
the vestry of the Central Congregational American
variety comjiany. Among the
A rising vote of thanks was tendered church, Bangor, Monday evening, led by
performers was a young woman who did
the election of officers.
marvelous fancy shooting with a rifle. The
the presiding officers. All felt that the Mrs. Stevens, and was devoted to plannews of the fair American’s prowess soon
After the usual opening exercises, to- seventh annual
j
meeting of the Frances E. ning work for the following sessions.
Tuesday at 9 a. m. the committees met reached the ears of the president, who invited her to give a private exhibition at
for seating the different delegations, etc.,
aijfafrttBcjnrnta.
Santa Inez.
She and her manager were
and at 9.30 there was a praise service led
hot slow in accepting, and they reached
Mrs.
A.
Snow
of
Windham
Cenby
Lucy
the executive mansion one bright Sunday
tre.
morning. After the usual stock variety
The church was decorated with the
jterformanee a numl>er of gla.*> hulls were
smashed
with the rifle in every imaginable
county banners and small flags, and the
platform was decked with ferns, ]»alui'4 position. Crespo was amazed, and. turning to the young woman, said, “Do you
and flowers and draped with our ow n and
think you could hit one of those balls if I
the English flags with the State banner
placed it on the top of my lirad?
between. In front was a portrait of Miss
“l should est«vm it the honor of my
Willard draped with smilax tied with life. Sc nor
This veteran fought for his country; suffered unI’residcpte,” she guBantly rewhite ribbon.
plied.
told hardships, and returned with health shattered.
Mrs. CrcsjK) and the entire cabinet were
At the close of the praise service Mrs.
Stevens took the chair. Mrs. ^arah Hall present and endeavored to persuiuie the
Many a brave soldier has the same history. To-day
not to do anything so foolhardy.
sang a solo. The crusade psalm w as read president
this one rejoices in a new-found strength and tells his
It was all in vain, however, for, removing
responsively, and the crusade hymn was his hat and
placing one of the glass balls
sung, after which prayer was offered by upon his head,
experience to benefit others.
Crispo turned to the byMrs. Hannah J. Bailey.
standers and said dramatically, “The
The secretary called the roll showing United States has l»ccn the friend of VeneNo man is better known and liked in
avail. Finally, having read articles reall the State officers present. The
zuela, and 1 will show my confidence in
that rich tier of Illinois counties, of which
garding cures that had been effected by nearly
being absent, the aim of an American."
Dr. Williams’ Pink Pills for Pale People, I corresponding secretary
Peoria is the centre, than genial Chester S.
The president of Venezuela then took a
Miss Effie Littlefield, of Winterport, was
decided to try them. That was in 1896.
Harrington, of Princeville, III.
across the courtyard, and from a
I bought a box and took the pills accord- elected to fill her place till the election of position
Mr. Harrington is a veteran of the late
distance of 75 feet the young woman
the new officers. Report of executive com- smashed
ing to instructions.
war.
Like many another brave soldier, he
the target at the first shot, and
“Four days later I had the happiest mittee came next, after w hich was the ap- ('Pl’SlMi hrilkhorl
suffered not only during that service, but
nunv
hours I had known for years. That night
for years afterwards from diseases conpointment of committees on courtesies, his handkerchief.
I
went
to
and
as
sleep easily
tracted then.
slept soundly
credentials and resolutions.
The next day the little Incident was the
a child and awoke refreshed.
For years his health was shattered: his
Mrs. Stevens then made her annual ad- talk of Caracas, and many were the criti“After
I
had
taken
four
boxes
of
the
increased.
He
was
unable
to
sufferings
dress. As she arose she was greeted, as cisms heard of the president's lack of digpills, I found that I was cured and had alsn
The young inarkswoman and her
gain reuef, but now he tells a story which
usual, w ith an enthusiastic Chautauqua sa- nity.
increased 27 pounds in weight.
is of profit to many:
manager were quick to realize the great
and
her
address
was
infrequently
“I served three years in the 124th IlliThis greatly surprised my friends, who lute,
advertisement, however, and after leaving
nois, enlisting at Kewance, I1L,” said he.
thought my case was a hopeless one. I be- terrupted with applause. Reports of su- Venezuela they announced the episode in
were
next
in
"I was in Libby Prison and suffered like
and
order,
gan my work again and have continued perintendents
display type. They even went so far as to
ever since in excellent health.
were given by those present, while absent
many another Northern soldier.
say that the revolutionists had offered the
The strain of army life did its work in
Another valuable gain to me was, that ones sent reports, most of which were woman $100,0u0 to accidentally miss her
while I was taking these
undermining my health, although the colI
had
target and place a bullet in the forehead
been
read during the session.
pills
cured of the smoking habit, which had
lapse did not come for sometime after.
Mrs. Freeman Smith, of Rockland, su- of the president, knowing well that CresFor fifteen yean I suffered from general
formed when I was a boy and had clung
po’6 bravado would make hiiu suggest her
of 8. T. I., died during the
to me all these years.
debility and nervousness so badly that I
The craving for perintendent
attempting the shot.
could not sleep. Indigestion resulted and
tobacco left me and I have never expe- summer, and her husband, who was present at one of the sessions, gave a report of
my misery increased.
rienced it since.
“I doesn’t b’live in good or bad luck,”
*My eyes began to fail, and as my body
I cannot say enough for these pills and her work and a very feeling tribute to her said Cncle
Eben,
’eeppin’ ter dis exlost vitality my mind seemed to give way.
have recommended them to many.”
memory. At the noon hour prayer was tent:
Ef a man’s born wif sense he’s
I could scarcely remember events that hapTo verify this statement Mr. Harrington made by Mrs. Bucknam and after some
lucky, an’ef he’s born wifout he’s hoobut a few weeks before.
made affidavit to its truthfulness before items of business the
pened
4
meeting was ad- dooed.”
For two years I was unfitted for busiLincoln M. Coy, Notary Public.
Meals
were served throughout
journed.
ness.
I was just able to creep around durDr. Williams’ Pink Pills for Pale People
in the dining-room of the
strike at the root of disease by acting di- the convention
ing part of this time, and there were many
S&brrtisrmmts.
times when I could not get up.
rectly upon the impure blood. Their church.
The
was
brother
is
a
convention
called
but
all
to
order
his
at
"My
doctor,
power is marvelous and many wonderful
1
efforts to help me failed to give any relief.
cures have been made.
The man with an i
Druggists consider 2.30, and after prayer the reports of morn"I tried a number of remedies without
them a potent remedy, and all sell them.
session
and
executive
committee meet- •
ing
appetite for Liquor (*

A

CAP7TAL STOCK

At the annual meeting of the Maine W.
C. T. C. in Bangor last week the follow-

A

convent ionward.

KLLSWOKTH.

J

_

STATE

Willard W. C. T. V. had been both inter-

bound

OF
1

a|

esting and profitable. J. M. Mason,
Sept. 20.
Recording Secretary.

“Cimbria”

FIRST
NATIONAL RANK

&n,&00.
SURPLUS,
music and the benediction.
All of the speeches were listened to with ;
Ranklmr hour* from ha n : >2 p. m.
Saturday- from ‘.l to 1J
great\interest (though Dr. Robinson incurred some criticism by a sh.n .v of
hint against the laws on prohibitionI Every facility offered Customers.
Mrs. Rice and the other ladies gave short I
Correspondence solicited.
addresses, but full of poiuts and sparkling
Andrew P. Wiswell, president,
with wit.
The day’s session was much
>. K. Whitinq, Vice President,
Hlniiy U ujRVIan, Cashier
ertjoyed by all. One lady remarked that
DIRECTORS:
“one might know by the earnest interestA. P. Wtswell,
8. K. Whitino,
ed faces that these women were there not
L. A. KMKKY.
K. If. <»KKELT,
for pleasure, but for real work”.
Klqe.nl Hall,
A. \V. Ui>q.
For lack of time the scribe must leave
MAIN STREET.
ELLSWORTH. ME.
the report of the following days for next
week.
Eoo.
Sept. 23.
more

romion v owaer

gether with the yearly reports of officers
and superintendents, the president, Mrs.
A. W, Clark, made a strong appeal for
more earnest and fearless work for the
coming year. She then escorted the moderator to the chair, and Dr. Fulton made
a tender and touching speech to the members, in which she spoke particularly of
the promoted leader, Frances E. Willard,
her interest in and messages to her namesake union as received from her own lips
by the speaker.

Established ias7.

■

Ask Mrs. Pinkham’s Advice-A Woman best Understands a Woman’s Ills
Please do not confound Comfort Powder with the ordinary Talcum powder#. It i#
The nur‘iuj:
better, and more modern preparation
,_-fx
profession has adopted it because they have proved it
-- ^
id the beat, both as a uarsery and toilet powder.

atorrtiect.u:'.'.

|

4

£

SPARED the

■.

ELLSWORTH MARKETS.

enemy.

To One In Paradise.

Wednesday, September 28, 1898.

0pnntiih Gorenwr Showed Great Generosity In the War of 174«.

MAINK LAW BKOARDINQ

WKIOHTS AND MKASCHRS.

A bushel of Liverpool salt shall weigh 60
In the year 1746, when England was enand a bushel of Turks Island salt shall
gaged in war with Spain, Captain Ed- pounds,
wards of tho Elizabeth of ljondun, coining weigh 70 pounds.
of a hushei of potatoes,
through tho gulf from Jamuica richly lad- 1 The standard weight
The ship in good order and fit for shipping. Is 60 pounds.
en, met with a violent storm.
a
bushel of beans In
of
The
standard
wxdght
sprang a leak that obliged it to run into
tho i»ort of Havana. Tho captain went on good order and tit for shipping, Is 62 pounds.
shore and waited on the governor and told Of wheat, beets, ruta-baga turnips and peas, 60
him of tho occasion of his putting in, add ; pounds; of corn, 56 pounds; of onions, 52
of carrots, English turnips, rve and
ing that he su rendered the ship as a prize pounds;
Indian meal, 50 pounds; of barley and buckas well ns himself and crew prisoners of
wheat, 48 pounds; of oats, 32 pounds, or even
measure as by agreement.
war, only requesting good quarters.
“No, sir," replied tho governor; “if wto
Country Produce.
had taken you in fair sea or Approaching Beans.
our own coast with hostile
intentions, | Improved Yellow Eye, per bush.2.50
Pea, hand picked, per bu.2.25
your ship would then bo a lawful prizo j
and your people prisoners, but when, dis- ( Peas:
hand
of
tressed by the
Providence, you : Improved, per bu (seed).2.50
come to our port, for safety of your lives
Butter.
ne
are bound
n,
enemies,
though
we, being
Creamery per lb.27
Dnlry.. ..180.22
by tho laws of humanity to afford relief to
the distress'd who ask it of us. We can- Cheese.
Best factory (new) per Tb.120.16
not, even against our foos, take advantage
Best dairy (new).15
You have leave thereof tho act of God.
Butch (Imported).90
fore to unload your ship, if that Ik* nocesNcufchatel.05
eary to stop tho leak. You may fit her
here and traflie so far besides as shall bo
Freeh laid, per doz.
20
needful to pay tho charges. When re- Hay.
1
will
a
give you
paired, you may depart.
Best loose, per ton. 8310
Baled.12 014
pans, to l)o in force till beyond Bermuda.
If after that you nre taken, then you will Straw.
Loose.7 38
be a lawful prize, whereas now, as you are
Baled.10 312
only a- stranger, you havo a stranger’s
Vegetables.
right to safety and protection."
.40 Carrots, bu
.60
Potatoes, bu
Here was fAirnoes. Tho ship departed Sweet
lb
.04 Tomatoes, !b
.05
and arrived without any further accidont Beets, potatoes,
bu
.80 Squash, lb
.02
.02 Turnips, bu
.50
in the port of London.—Pittsburg Dis- Cabbage,
.40 Celery,
.07
Onions, pk
patch.
.02
Cucumliers,
doz
.12
Corn,
Her Lore Test.
Groceries.

How many young men, candidates for

Cotlee—per B»

Rice, per lb

.06 3.08

matrimony, could win a wifo were they
Rio,
.153.20 Pickles, per gal .40 a.60
-35 Olives, per qt
Mocha,
.850.75
unexpectedly put under tho test of the
.33 Vinegar—per gal—
Java,
shrewd Scotch girl who surprised hor mislb—
Pure elder,
.20
Tea—per
tress by announcing:
.45 g.65 Cracked wheat,
.06
Japan,
.30
lb
.06
I
am
maun
tell
to
loavo
I
0.65
Oatmeal,
Oolong,
per
yo
“Lady,
lb—
Sugar—per
Granulated,

Quaker rolled oats, .(Mi
.06
Buckwheat,
.(Mi
Coffee—A A B,
.05
Graham,
.05
Rve meal,
.05
Yellow, C
oil—per gal—
Molasses—per gal—
..35 Linseed,
.60 3.65
llavuuA,
.45
Porto Rico,
.13
Kerosene, per gal
.60 Astral oil,
.15
Svrup,
Maple syrup.qt .25 0.30

your service and to be marritt.
“Is not this very sudden, Mary?" Inquired tho lady. “Who is the person you
expect to marry?"
“It is John Scott, mistress."
“Btft you have known him but a short
time.
How can you trust a stranger?"
persisted tho woman, reluctant to part
with a good servant.
“Yes, ’tis true, but he’s ken himsel’
mony years, and ho says he’s all right, and
I believe he is, fori asked him, I)id lie
ken tho Ten Commandments?’ and he
1 asked him could
gave them ivory one.
ho say tho Shorter Catechism, and ho had
it every word; then I told him to grip his
hands quick and hard, and then, lady, I
saw’ ho was a strong man. and I’m gnin to
gie him my hand."—Youth’s Companion.

Lumber and Building Materials.

Lumber—per M—
Hemlock,
oogli
Hemlock boards, 09 y 11
12 016
Spruce,
15 020
Spruce floor,
Pine,
12<jl5
Matched pine,
15018
Shingles—per M—
2 75
Cedar, extra
2 00
clear,
2d clear,
175
extra
••

one,
No. 1,
scoots,

Hemlock,

fRctiiral.

150
1 25
.75

Clapboards—per M
Extra spruce,
Spruce, No. 1,
Clear pine,
Extra pine,
Laths— per M—

—

24 <526
17 <3 IS

35060
35<j60

2.00
Spruce,
.04 <i.(M>
Nalls, per lb
160
Cement, per cask
.85
Lime, per cask
7 311
Brick, per M
W bite lead, pr tb .05 3.O8

125
Provision*.
.15 3-30 Tripe, per lb
.lly.12 Honeycomb
.12y.l< Ham, per tb

.08
Steak, l»eef, 0>
Fresh pork,
tripe,3. .10
Spring lamb, fl«
.123.14
Veal, per U>
.08y.l6 Shoulder,
.09y .10
.12 3.1(1
Roasts,
.O83.I4 Bacon,
Beef, corned, fb .O63.l1> Mutton, per lb .06 3.10

For FAMILY Use;
Dr. A.

.06^

Johnson, in 1810, Originated

.15
tongue,
Salt pork, per lb
.10
.10 3.12
Igird, per lb
.10
Pigs feet, per lb

Poultry—per

tt>—
.14 £.16
-1«*1.18
.10

'Fowl,
t hickens,
Bologna,
Cooked ham, 1b
Boneless hum,

.15

.14

(■nine.

Partridges, pr
To Cure

Every

Form of

Inflammation;

Mother j
Every
is always
acts promptly.
It

ready

Cod,
Haddock,
Lobsters,
Pickerel,
Clams, qt
Scallops, qt
Halibut,
Bluetldh,
Mackerel,

iSE.!1
for
use.

suffering children love it.
Dropped on sugarcure
all ailments that are
positively
attended with inflammation; such as

asthma,
abscesses, bites, burns, bruises, bronchitis,
colds, coughs croup, catarrh chaps, chilblains, colic, cholera-morbus, all forms of sore
throat, earache, headache, la grippe, lame
back, mumps, muscular soreness, neuralgia.
All who use it are amazed at its wonderful
power and are loud iu its praise ever after.
have used
for years,

your Anodyne Liniment In our
and It is almost the only medicine
we do use, and we use this for almost everything.
I have used it as an external anplration with aston-

family

ishing results.
Send for

Hikam Odi in,

.05

.05
.15
.10
.20
.35
.14
.14
.25
.25
.14

Dry cod,

Pollock,
Mackerel,

Bangor, Me.

New Book Treatment for Diseases.
The Doctor’s Signature and Directions on every bottle.
Sold by all I>rugg!«u. Price, 36 cents. Six bottles, fi.oi.
L S. JOHNSON S CO., 23 Custom House St., Boston, Mss*
our

Ox,

.05

Cow,

.05

Bull,
.04>£
Calf skins, green
.253.75
Pelts,
.403.50
Lambskins, .25 3.35

Rough,
Tried,

Figs,
Dates,
Raisins,
Prunes.

.123.20 Tamarinds,
.10 Currants,
.08 3.15 Apples, string

.103.14

maaljing 4pofcoticT.

COLD CLARIONRANGES
-AND-

HOT WATER

HEATING
APPARATUS.
—at—

ELDRIDGE’S.
Crockery

|

flowers,

Ah. drea m too bright to hst!
Ah. starry hone, that didst arise
But to me overcast!
A voire from out the future cries,
•‘On. on!" but o'er the past
Dim gulf my spirit, hovering, lic9

Mute, motionless, aghast.
For, alas, alas, with me
The light of life is o’er!
No more, no more, no more
(Such language holds the solemn sea
To the sands upon the shore)
Shall bloom the thunder blasted tree
Or the stricken eagle soar.

per.

And all my days are trances
And all my nightly dreams
Are where thy gray eye glances
And where thy footstep gleams,
In what ethereal dances,
By what eternal streams.
-E. A. Poe.

EDITORS.
They had both been In the trade long
enough to know the tricks. Through ono
of those frequent and sudden yot not unexpected journalistic changes they stepped
down and out together, Joining hands in
adversity. Those journalistic gems may
as woll bo designated by name.
The ex-

Dubbins gazed in mute admiration at
his partner for an instant, then exclaimed,
“Dan, you're a born editor!”
“And you're a clam!
Of course. continued the astute Daniel, “wo would each
have an equal interest in both papers, and
—well, the people mustn’t be consulted in
all questions of policy.”
The announcement was printed in Tho
Banner the next day. That evening Dobbins addressed tho opposition meeting got
The issue was forced.
up for the purpose.
The town divided evenly on the question,
and the fight began.
At about 2 o’clock a. m. Dubbins crawled around by the back way to The Banner
office, and the partners consulted long and
earnestly. Next day Dubbins broached
the idea of an opposition organ to the postmaster and a few more paving opponents.
As Dan had predicted, they bit, and a
week later the paper made its appearance.
They named it the Koarersville Clarion.
Dubbins controlled it absolutely, but he
gathered around him an advisory committee of antipavers to assist in managing the
sheet and to give it prestige.
Oh, tho beautiful journalistic war that
followed! Kditorially The Banner dubbed

scissors editor of The Advocate was Lawrence Dubbins, called “Dubby” for convenience. He who handled the religious
itufT—and I speak not slightingly, using
>nly the trado name—was Daniel Goby,
familiarly treated as Dan.
I have never learned how th«y got to
Topeka, but thither they went. There
they found themselves, not with heavy
hearts, nor yet with heavy purses, but
TV...
M..I...»
—.111_l.
with the conviction that the superb end tKu ../lit,.,.
shaper, destiny, had something in store enemy of progress, a moss covered, effete
for them. And they wen) not proud, hav- easterner and a clam. Editorially the eding mutually agreed that, nothing in the itor of Tho Clarion dubbed the editor of
journalistic lino materializing!, they or Tho Banner a tool of tho capitalists, a
wither of them would accept tho presidency plotter, a jobber and an enemy of true
of a bank, the general management of a western civilization. In the hours bofore
railroad, a position on tho polico force or the dawn of day Dan and Dubbins met,
a miscellaneous job in a mining
camp, as smoked, composed their hot broadsides and
occasion offered.
Perhaps they were in a laid plans for the future. Tho propavers
sen so independent.
Between them they
bought The Buuner and tho antipavers
had $500, and what newspaper man in bought The Clarion, and both sides bought
harness would not laugh to scorn the cares copies of tho opposition sheet to learn
of the world In possession of such a sum?
what the enemy was doing and saying.
That fight raised the two papers to tho
As they created no sensation in tlfe Kansas
capital they were about spending top notch of success. The two editors met
Dubmoney to move on when they encountered 1 on the street. Hot words passed.
>i man inspired, who told them of a town
j bins struck Dan, Dan hit back, their re200 miles dim west where a newspaper j spective followers took sides, and a free
3mild bo bought at ruinous rates.
Dan
fight followed. In tho confusion tho two
md Dubby took counsel together—went,
editors slipped out and escaped to their
ollices.
saw and bought.
“You hit me pretty hard, Dan,” said
They settled down to lifo in Roarersvillo
Dubbins seven hours later as they comwith $50 cash, no credit and a newspaper
muned
much
run
in Tho Banner sanctum.
to
seed.
But
it
had
“Wo
very
possiIt was a four pago affair and
bilities.
agreed to tap easy.”
‘‘I had strong provocation,” responded
’ami'out weekly if tho editor found enough
the other.
news to fill it tip: if not, then as soon as
“Your lirst blow was a stingsomething happened of importance to war- er.”
and
“What
rant the filling
was tho result?”
closing of the forms.
I would not have it inferred that because
“Seven variously hurt, 13 arrested, the
tho Hoarersville Bainter was a post morcirculations will advance about 200 copies
tem sheet it reflected the town.
Far from and there is a warrant out for your arthat. Hoarersville was really a very wide rest.”
“The dickens!” (Edited.)
Fiwako little place. Its population was
“Don't bo alarmed. I’ll see vou out of
rated at about 2,000, and in politics it was
it.”
ill tho one way for which the Populist
Senator Peffer humbly thanked his Maker.
Dubbins was arrested. But Dan scornSVh-t the town needl'd was a live newspa- fully refused to prosecute him. The whole
community now knew what kind of a man
per. and it got one shortly.
the low down editor of Tho Clarion was,
The two editors were newspaper men,
he said. Sending him to tho lockup could
not journalists, and Tho Banner was a
Dan took hold of not possibly do any good. It would rather
mccess from tho start.
die editorial end. Dubbins assumed the have a tendency to make a martyr of the
jures of tho business management, and toscamp among his misguided followers.
gether they acted as devil, composition Dubbins was accordingly discharged.
The propavers won. But the war didn’t
force and pressmen. They kicked off tho
The end there. Now that wouldn’t have been
edition regularly every week too.
journalistic. Tho fight was waged more
paper was never held back now for lack of
matter.
If there wasn’t enough news to furiously than ever. After another con111 it up, the two partners made It.
Poe ference between the tw’o editors, The Banhadn’t a finer imagination for curdling ner proposed that Roarersville erect a new
crimes than Dan.
Once when news was schoolhouse. Emboldened by its success
particularly scarce, with the forms to be In defeating the will of tho people onoe,
The Banner was evidently intent on doing
)losed at midnight, the business manager
it again. And the second fight was on.
went out after dark, waylaid and assaulted
the tax collector, against whom ho had a Criminal profligacy, said The Clarion.
Those two ably edited journals began
frudgo, anyhow, and tho next morning
Iho Banner had a magnificent story, bris- to circulate all over the country. A new
iling with facts, on tho mysterious, un- census gave Roarersville a total of 5,000
provoked and cowardly assault upon “ono inhabitants, and this Immense gain over
Dan wrote a lend- the previous figures was attributed directour best citizens."
ing editorial, doublo leaded, on tho affair, ly to the boom started by the two wide
offering a reward of $25 for tho arrest and awake newspapers. The Banner altered
sonviction of the miscreant, but he never Its policy and published two editions a
This and other dotails of week. The Clarion went one edition betwas caught.
TVn
an.n
metropolitan journalism gave Tho Banner
thusiastio citizens bought both papers at 2
xme.
Iim,
llin 1 iitfnw
cents per copy.
Dan was mi artist in his way, and Tho
tho partners sat in tho sanctum reading
Banner soon appeared with its pages
jroof. “Dubby, here is my life work. I
♦hall consecrate myself to the interests of brightened by cuts.
Up wont tho price to
:his growing town and live and die among 4 cents, and tho citizens gladly paid for
their art gallery.
Another secret editorial
ts peaceful people, but our progress isn’t
•apid enough to suit mo. Dubby, a largo conference. Then the next issue of The
Clarion also contained cuts. They looked
scheme has entered my think tank.”
“If it’s another assault, you must take suspiciously like Dan’s handiwork, but all
doubt was dispelled by The Clarion’s an[rour turn at it,” responded Dubbins.
“Ha. ha! That was a rather largely nouncement that they were secured at
idea.
iro portioned
Dubby, if occasion great expense from a Chicago firm, and
lad arisen for tho payment of that reward consequently The Banner’s price would
have to be raised, very reluctantly, to 4
>vhich we, in the kindness of our hearts,
offered for the arrest and conviction of the cents. Of course such enterprise won recin
have
a
there’d
been
issailant
ognition.
lynching
All the while the schoolhouse fight was
Ids town and another big story for The
Banner. I’m half sorry sometimes; but,
waged, and a goodly sum rolled into tho
It was a pity, the citiEver think ! common treasury.
is I said, I’ve been thinking.
zens said, that such brilliant men as tho
my more, Dubby?”
1
editors
two
couldn’t
when
I
haven’t
agree personally even
anything
“Occasionally,
if their views on public questions differed.
)lse on my mind.
They were really a credit to their city.
“Dubby, did you ever make a speech?”
The schoolhouse was erected.
Then
“Not in my sober senses.”
‘Well, do you think you could make » The Clarion lieeamo progressive and prothat
bo
the
members
salaries
jober speech?”
posed
paid
of tho fire brigade and won after a brisk
“I might if I had several drinks.”
What one paper proposed tho oth“Ha! ha! Dubby, that’s good. But fight.
er opposed, and between them the two edlisten. I want you to make a speech. All
itors built up a town of no mean impor?reat editors make speeches, you know.
¥ou must have observed that there is a tance. Everybody in the county read Tho
Banner and The Clarion, and as tho two
movement afoot in tins growiug settlement to pave our highways, and that sen- editors rose to wealth and prominence they
timent seems to be divided upon tho wis- themselves began to think with the citizens of Roarers villo that it was a pity they
iom of such a course.”
couldn ’t get together. Both had long been
“Some clams oppose it.”
would
like
tired of tho restraint under which they
how
“That’s it. Dubby,
you
were placed by reason of their peculiar pox> be a clam?”
sition, and when it became apparent that
“I—a—what the thunder do you mean?”
“Listen,” and he slipped to tho door to the town could and would support two
well established and wide awake journals
jee if the office cat was asleep and tho otha final conference took place.
yr employees out of hearing. “How would
in
tho
tako
the
lead
like
to
“Dubby," said Dan, “The Banner and
opposition,
pou
make a speech against paving tho streets Tho Clarion are now both well paying
md destroying our sweet rural simplicity,
properties, thanks to our careful manageLet’s divide and make up."
ment.
ienounco it and call for a general protest?”
The Banner and Tho Clarion are now
cried
“Do you want to ruin this paper?”
read daily by the proud citizens of a real
Dubbins in alarm.
“I want to improvo it.”
city now bearing a new n^ue.—Philadel“But if I as one of the proprietors prophia Press.
sest”—
An Opinion.
“But,” said Dan, “you won’t be one of
Bill—Charley is ever ready to assert his
ihe proprietors.”
opinions.
“What!”
Frank—They’re not opinions; they’re er“That’s it. You will leave tho sheet.
rors of judgment.—Philadelphia Call.
[ and The Banner will support the movement.
You will draw out”—
Sound.
“I’ll do nothing of tho kind,” said DubMr. Bunker (to applicant for his daughbins flatly.
|
“Yes, you are a clam,” mused Dan. ter’s hand)—Is your position sound?
Applicant—Decidedly so, sir; I’m a
“Listen once mote. Unless Tho Banner
trombone player.—PuUch.
_
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KITTKKY TO CAKIBOU.

illustrious Lafayette
1 Portsmouth in 1822.

when

lie

v

.sited

father, John
On©
Week’s
Win now lugs of
News, | Finery, was a Revolutionary noldier, and
Novelty and Nodsen.se.
her brothers, John and Nathan, both Ion
John 'Jolburn, of Orono, rii aged and since
deceased, shouldered ruuski cs in th
respected citizen, was killed by a fall from war of 1812.
his hay-mow last Wednesday.
The meeting of the Maine Federation of
llagH/liie, Kook ami Newspaper Note
Women’s Clubs will be held at Brunswick
Prof. Benjamin Jde Wheeler, of Cornell
this week—Wednesday, Thursday and
university, has written a new life of
Alexander the Great, which will be one
Friday.
The Cornelius Dorfty kiln at Rockland of the leading features of The Century
The
was destroyed
by lire Thursday. Loss Magazine during the coining year.
with
f4,000, covered by insurance. Cause un- papers will be richly
known.
pictures by Andre Castaigne, Louis Loch
Her

......

and others.

Mrs. Bernard Rancour, of Lewiston,
In “The Santiago Campaign”, in tie
eighty years of age, was p ned in her
room Wednesday morning by n lire.
She October number of Harper's Magazine,
Caspar Whitney gives a complete and
1.
jumped from a window and was k
consecutive narrative of the greatest camRev. John L. Lowell, formerly a
oof the late war. with thrilling perfessor in Bates college, and pastor for paign
sonal experiences under lire. The article
years of the Main Street Free Baptist
i
illustrated from photographs by the
Weils last
church, Lewiston, died at
author, James Burton, William DiuThursday.
widdie, and others, and in addition has
The dwelling and stable of Alfred M.
two maps drawn from notes taken in the
Crook at North Deering were burned
field by the author.
Monday night. Mr. Crook was grooming
A

writer in the October Ladies' Home
Journal shows how easy it is to establish
and maintain public libraries even in the
small country towns.
Co-operation of
effort under capable, enthusiastic direcGeorge Blanchard, of Fort Kent, har- tion, it is
pointed out, will bring the
nessed bis teem into a heavy wagon, and
The articie details
sougbt-for results.
left the team alone for a few minutes.
with exact directness the best way to proj
Three small children climbed into the
ceed, even suggesting entertainments by
The horses ran away, throwing which
wagon.
money can be raised for the liI
the children out.
One, a boy five years brary fund. At a small money cost, the
;
old, fell under the wheel and was killed. writer makes it clear that
every small
A daring attempt was made Friday town can
enjoy the benefits of a good
night to rob the Bethel savings bank. library.
|
The outer door of the big steel safe in the
The editors of McClure's Magazine
bank was biown to pieces by dynamite, have
secured for the October number a
and the second door was badly damaged.
“human document” of the recent war of
I
The robbers were frightened away before the
highest interest and value. It is a
they had a chance to get at the contents
diary kept by the British consul at Santiof the safe. The interior of the bank was
before the
ago de Cuba from the day
wrecked by the explosion.
arrival of Cervera’s fleet until the day
Maine's reputation as a good state to after the American army took possession
live in is enhanced by all sorts of official
of the city.
Mr. Ramsden, the author,
The vital
for
colt ill the stable when the aiiimal
kicked him over, at the same time knocking over a lantern which started the tire.
Loss, |5,000; insurance |2,500.
a

figures.

statistics,

instance,

show that Maine’s death rate for 1896 was
the lowest of the six New England states.
Its birth rate was also lower than any
other New England state, except Vermont.
But this doesn’t count for so much as
might seem, since a state’s prosperity and
not so much
on the
progress depend,
number of children born as on the number who live and are properly brought up,
and in these respects Maine is ready to
challenge comparison with anybody.—

Lewiston Journal.

had been British consul

nearly forty years.
was

the

at

Santiago

for

During the siege he

tlie special guardian ami adviser of
panic-stricken foreign residents, and

in close confidential communication
with the Spanish author!!;
civil and
military. Under* the grtul labors and
hardships of his position he finally fell
died.
ill, and, soon after the surr -t ’.
For the story of the siege of Santiago
was

J. A. Fairbanks, of Bangor, a prominent
business man, died Thursday from injuries
received by being thrown from bis carriage which was in collision with an electric car. Mr. Fairbanks had been in the
plumbing and stove business in Bangor

people directly
personal
safety and comfort and then daily lives,
there D no document yet put 'ished equal

for many years. He was a veteran of the
civil war, having entered the service in
Co. A, 14th Maine infantry, on March 1,

titled

1865.
the

He
same

was

discharged

year.

on

Sept.

22 of

Mr. Fairbanks’ age

was

fifty-nine
a

He leaves a widow and
years.
daughter, Miss Gertrude Fairbanks.
Miss Thurza

citizen of the

Emery, probably
died at

State,

the oldest

Eliot Wed-

nesday, aged 103 years, 7 months and 9

days.

Kittery
March 12, 1795. Until a few days previous
to her death she was remarkably alert and
Miss

active.

Emery

was

born in

write without
the aid of glasses and had u wonderful
memory. She could recall innum irablo
anecdotes of men of local prominence dur-

ing
was

She could read and

the childhood
one

of

of

the

republic.

bevy of matters who
flowers the pathway of ti e

the

showered with

Shi

de

Cuba,

it affected the

as

involved,

either

on

side,

in their

to ttie Oel )ber number of He ('’lure's magStephen Boush1, iii an article en-

azine.

Fight for
campaign as

“The

Ssj

iago”,

de-

affected the
American s. ici er, writing f >*.n his own
observation and experience; while for

scribes

the

u

experiences of the pan ic-t-r ricken and
half-starving people shut up in tlie city
of Santiago we have a very remarkable
diary kept by the British consul at Santhe

tiago, who
and

was

all the time in the closest

the Spanish authorities,
expending—as it later proved—
life in relieving ttie general suf-

relations

with

was

his very

fering.
The dahlia
drew

Dahl,

a

was

named in

honor

of An-

Swedish botanist.

One of nature’s remedies; cannot harm the
weakest constitution; never fails to cure summer complaints of young or old.
Dr. Fowler’s
Extract of Wild Strawberry.—Advt.
"■■■■■■
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■

1

....

Seeds.
2 00 Clover—per lb—
.18
Red,
.18
Alslke,
Dried Fruit.

|

.01K
.03*

Publishing company, limited, does something soon, we’ll stop getting rich, and I
don't care to give up that exercise.
We'
need n sensation to boom things.
Tho
time has come when, with important
questions pending, this town can support
two papers. But there must l>e an animus
;
for the second sheet, the esteemed contemporary. Now, it would be tho most !
.natural thing in the world for you aijd I ;
to quarrel and separate on this
pending ;
question, in which case you would draw :
out of the partnership, make a
speech I
against the movement and take the lead I
in the opposition.
And. again, it would
he the most natural thing in the world for
tho opposition to want an organ through
which it could communicate with tho people. I want you to start and edit that pa-

.....

Herdsgr&as, bu
Redtop, per lb
Lawn seed, per lb

©olti Duat

.07 3.10
.0* 3.05
.10 3.12

Halibut uns, .103.12
Halibut heads,
.05
Boneless cod, .O83.IO
Tongues and
sounds,
.O83.IO
Smoked.12
Salmon,
Halibut,
Sword llsh,
.25
Herring, box,
Finnan haddle,
.10
Fuel.
Wood—per cord
Coal—per ton—
3 00 3600
6 25
Dry hard,
Broken,
2 00 33 50
6 25
Dry soft,
Stove,
6 25
Roundings per load
Egg,
6 25
10031 25
Nut,
6 00
Blacksmith’*
and
Grain
Feed.
Flour,
bb—
.90
Shorts—bag—
Flour—per
5 00 3 5 50 Mixed feet!, bag
.95
Straights,
St. Louis roller.
Middlings,bag .9531.00
5 00 35 50
Patents—
Winter wheat,
5 75
6 00
Spring wheat.
Corn meal, per bag .95
Corn, full weight per
1.00
bag
Oats, Western, per
bu
.40 3.43
Hide* and Tallow.
Hides—per lb—
Tallow—per lb—

It will

We

.75 311 00

Fish.
Salt—

Fresh—

INTERNAL as much as EXTERNAL.
Could a remedy have existed for nearly a
century, except for the fact that it possesses
extraordinary [merit for many family ills?
It

....

Thou wnst nil that to me, love.
For which my soul did pine—
A green isle In the sen. love;
A fountain an a shrine
All wren
I w ith fairy fruits and
And all the flowers were mine.

Apples, sliced

.12
.13
.10

.08g.l2
.06
.10

sown

I

Chainless

Bicycles, SI25.

F. A. COOMBS, Columbia Dealer,
ELLSWORTH,

ME.

(the <£lleu)ortl) American.!
A

=

■—:—

■
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LOCAL AND POLITICAL JOURNAL

j

ELLSWORTH, MAINE,

an

assured

Organize

assembly of

an

the

Bucksport olfactories, which have been
overworked by the tannery stream, see
prospect oi relief.

BY THE

HANCOCK COUNTY PUBLISHING CO.
F. W. Rollins, Editor and Manager.

Subscription Price— $2.00 a year; $1.00 for j
Seal Harbor’s summer settlement will
six months; :*o cents for three months; If \
paid strictly lu advance, $1.50, 75 and 88 cents be increased by two fine cottages to be
respectively. All arrearages are reckoned at built during the winter.
Seal Harbor

of $2 per year.
Advertising Kates—Are reasonable, and will
be made known on fipplication.
the

rate

neighbor, Northeast Harbor,
growing apace.

and her

_

WEDNESDAY. SEPTEMBER 28,1898.

toward

Investigating Commission.

Thill

are

A moose has been seen several times in
Gouldsboro. It is suggested that he was
looking for a place where hs would not be
disturbed by railroads, but rumors of the
electric road here have driven him back

Business communications should be addressed
to, and all money orders made payable to, The
Hancock county
Publishing Co., Ellsworth. Maine.

could show the attitude of
President McKinley towards the in-

Nothing

vestigation of the conduct of the war,
just started, more fully than his own
words to a member of the investigat“I feel that the
ing commission:
American
people have committed
these boys to my hands, and if anybody lias wronged them, I want to

Milbridge.

bull

A

moose

the

line of

has beeu

looking

Line

Shore

Cherryfield, trying

railroad

find

to

over

the

near

out what all

be
the disturbance
will report to bis fellows that they had
better fall back into the woods a few
miles further.
meant.

Doubtless

_

week of extensive
Hancock county were
exaggerated. There were a few fires, but
they were confined mostly to burnt lands,
where there was nothing but scrub to
burn. Of course there was danger after
the prolonged drought that the fires
would spread rapidly, but the rain Friday
allayed that danger.
The

find it out.”
The

following gentlemen compose
investigating commission: Gen.
G. M. Dodge, of Iowa, chairman; Col.
J. A. Sexton, of Illinois; Capt. E. P.
Howell, of Georgia; Maj. Gen. J. M.
Wilson, U. S. A.; Hon. Charles A.
Denby, of Indiana; ex-Governor U.
A. Woodbury, of Vermont,; ex-Governor ,T. A. Beaver, of Pennsylvania;
the

last

reports
fires

forest

in

The people of Winter Harbor, Goulds-

neighboring

boro and

towns

happy

are

at

prospect of electric road connection
with the Washington county railroad.
It is said the project is receiving the
serious consideration of John G. Moore,
J. Montgomery Sears, and other promthe

Gen. A. D. McCook, of New York, and
Dr. P. S. Conner, of Ohio.
It-fcc.s not yet been decided whether
the commission will do all of its work

inniiT

ponitaliulu

\

'Iripp

at

Inaiit

built, largely by private subscription,
point not far from Tunk pond, where
a station
to be known as “Gouldsboro
station” would be built. The distance
from Winter Harbor is about ten miles.
be

v\ usiungion,
in
sucn
summoning
witnesses as may be able to give information, or will later visit some of
the camps. There is work enough to

to

m

them in

keep

a

Fairy Tales Told

Club.

(inn

defunct

spirit

organization

of that

w

to

take

pay their dues aud the
incidental expenses of an afternoon’s
meeting at the traps.
As I understand it, the chief difficulty
to be overcome is the reduction of ex-

lively interest,

The

ordinary sports-

is not wealthy; he can hardly afford
spend an afternoon shooting at clay
pigeons if it is going to cost him from f3
to |5, and do it every week, as, of course,
he would like to, if it was inexpensive.
man

to

should

think,

most.

If

stakes,

of

would not exceed

a man

wou

at

or two sweepexpenses would be

The

The total

Correct View.

by

the State

assessors.

unmannerly

aud talk the matter
harm aud

no

No

cuse

The

surely
favorably.

It would

over.

might result

Orono

Bangor, Oct. t>, 7, 8.
Portland, Oct. 10, 11, 12.
Grand Orchestra of 70 and I in mouse Chorus of lOOO Voices.

and

men

is ridiculors.

minutes

prior

to the

team

one

hose

towns

other from

a

timers

man

was

who

!

Springfield Republican takes an 1,577,252, valued at $505,470, and the esti- use of streets and highways is regulated Tiie other timer was A. C. Swazey, of
mated value of egg and poultry production
Bm ksport, and he also had never limed a
by municipal authority.
eminently sensible view of keeping is
a win- !, us2.
If A is riding along
$1 871,781.17. The report shows 5,268 { urhose race.
No reasonable person
will
competent public men in their proper
Hankeys, 9.018 ducks, and 3,445 geese.
ing proper care, and B comes along with I question tfie disinterestedness of these
places. “'The Maine legislature,” it cock county has 101.917 hens, valued at 1 a team, and
hut the mistake was made
through neglect ruus into A
.wi

return

$26,067, and
Eugene Hale to the United States production
Senate

for

the

fourth

Mr.

term.

Hancock

t he value of egg

estimated

is

forty

has

and

poultry

$128,481.98. !
turkeys, SOS

at

nine

Hale's congressional career began as
far back as 1869.
Although a leading

ducks and nim

conservative in opposing intervention
in Cuba, Mr. Hale has no trouble in

The Eden fair, which has had a prosperous and interesting, though modest
existence for a few years past, has
secured the attention of summer residents of liar Harbor and vicinity, and

securing
seems

his

to

capacity

for

re-election,

care

of a

for the

more
man

Maine

for

than for his views on

general
public service
the particular

questions that come and go. That
this practice of keeping her representatives and senators in their places
has greatly increased the State's influence has often been pointed out.”

injures him or his wheel,
pay the damages?

and
B

Ans.

ty-one geese.

3.
on

This was the number of papers
mailed and delivered to
subscribers by

great things are promised as a result. A
plan is on foot, it is said, to make the
Eden fair a sort of grand finale of Bar
Harbor’s summer season. The idea is to
hold the fair

earlier in

the

season

when

j i»

j

bicycle

a

the road

the

same

right of way

team?

as a

Exactly

the

same.

j

iv

racing

hold the watch.

take

the

and

worth next Week.

| gret

semi-annual meeting of the Hanconference of Congregational enure ties will be held at North
Ellsworth next Tuesday and Wednesday.
The

county

is

j

as

j

as

West
republican gains
this fall will be surprising. Mr. Hermann has recently returned from an
extensive trip through the West, and
his knowledge of the people and conditions

in that

section

makes

trustworthy. He said:
“This country has fought with brilliant success a great war since President McKinley's election. The West,

Nothing official has been given out
on the subject but it is known that
the request of the Spanish military
commissioners to make a six-months'
job of evacuating Cuba, has been pos-

itively refusea. The Spaniards have
been courteously but firmly told that
the evacuation of Cuba must begin
!

able

hndy of A merican soldiers will
be in Cuba before November 1, and I
that the entire army of occupation
will be there

by December 1.
_I

A new and very active demand for j
American staves is now being re- i
ceived from different foreign countries and several vessels are being
chartered at United States ports to
load with them at southern Atlantic
and gulf ports.
Why not also from
eastern Atlantic ports?
What an industry could be created in Maine in
this much-needed forestry product!
Bangor Commercial.

The Maine Oame Wardens Will Have
to

Investigate

This.

Lawyer Smith and Dr. Hunter have returned from tneir Maine shooting trip.
Each shot one deer.— Vamaroneck (N. Y.)
Paragraph
And t lie law isn’t

urday.

Sure they

off

were

on

not

deer until Satrabbits?

Runaway Boy at Home.
Ellington Leighton, of the battleship
'“Oregon”, was welcomed to his old home
at Milbridge last week by his aged mother,
alter

absence ol

twenty-eight

years.
When a boy he ran away to sea, and has
roamed over the world many times. For
many years he has been in the navy, and
boatswain's mate Oi the “Oregon” he
mile voyage from
made the famous
San Francisco to Cuba, and helped sink
an

Cervera’s fleet July 3.

liloquizes

thus:

And
ture’s

cometh

again the autumn—nasombre, melancholy season.
August

now

once

are gone, and ye summer visitor hath hied
himself back to town to measure ribbons at $10
a week and to tell how tlti* poor countryman
llveth without Turkish baths, electric lights,
trolley cars, aldermen, saloons, pickpockets and

enjoying an era of great crops and a
plentiful money supply, will be heard
from emphatically in November.
I
think the casting up of votes out there
will be a surprise to nearly everybody.”

WELL !

American’s

days

fired with enthusiasm over our territorial acquisitions in the Pacific, and

WELL !

AUTUMN

SOLILOQUY.
Southwest Harbor
correspondent, “Stylus,” watching Dame
Nature paint the autumn landscape, soAN

The

judgment

—

An

Buckboards

will

were

in

no

the unfortunate

occurrence as

Vacation days are o’er, and the pretty schoolteacher taketh down the worn and seasoned
birch with virtuous determination In her soul
and fire In her eye. The small boy hasteneth to
the school-yard with a dead snake on a stick
with which to frighten the little girl with a pug
nose and a freckled face, for whom, some day In
the unrevealed years, he will write poetry and
borrow money to buy a diaiuoud ring.
The moonlight on the summer sea is no more
nature’s background, as je summer girl and ye
gallant college lad tell to one another’s hungry
hearts love’s old, old story; but the ball room
lights are shining for the one, and the bloodstained mud-mauled football field is now the
other’s hope of glory.
The trout streams are emptied and the land
locked salmon betaketh himself to ttie bottom of
the lake in utter renunciation of all the human
race; and lo, the bold hunter shouldereth his
j'un and trampeth over hill and dale, league on
league, with exertion untiring and patience un& bated and getteih a lame back, a torn coat, and
a six-ounce partridge.
The leaves are falling from the trees, the corn
Is ripening In the fields, and the housewife, with
face like a harvest moon and temper like chain
lightning, i* -tewing and preserving and canning and pickling and bottling as against a
seven years of famine.
The fruit hath fallen from the trees and ye
sturdy farmer raketh together the rotten apples,
the leavings of cattle and other
worms and
iebrls ’neath the trees ami maketh it into the
ielectable eider which maketh vinegar, redieneth noses and muddleth the brains of men.
And so in one way and another are we reminded that this year of wonders on land and
sea Is in its “sere and withered leaf’.

Sept.

Stylus.

26.

Voting in Plantation 21.
No election returns being received from
Plantation 21, in response to The American’s request for them, F. A. Jordan
wrote, saying that there was no election
because no ballots had been received from
the

secretary

of state.

In response to The American’s letter,
the following has been received, which

explains

the

situation:

Augusta, Sept. 27,1898.
To the Editor of The American:
In answer to yours of the 26th inst.,
will say that No. 21 plantation, in Hancock county, has not made the returns required by law for the pa«t five years (sw
Rev. Slat. Limp. 3,Secs. 74 and 75), and for
that reason ban not been furnished with
ballots.
Byron Boyd,
Per R.

a

follows:
Maine Missionary

society,

American

Sparhawk
Missionary association.

Rev Franklin W Barker
c
American board of commissioners for
foreign missions. Rev George A French
These addresses to be followed by distribution of missionary literature.

|

Address— Earnestness In Christian life and
work.Rev George A French

This Beats Them All.
The extraordinary record, 40.8 miles an
hour, was made at the second trials of the
torpedo-boat destroyer “Hai Lung”, just
built at Elbing, Germany, for the Chinese
government. The runs were made in the
open sea. The wind was fresh and there
was considerable sea on.
This exceeds by
far any speed heretofore made on the
water, surpassing even the best performance of the “Turbinia”.

Wednesday Morning.
Topic—The aim of the local church. Divided
and opened as follows :
a
Salvation of the Individual,
Rev Samuel W Chapin
b Salvation of the community,

-OF THE-

First National Bank,

Rev Franklin W Barker

Topic— Responsibility of the laity for the
of church work.
Opened by Rev Thoma« S Lewis
Send annual reports from the churches, to
include only facts of special note.
By the delegates
success

Wednesday Afternoon.
of the Bible In the life of
the church.
Opened by Rev Richard Owen
Topic—The place of common sense in the
life of the church.
Opened by Rev J S Richards
Topic—Why should the< l. ir< h -up.’ »rt tincounty conference? Opened by Rev E Bean
Woman’s aid to missions.
Papers and discussions to be arrang’d for by the committee.
Miss H T Buck, of lirland.
Mrs P C Clark,of Southwest Harbor.
Miss M A C lark, of Ellsworth.

Topic—The place

Wednesday Evening.
Topic—The place of prayer In the life of the
church, opened by Rev J P Cushman.
Communion sermon.Rev C N Davie
Alternate, Rev George A French
Communion service.
A Great Book Free !
When Dr. R. V. Pierce, of Buffalo, N Y published the first edition of his great work. The
People’s Common Sense Medical Adviser, he
announced that after 680,000 copies had been
sold at the regular price, $1.50 per copy, the
profit on which would repay him for the great
amount of labor arid money expended lu producing It, he would distribute the next half
million free. As this number of copies ha* a!
ready been sold, he is now giving away, absolutely free, 50C,00(J copies of this most complete.
Interesting ana valuable common sense medical
work ever published—the recipient only being
required to mall to him at above address, twenty-one (21) one-ceut stamps, to cover cost of
mailing only and the book will be sent postIt Is a veritable medical library, complete
paid.
fn one volume. Contain. I.OCo pages, profusely
illustrated. The Free Edition Is precisely the
same as that sold at $1.50 except only that the
books are In strong manilla paper covers Instead of cloth. -Send now before ail are given
away.

at

J

issue.

I BUY MY MEATS

GET

Silverware Cheeks
there for nil l ASII
market

purti-.t- ■«.
gives them.

I BUY FIRST-CLASS
sworn

No

other

GROCERIES

THERE ALSO.

state-

Ellsworth, in the State of Maine,
at the close of business,
Sept. 10, 1898.

RESOURCES.
Loans and discounts.
Overdrafts, secured and unsecured
U. S. Bonds to secure circulation...
Premiums on U. S. bonds.
Stock securities, t*tc.
Banking-house, furniture and fix-

#232,989

69

868 75
50,000,00
1,000 00
79,239 47

6,000

tures.

Other real estate and mortgages
owned.
Due from approved reserve ageuts
Checks and other cash items.
Exchanges for clearing-house.
Fractional paper currency, nickels
and cents.
Lawful money reserve in bank, viz.:

Specie.17,700 00
s 985 no
Legal-tender notes..
Redemption fund with D. S. Tieasurer (5 per cent, of circulation).

00

808 00

42,777 12
1,646 39
140 00

Send up .lOrts. for one
mouth’s trial subscription.

IF YOU SEE IT
IN THE NEWS IT’S NEWS.

Bangor Publishing Co.,
Bangor, Me.
ESantrt.

AGENTS

SALESMAN to sell
O Lubricating Oils,

2,250 00

Total.
LIABILITIES.
Capital stock paid in.
Surplus fund.
Undivided profits, less expenses
and taxes paid.
National bunk notes oatstanding..
Due to other National banks.
Due to State banks and bankersDividends unpaid..
I ndividual deposits subject tocheck
Demand certificates of deposit.
Certified checks.
Cashier's checks outstanding.

our

#444,539 27
#50,00000

20,000 00
3,067 54

39,990
2,904

Illuminating and

SPECIAL NOTICE TO WATER TAKERS.
office of the Ellsworth Water Co. at
No. 1 Franklin St. will be open every
Saturday afternoon and evening (as well as
other week days) until further notice. A \
business will be promptly attended to at the
office.
L. H. Cushman, Supt.

THE

NOTICE.
'l!irE. the undersigned, dentists of Ellsworth,
have
V?
agreed to close our dental rooms
until
further
every Wednesday afternoon
notice.
Makvahd Gkkklv,
II. W. IlAYNKH,
•
G. R. liAUKKTUY.

Ellsworth, Sept. 14,1898.
is

76,479

42

222 30
1,611 57

Total. #444,539 27
STATE OF MAINE.
W.
County of Hancock, ss:—I,
Cushman, cashier of the above-named bank,
do solemnly swear that the above statement
is true to the best of my knowledge and belief.
HENRY W. CUSHMAN,Cashier.
Subscribed and sworn to before me this 27th
day of September. 189«.
LEONARD M. MOORE,
(Seal.)
Notary Public.
Correct—Attest:
S. K. WHITING.)
E. II. GREELY,
Directors.
A. W. KING,
)

Henry

[

to

have this day
Howard 1*T.
son,
twenty-one years

of age. 1 sbull claim none of his wages nor
pay any of his debts after this date.
E. O. Chuhchill.
Orland, Sept. 12, 1898

StBUrrtisf mints.

|

A.
^ *

STEWART,

M. IJ.

HOMCEOPATHIST,
Maine.
West Brooksville,
Graduate Boston University.
Member of
Maine Homreopathic Medical society; Atnerl'*
Institute of Homoeopathy, and correapoi ding
member Boston Honmopathic Medical society.
TELEPHONE CONNECTION.

BZjXiSWOIiTa

STEAM

LAUNDRY

AM) BATH ROOMS.
"NO

PAY, NO

WASHEK.**

All kinds of laundry worn done at ehort no
lice. Goods called for and delivered.
H. ». ESTEY * CO.,
West End Bridge,
Ellsworth. Me.

C. W.

BASFORD,

PIANO

TUNER.

Hereafter ray patrons in Ellsworth will
kindly leave orders at the bookstore of
a,. A.

iTbtattsrmrnts.

NOTICE.
Notice that I

give
THIS
given to my minor
Churchill, his time till he is

Cooraba.

^BEGONIAS? SWOKiPTeRpT
PALMS.
Cut Flowers Tor Table and Parties.
The DUTTON GREENHOUSES.
STOVER &

GRAVES,

Lessees.

GRAy $ Business COLLEGE
*nd School of Shorthand and Typewriting.
TAUGHT TO DO BY DOING
DRY THEORY DISCARDED.
SEND FOR FREE CATALOOUK.

Address FRANK L. GRAY. PORTLAND. ME.

V.

__.

GILES,

Attorney and Counsellor at Law.

Special attention given to Collections ami all
Commercial business.

Greases and Petrolatum. Fine goods and liberal commission.
Address Puss Petrolatum Co., office and
Refinery, Coraopolis, Pa.

00
98

6,430 91
12 00
244,420 55

kt...

J^YNWOOD

for every township in Hancock
county for J. K. Spaulding Ml Co.’s
Pictorial and Historical At“Geographical.
las or tne Spanish-American War". Apply
in person or by letter to A. Nokaid, Franklin
house, Ellsworth. Me.

134 85
23,685 00

W. H. DRESSER.

A clean, reliable, family newspaper, giving all the latest reports
by Associated Press, and The
News' own special telegraph service from all News Centres.

Special Xoticfs.

OONDITI ON

;

glwn.

Bridge In Odd Ft Hows’ Building.

Maine.

a race

REPORT OF THE

Dea Martin Moore

HOLMES, Proprietor.

YES,

Greatest Daily Paper in
Eastern. Ncrthern and Central

to say the Senators would have been the
first to kick, but they would have run just

Tuexdau Errninui.

Topic—What has the pastor a right to expect of his people?
Opened by Rev William Forsyth

K. B.

Silver Wre Check*

The

Xattonal 15ank Statement.

Topic—What have the people a right to exjKjct of their pastor?
Opened by Dea K L Higgins

West M FnrDitnre Store.

I

The News shows
ment to this fact.

for that amount,
they doubtless can do so very quickly by
with
the
Ellsworth team.
communicating

WIMs T

b

9,942 each

Placed In the same position
any one.
ttie Orono and Brewer team; it is safe

wish to arrange

Tuesday Afternoon.
Organization and business.
Topic—When can a church be called progporous? Opened by Rev G 11 lleffion.
Topic—The worth of the church to the communlty. Opened by Rev E L Hunt.
Topic—The coming of the kingdom. Ten
minute addresses without discussion, as

AT TI1E

ON MAIN STRICT.

the months of April, May
June and July, which made a
net average for every day ( Sunday’s excepted) of

much

carry

lows:

his

not later than October, and must be
completed before the end of December. It is probable that a consider-

summer

DOW SHADES.

impartially.

promised.
the same, after protesting the time. The
people from same mistake in timing might have been
All
Ellsworth, returning by moonlight.
made iu favor of the other teams.
who wish to go by buckboard may secure
The offer of the Orono team to race for
Hon. Binger Hermann, who i-epre- | horses. Coaching parades such as are not
seats by commuuicatiug with Rev. D. L.
flOO has nothing to do with the discussion,
sented an Oregon district in the ! seen in the State will be in order. There
it looks well iu print, and may or may
is a gnat future for the Eden fair if the Yale.
House for twelve years, thinks the
The programme for the two days fol- not be authorized. If the Oronos
really
plans now seriously discussed materialize.
in the extreme
visitors can exhibit their
There naturally will be a great
rivalry among them to show up their
the

stock.

93.9K

Four desirable colors to select from; a good
spring roller; f> feet by JW Inches size; a silk
pull to match with each. All for 35c.

during

about hose

way to blame for the
decision of the judges, and doubtless re-

Semi-Annual Conference at North Ells-

one at

OPAQUE CLOTH WIN-

BARGAIN

DAILY NEWS

1

This was a niispart of the fair management, |
made innocently enough in the earnest
de.-ire to have ttie race conducted fairly ^
on

worth

interesting meeting

hing

That the time was not correctly taken is
admitted, but the Senator Hales of Ells-

CONG KEG A 1 ION A LISTS.

cock

who knew not

men

.11g

got

DRESSER’S MARKET

The BANGOR
|

iu

j gentlemen,

A make

Yes.

Has

Ans.

can

can

printed,

The

says, “chosen this month will

body to sit upon;
cheap enough for one of them,

they last you

West End

started

many
horse races, and held the watch over many
horse.-, but had never timed a hose race.

State law; the

for choice aeata.

1,0334)33.

F. Grant, of

!!.

lias

be

rocker that rests tho

a

the

WEST END.

of

Bar Harbor, t fie iRttcr also act-

ing as starter.
One of the

$3.75 would

91.00. 91.50 and 92.00
7Ac.. 91.00 ami 91.50

xlMjrrtisrmrnta.

each

were

in;

eye to look upon and

race

from another.

represented by one judge, and of the other
two judges, one was from Castine, the

Boston,

once

Matinee Prices,

have
been
found. The
Brewer, Orono and Ellsworth

hat

at

timed the hose race, and knows

not

the

Apply

Evening Prices,

in

they did not know

it is.
no

men

racing The American
the judges'stand with the

was

who

that ten

No: there is

Ellsworth

were

the horse

anced and easy to alt

Single Concert Tickets are now on sale at
M. H. Andrews’ Music Store, Bangor, and Cressey, Jones A Allen’s, Portland.

“kicking”, but there is no extelling such fairy tales.
statement that the judges, timers and

During

RATTAN ROCKER.

size; full roll; shellac finish; well-bal-

WM. R. CHAPMAN, Conductor.

for their

starters

WEST END.

Mo-3-

Brewer

the Orono a.id

• 1.50 at the

but while

World Renowned Soloists ami Artists.

blames

one

reporter

Highways and Uicjrlcs.
Hull’s Cove, Sept. U5,1S98.
To the Editor of The American:
Will you please answer h few questions
through the columns of your paper, and
by so doing oblige a constant reader?
Geo. M. Whittaker.
Is there any law relative to bicycle
1.

Ans.

the

Closely woven,
wire, folding legs; a handy bed to have In
the house, and would be cheap at $2; only

at the

teams for

An Amateur.

number of hens in the State is

of

Hardwood, varnished frame.

steel

Gent's

Second Season, ISOS.

Brewer teams.

1 think a gun club could be formed here
aud made a success. Let some one interested iu the matter write to Thk American, or, better still, appoint a place of
meeting where we could all get together
do

attack

W0VEN WIRE COT BED.

banoC$!n

MAINE FESTIVALS.

upon to reply to the unmanly and

called

less.

even

Washington for awhile,
anyway. Daily sessions will be held,
The census of Maine’s poultry populaand work pushed to a conclusion as tion and valuation, ordered by the last riding in the streets or highways of
legislature, has been completed and the Slate of Maine? If so, please state w
rapidly as possible.
result announced

the

one

his

course

|2

BARCA.N

THE GREAT

Brewer correspondent of the Bangor News writes a similar letter, making
the same charge that “the judges were all
Ellsworth people”.
Thk American is not the organ of any
hose team
or
individuals, but in the
cause of honesty, and in justice to the
Ellsworth team, and particularly to the
management of the Bluehill fair, it feels

the

1 think

Amusement.

The

expenses could be
amply met by charging the shooter a
trifle more than the cost of the birds, beIn this
cause that is the principal item.
way the cost of an afternoon's shoot
would be brought to a minimum, and, 1
Now

zero.

There Is more CatArrh In this section of the
country than aU other diseases put together,
and until the last few years wns supposed to be
Incurable. For a great many years doctors pro
uounood It a local dl. ease, and proscribed local
remedies, and by constantly tailing to cure
with b>cal treatment, pronounced It Incurable.
Science lias proven catArrh to be a constltutlo iai disease, and therefore requires constitutional
treatment.
Hall's Cat-.rrh Cure, manufactured
by F. .1. Cheney »t Co., Toledo, Ohio, is the only
constl.utloual cure on the market. It is taken
internally in doses from lo drops to a teaspoonful. It Acts directly on the blood and mucous
surfaces of the system. They offer one hundred dollars for any case It fall® to cure. Semi
for circulars and testimonials. Address,
F. J. CHENEY A CO., Toledo, O.
Sold byPrugglsts, 75c.
Hall's Family Pills arc the best.

The members of the Eagle hose running team
returned from Bluehill Tuesday night very
much disgusted with the way the hose contest at
tin? Bluehill fair was managed.
There were
three entries, Including the Cronos and a team
from Brewer and Ellsworth. Everything was
in fa\ur of Ellsworth as the Orono boys tell It.
The judges, tlmekee|K*r and starter were all
Ellsworth men. The Ellsworth team was the
nrst to run and the time given them was 41 seconds while in reality, according to others who
kept the time, It should have been 4ti seconds.
The run to the cart was In 21 socouds which was
not fast.
Seeing the way things were going,
the Orono team refused to run, also the Brewer
As
team.
an outcome of the affair, the Orono
team stands ready to put up #100 that It can
neat the Ellsworth team at Bangor, the dhleand
other arrangements to be made convenient to
both teams.

Inch

could meet and pay all of its bills, and
one in w hich the members would take a

shoot.

degrees above

story, as told by the Orono correspondent of the Bangor Commercial:

help organize one; ami there are
others who would be willing to join, if
such a club could be run successfully. By
successfully, I mean an organization that

a

Orono

tlieir

hold and

pense at

by

Home

Hrewer Teams.
The Orono and Brewer ho*e teams, when
they reached home, told a pretty tale of
their mistreatment at Bluehill. This is
and

To the Editor of The American:
1 should like to say, through the columns of The American, that there are a
few men in Ellsworth interested in forming a new gun club, or in reviving the
existed here a few years ago.
I think they would be ready

at

9t&f>rrt ferments.

First Snow on Mt. Washington.
The first snow of the season on Mt.
Washington fell Tuesday night of last
week.
The snow was several feet deep in
places. The thermometer was sixteen

ulukhill iiose hack.

mi:

Ellsworth, Sept. 25.

_

West Sullivan has
Pythian sisterhood.

PUBLISHED

EVERY WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON.

CorrtBjiemticnrf.

COUNTY GOSSIP.
Atlantic considers its library
thing.

MONEY TO LOAN.
SECURITY TAKEN ON

REAL

ESTATE

OR PERSONAL PROPERTY.
ALL BUSINESS STRICTLY

Offices

over

CONFIDENTIAL.

Burrtll National

Ellsworth,

Bank,
Mains.

legal Notices.
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA.
District court of the United States for the district of Maine, in
To the creditors of David W. Reynolds, at
Eden, in the county of Hancock and said
district, a bankrupt:
given that on the tw n^XOTICE is hereby of
August, a. d. 1K98, the
ty-seventh day
said David W. Reynolds was duly adjudicated
bankrupt, and that the first meeting of his
creditors w ill be held at No. ->> Mate street.
Room 2, at Ellsworth, in -aid v;i?.trict of Hancock, on Thursday, the sixth day of October,
at ten o’clock in the forenoon, at
a. d. 1898,
which time and place the said creditors may
attend present their claim- for allowance,
appoint a trustee and transact -uch other
business as may properly come before fhe
John B. Redman,
meeting.
Referee in Bankruptcy.
Ellsworth, Me., Sept. 22, a, *1
Lynam .V Dyer.
Solicitors for David \Y. Reynolds.

bankruptcy.

UNITED STATES O" AMERICA.
District court of the United States for the district of Maine, in bankruptcy.
of Eden,
To the creditors of Alfred G. Lulg
in the county of Hancock nod said district,
a

bankrupt:

"VTOTICE is hereby given that on the fourteenth day of September, a. d. 189m, the
said Alfred G. Bulger was duly adjudicated
bankrupt, and that the first meeting of his
creditors will be held at No. 20 State street,
room 2, at Ellsworth, in said district of Hancock. on Thursday, the sixth clay of October,
a. d. 1898, at ten o'clock in the forenoon, at
which time and place the said creditors may
attend, present their claims for allowance,
appoint a trustee and transact such other
business as may properly come before the
John B. Redman,
meeting.
Referee in Bankruptcy.
Ellsworth, Me., Sept. 22, a. d. 1898.
Dyer, Peters A Benson,
Solicitors for Alfred G. Bulger.
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA.
District court of the United States for the
district of Maine, in bankruptcy.
To the creditors of Joseph W. Graves, of Lamoine. in the county of Hancock, and said
district, a bankrupt:
is hereby given that on the third
dav of September, a. d. 1898, the said

NOTICE
Joseph \V.

Graves,

was

duly adjudicated

bankrupt, and that the first meeting of his
creditors will be held at No. 20 State street,
room 2, at Ellsworth, in said district of Hancock, on Thursday, the sixth day of Octobe:.
a.
d. 1898, at ten o’clock in the forenoon, at
which time and place the said creditors may
attend, present their claims fur allowance,
appoint a trustee and transact such other
business as may properly come before the
John B. Redman,
meeting.
Referee in Bankruptcy.
^
Ellsworth, Me., Sept. 22, a. d. 1898.
Dyer A Peters,
Solicitors for Joseph W. Graves.

The

A PRISON POEM.
WRITTEN IN A SOUTHERN PRISON
BY A UNION SOLDIER.

I

UNIQUE PRISON PA-

PUBLISHED IN A

PER EXECUTED WITH PEN AND
HUT NEVER BEFORE

INK,

And all the woodlands thrill w ith golden tunes;
Land where the morn with noetar'd kisses
wooes,
where the
dews’

cuted with

a

pen in

a

southern

Whose charmed senses own thy soft control—
All beauteous South! thy heart must share and
claim
Our father’s kindred and our hero’s fame!
Thy myrtle blooms his radiant brow to twine—
His name, his heritage, his birthplace thine!
We yield thee this, bright mistress of the sun;
Thy blossoming flowers first cradled Washing-

exe-

prison

in

The paper is 8x12 in size and is
named “The Old Flag”. It is dated Camp
Ford, Tyler, Texas, March 1, 1864, vol. 1,
no. 283.
The two numbers contain eight
pages of three columns each. The editor’s
name is Capt. W. H. May, and the print1864.

executed

was

colonel of
course

by George Vaughn,

ton!

a

Of
New York regiment.
they were Union prisoners in a
a

tal man;
Whose sacred graves enshrine the hcro’sclay.
Where wandering pilgrims pause, and patriots

DEAD.

The

“GLOUCESTER”

TO BE RETAINED.

The converted yacht “Gloucester”, for
her good service at Santiago, will prob-

ably
dispatch boat.
The Spanish

by

the

government

as

has

ever

been

only

copy of the

published

as

paper.

I think I have

And floods with freedom’s tides the bondsman’s

E. Cousins.

Aud

Maria
Teresa” was floated Saturday and towed
to Guantanamo, where she is being put in
condition for her trip north.
cruiser

“Infanta

Thee

states,
And young republics kej>t thy sunset gates.
From northern mountains and from southern

leas,
From

orient

headlands

and

front

westering

seas—

[

Kach gladsome breeze

new

freights of blessings

won

by mu;
Where Massachusett dt*. like m ilron free,
And fair Rhode Island slumber* at her knee;
Where dwells Connecticut, midst emerald vales,
And where Manhattan spread* lw*r snowy wills,
And rolls her Iron chariot wheel* and shakes
Her golden garners o’er the northern lakes.
Cod bless our home*, from East through boundless West,
The hallowed shrines of all the heart loves best!
From blue Ohio to Coloiudo's marge,
And over Iowa’s prairies, green ami large,
And where the winding Illinois outflows,
Or Indiana with silvery harvest glows,
And fair Arkansas skirts the Indian strand.
And where the red niuu’s loyal wigwams stand,
There sleep our homes! where tender hearts,
like doves
Brood o'er the memory of their absent loves.

Awake, my harp!

thy song to heaven aspires—
A nation’s memories climb thy sounding wires,
Awake, my harp* and thrill with loftier sway,
A nation’s father bends from heaven this day!
From heaven's high hills where freedom’s angel waits.
Closest to God within the eternal gates;
Where freedom’s martyrs

winged with

crimson

scars

trance,

ebbing life tides swayed beneath his
glance.
That malic-! breast, that soc»1ng helm she sees,
And the -trong hand that lifts her from her
knees;
And now she speaks, whilst all my fluttering
Her

breath
Walts lor her

voice, but hears

no

word

she

salth;
muttering winds upawell and thunders
roll,
And the wild tempest frights my listening soul I
I only hear, around Mount Vernon’s tomb,
For

Tho roar of cannon and the crash of bomb.
1 only hear, upon Virginia's air,
The drum’s wild rattling and the trumpet’s

blare,
While charging armies shake the shuddering
meads
A nd the hills reel with mingling men and steeds,
And the wild land with mortal wound outbleeds!
I only hear the shout, the curse, the groan;
I only hear a low. heart broken moan,
Where sinks my country’s heart, where droops
her head,
And the great voice demands, In whisper dread,
What ails thee, mother? Are thy children dead?
Dead! dead! the child la worse than dead
Who scorns her breast where first his fondness

led;
Dead!

worst;

than dead! whose heart untouched

with ruth
That mother hates who watched his tcndercat

ing

vnnth

sweet

The dear-loved name of Washington repeat;
By tranquil Hudson’s sunlit wave they kneel,
Where Washington first turned the invader’s

steel;
On Trenton’s

plains and Monmouth's field they

pray,
Where Washington retrieved the eventful day.
And rolled their hymns through Schuylkill’s

wintry gorge
\

'here

once arose

hi* prayer from

Valley Forge.

imperial West whose sylvan tongue
Hymned unto God while Saturn yet was young,
From voiceful symphonies of waving woods,
And solemn calms of silent solitudes,
And low, soft melodies ot breezes bland,
And rolling harmonies of rivers grand!
Thou nurse of empires at whose fostering heart
All nations drluk, and all have equal part,
And thou

Enthroned on harvests, girt by garners wide,
Thy wealth our wonder, and thy power our

pride.
Majestic West! thy millions kneel this hour
To praise the Eternal for their freedom’s dower.
By Mississippi’s shores their anthem flows,
And where M ssouri laps her mountain snows;
And where the Ohio* mined by crystal rills.
Leaps to thine aims from Pennsylvanian hills,
There shalt thou kucel. O mightiest West, and
tell
Where Washington survives and lirftddock
fell—
When the young hero jarred with mailed hand

Trial

In

Bluehill”.
“Bueksport
The spirit of Darius Cousins haunts half

dozen Hancock county towns, and
brings restless days and sleepless nights

a

Ill J

.11111

His trembling lips God’s blessings still rehearse.
Would Korah rule? The earth drinks Korah’s

M IK1 III.

formerly of Bluehill,
Brooklin, Lamoine, etc., etc., went to his
last resting place fourteen years ago. And
now half the lawyers of Hancock county,
the overseers of the poor of all the
which knew Darius Cousins in life,
are unable to say where Darius Cousins
lived that is to say, where he lived long
enough to gain a pauper residence.
Last January Bucksport occupied two
days of the supreme court’s valuable time
—“valuable” is used advisedly—to say
nothing of the time of half a dozen lawyers (which surpasses value), in trying to
prove that Darius Cousins’ pauper residence was still in Bluehill, where it is admitted it was in 1877.
Bucksport was
very earnest in this matter, for she had
put out some good round dollars for the
support of Mrs. Darius Cousins and three
of her progeny, and towns like men are
apt to be in earnest when their pocketbook is concerned.
But Bluehill tried just as earnestly and
for the same reason to shift the responsibility upon somebody else. Bluehill said
that Darius Cousins’ pauper residence was
in Brooklin, and if Bucksport wanted to
collect her bill she’d better go to the one
that owed it.
Up at the courthouse in Ellsworth a
jury of twelve good men and true listened
to what all these people had to say; then
they were locked up in a little room to
think about it.
That was a notable session. Some newspapers published sensational stories about
how the jury was frozen Into agreeing
upon a verdict. The men who wrote those
stories did not know the facts. Perhaps
some of those jurymen to this day do not
know that it was not a low thermometer
which caused that creepy feeling up their
spinal-columns and made them send for
their overcoats; it was the invisible presence of
Darius Cousins getting in its
work on the jury and trying to gain for
its ghostly self an earthly resting place—
i. e., a pauper residence.
and all

given!

our Union and our homes thy gift—
To thee this day our nation's hands we lift!
l'.ut veil thine eyes and bow thy sorrowing

Thy hope

oiuu

uiui

iJUCivn^iui

L

presented her bill to the wrong one.
Bueksport wasn’t satisfied with this, so
had

she went to the law court about it.
is what the law court said:

This

"The declarations of the pauper were not
shown to accompany any material act of his,
but were hearsay and mischievous." Exception sustained.

Which, being interpreted, reads: “If at
first you don’t succeed, try, try again.”
And so it is probable that the case of
Bucksport vs. Bluehill w ill be tried again
at the October term. The spirit of Darius
Cousins still haunts the corridors and jury
rooms of the courthouse.

cries,
And plagues descend where Israel’s rebels rise!
For ceaseless stili o’er traitors quick or dead,
A nation's feet their destined course must tread!
And where the ark of freedom heads its march,
God’s pillar leads ami angel wings o’erarch.
Samaria’s priests may build on Gerlzlm,
Hut Mount Moriah still shrines the cherubim!
Sanballat’s seeds may drop from Hebrew stem,
But Israel dwells where dwells Jerusalem.
O, Washington! thou drewcst our faith from
heaven!
f
Hy heaven, through thee, our freedom’s love
was

*1

Darius Cousins,

jv»i

Gleam through the azure fields of endless stars!
And spurns the matron crown that mother wore,
From heaven the hero comes—his awful mien,
And leaves her sorrowing for the sous she bore.
I
and
but
serene.
Troubled, yet calm,
sorrowing,
And whence the gain? what heritage survives
With trembling glance his awful shade I mark, !
O'er wasted treasures, and o’er squandered
Break through the ~torm and cleave the midlives?
night dark.
Are hatred's heirlooms, hurled from son to son,
O’er lce-browed Andes leans his sworded hand,
More dear than loves that linked all hearts as
His rushing footfall spurns Pacific’s strand;
one?
Ills helmet gleams o’er Alleghanlan snows,
Can sundered hearth stones gleam with ruddier
Ills lifted shield o’er hushed Atlantic glows;
blaze
His breast I see, beneath celestial wings,
Than the old fireside of our fathers’ days?
Ami there! and there! my bleeding country
Can alien halls the old, old home replace,
clings;
Or alien births our fathers’ graves efface?
Clings as a mother to her first-born son,
Her hero child, her God like Washington!
Hut vain the unequal strife would Baalam curse
Land of the North, where loud Niagara’s roll
Voices to heaven a free-boru nation's soul!
Land of the North where wild Atlantic waves
Baptize to freedom’s faith the souls of slaves;
From all thy plains, on all thy breezes borne,
How swells the exulting song this sacred morn!
Whose manhood’s shout, and childhood’s lisp-

New

vs.

towns

—

l>ear home! sweet home! how mauy a warm
heart beats.
How many a lip the loved one’s mime repeats—
Where Maine exults on stormy ocean's brim.
And Hauipohlre lif.a to heaven her mountain

Orders

CASE.

tax-payers, overseers of the poor and
clustering round, uptowered thy shielding lawyers, particularly of
Bueksport, Blue-

For Old Virginia— nur-e of Washington!
day.
Ami o’er thy hills it broods, that form of light,
The long, long hour* that steal her hopes away!
Farting the storm and towering through the
With low-drawn sigh, and voiceless prayer to
night
wait
That
awful presence moving from above,
I
The step that come* not to her lonely gate.
I iirlef "ti ii- brow, but In lt^ glances—love'
Home, where the children, prattling war's ac- i From heaven h comes, o’er Vcruoa’a gloom de
claim
see mis,
Through mimic trumpets, lisp their father’s And where my mournful country kuecis, it
name.
bends
Hut, wondering, pause, to note with childish And
softly murmurs, sheltering her head.
fears
What alls thee, mother? Are thy children dead?
The eyes that watch them, dim with sudden
She hears his voice and wakes from sleeping
tears;

And, trembling, a-K ot lip* that must la? dumb.
Why mother weep*, why lather will not come?

Court

RAPPER

to

spring,
And ail the heart'*. •!« »-p sorruw, softly stirred,
«»’crwhelm* our manhood at that one dear word.
Home, where the woe -it-*, numb -ring, day by

Law

o, proud Virginia loftiest was thy trust—
His grand example, ami his peaceful dust!
Thou wert ur Mc ca -ihou our Delphic ground
Where kneeling seers were awed with voice

walls?
Can valor's story nerve the shackled hand*
Whose broken sword blades rust In rebel sands,
<>r lift'd vengeful, threat with cruel -trlfe
Our country’s union and our freedom’* life?
I n vain my harp the charm* of home would sing,
Quick gathering tears from answering eyelids

CELEBRATED

viens,
shapes from freemen’s -uuls the Almighty’s
fanes!

Who bids mo sing? What theme my soul dilates?
A captive, whispering to It* captive mates.
■Can glory’s rapture* thrill the fettered thralls.
Whose captured banners droop from treason’s

KLLSWOltTH

Repairs

are

being

FALLS.

made

on

“five-saw

dam”.
The band is rehearsing for a concert to
be given at North Ellsworth sliortly.
Mamie Leslie, who has been in
Bar Harbor during the summer, is home.
Miss

Miss Annie Parsons

visited

completed, and
Washington to
canal

the

engineers

make

are

going

to

their report to the

commissioners.

New York
engineers
yesterday say that the plan of the canal is
a simple one, and that their reports will
show that the cut which the SpauishThe

who reached

Amerieau war has shown to be an absolute necessity, can be made quickly and

cheaply.

And

Isle,

wras

arrested for

burglary

the nerves,

ieu.

Small

skipped

out and

three weeks will
for the entire line.

not

was

or

From

see

the eastern end

rails

igowhen there occurred a series of breaks
tnd thefts in Camden. About this same

large part of the distance and the mils have

Isle,
vestigations

that

Small

deck

Deer

and

was on

burglaries

Constable Irish
convinced

made
him

been

at

see

in-

tint
Held For Knibe'/zleinent.
E. W. Hawks, money order clerk of tbe

peculations are small,
said, to about £1,300.
will be remembered by
tbe race-going public of

and

an

ever

seen

Medhury

Eaton,

A

a son.

HOUTON-At Bluehill, Sept
William S Horton, a son.

and
GaMrs
Mrs

[Forest A.ohle.j
12, to Mr and Mrs
[Alton \V.]

I

HARRIS—At

Harris,

Eden, Sept 0, to Mr and Mrs John

a son.
to

Mr and Mrs

to

Mr and Mrs

MARTIN—At Hancock, Aug 3, to Mr and Mrs
Richard E Martin, a daughter,
muRLOW—At Long Island, Sept
and Mrs James F Thunow, a son.

24, to Mr

MAKKIKO.
EATON—ROBBINS—At Stonlngton, Sept 20,
by Lafayette Collins, turn, Miss Ida Eaton, of
Deer Isle, to Daniel Robbins, of Stonlngton.
M’KENNEY—GILLEY—At Oriand, Sept 23, by
Miss Martha E McRev William Forsyth.
Kenney, of Oriand, to Lester A Gilley, of

Bucksport.

[‘ERKINS— LEACII— At the Methodist parsonage, Searsport, Sept 25, by Rev II W Norton,
Miss Caro M Perkins, of Penobscot, to Herman L Leacb, of Oriand.
WILSON—GRAY—At Tremont, Sept 17, by
Eben B Clark, esq, Miss Phebe F Wilson to
Joseph M Gray, both of Tremont.

Tuesday and Wednesday on her way
from Bangor to Tilden.
C. J. Treworgy will shut down his mill
to-day for a week. A new Hume is to be
put in and other needed repairs will be
home

8

Hancock, Sept
Colby, aged 30 years, 11 months, 8 days.
COULTER—At Cranberry Isles, Sept 20. Edgar
Raymond Coulter, aged 3 years, 2 months.
FRIEND—At Bluehill, Sept 23, Mrs Abble G
Friend, aged 88 years, 1 month, 3 days.
JRINDLE—At Penobscot, Sept 21, Una L
Grlndle, aged 10 months, 14 days,
j A RDNER—At Castlne, Sept 24, Lewis N Gardner, aged 9 months.
HOOPER—At Brooksvllle, Sept 17, Frederick
M Hooper, aged 64 yours, 9 months, s days.
I ELLISON—At Eden, Sept 24, Mrs Henry Jelli>iin, aged 61* years.
KING—At Tremont, Sept 21, Elbert Rufus, son
ol Samuel King, aged 11 months.
KITCHEN—At Waltham, Sept 25, Mr- Susan R
Kitchen, aged 67 years, 6 month*. 12 days.
MOoRE—At Ellsworth Falls, Sept 26, E Walker
Moore, aged 7‘.t years, 6 months.
PERKINS—At Brooksvllle, Sept 15, Mrs Nellie
Perkins, aged 33 years.
PAGE—At Bucksport, Sept 26, Mrs Harriet
Page, aged 85 years, 7 months, 6 days.
Ro*EBROOK> —At Cranberry Isles, Sept 22,
Harley Chester Ro^chrooks, aged 4 years *.*

The committee on sing for Monday evena fine programme, and drew
out a good-sized audience. Ice-cream was
served at the close of the entertainment.

Sept.

27.

Subscribe for The American

rates

promptly met.

Steamship Company.
CHANGE IN SCHEDULE.
FALL ARRANGEMENT.
Two

Holt, New York for Bath
Ar Sept 22, sch Estelle, Dennison, Turks Tsland
Ar Sept 26, schs Mildred Pope, Irons, Sullivan for New Bedford; Kate Walker, Segerbath,
Bangor for New York; das A Webster, Vinalhaven for New York; Lucy Belle, Sullivan lor
Boston
Port Reading—Ar Sept 21, sch Henry Crosby. Rollins, New York
Vineyard Haven—Ar Sept 22, seh Marshal
Perrin, Green's Landing for New York
Sid Sept 21, sch Ada d Campbell, Philadelphia for Surry
Baltimore—Ar Sept 26, sch .Jennie S Butler, Kennebec
H YANMS—Sid Sept 25, sch Hazel Dell, New
York
Norfolk—Sid Sept 23, sch Mary \ Hal!, Haskell. Now York
Rockland—Ar Sept 26, sch Carrie A Bu<knam, Tapley, Rock port for St Thomas
Salem—sid Sept 26, schs Annie R Lewis and
Carrie E Pickering, east
Foreign Ports.
Louishukg, C B—Ar Sept 22, seh Carrb- K
Boston
Look, Veazle,
Hillshoko, X B—Cld Sept 23, sch Geo 11
Mills, I.unt, Newark

months.
STEELE—At Ellsworth, Sept 24, Shirley,infant
son
of Colemuu and I.ucy Steele, aged 10
months.
WOOD BRIDGE—At Bucksport,
Sept 26, Hiram
E Wood bridge, aged 5i» years.

competing

BOSTON AND BANCOR

New London—Sid Sept 23, sch Franklin
Nickerson, Haskell, Perth Amboy for Uocklan l
New York—Ar Sept 25, schs E M Baxtei,
Somes Sound; Lunet, Bangor
Ar Sept 20, hark .Julia, Reed, Rosario
Passed Hell Gate Sept 24, sch Franconia,
Young, Rondout for Salem
Passed Sept 21, sch Annie R Lewis, Ulmer,
Port Reading for Blddeford
Portland—Sid Sent 26, sch Helen G Moseley,

Sept

LINE.

For all particulars address,
H. C. QUIMBY, Eastern Agent,
No. 22 Broad Street, Bangor, Me.
A. G. HUNT, Rockland, Me.
N. L. NEWCOMB, Gen’l Manager.
A. 1>. SMITH, Gen’l Freight Agent,
."i ll Broadway, New York City.

ton

Trips

a

Week to Boston.

lsus, steamer
Commencing Momlav, Sept
“Alt. 1 >ef»ert”, Capt. F. L. Winterbotham. leaves
Bar Harbor Momlav* ami Thursday, at In a m.
touching at Seal Harbor, Northeast Harbor,
Southwest Harbor, and stonington, and cot*
meting at Rockland with steamer for Boston.
For Sorrento, Wednesdays and Saturdays.
RETURNING.
From Boston, Tuesdays and Fridays, at 3 p m.
From Rockland Wednesdays and Saturdays at
from 5 to »; a m. touching at stonington, Soutl
west Harbor, Northeast Harbor and Seal Harbor.
E. S. -T.

Mouse, Agent, Bar Harbor.

Calvin acstin, Gen’l
William II.

Supt., Bostqp.

Hill, Gen’l Mgr., Boston.

3L6bcrtisemtnt0.

Rocking Chairs
now
a

—

08c,

most

are

$1.45

very

cheap

$1.70 buys

or

1

comfortable rocker this

month.
C.

R.

FOSTER.

made.

ing presented

All

for Kennebec
Delaware Breakwater—Passed out Se.pt
22, sch Hugh Kelley, from Baltimore for Bos-

24, William
months, 22 days.
22, Mrs Luzena M

JOLBY—At

ANDJANGOR

Steamers of this line will leave Bangor (Eagle
Wharf, Nigh Head) every Monday at 9 a. in.,
and Rockland at 6 p. in., lor New York direct.
Returning, steamers will leave New York
every Monday at 4 p. m., for Rockland, Camden, Belfast,'Backsport and Bangor.
With our superior facilities for handling
freight in New York City and at our eastern
terminals, together with through traffic arrangements we have with our connections, both
by rail and water, to the west and south, we are
in a position to handle all the business Intrusted to us to the entire satisfaction of our
patrons both as regards service and charges.

Amboy
Sid Sept 21, sch Cornelia Soule, Franklin and
Washington
Sid Sept 26, sch Chas A Hunt, Deer Isle
Gloucester—Ar Sept 21, schs Agricola, Kennebec for New York; .John Douglass, Rondout

I>IKl7
JARLETON-At Bluehill,
W Carleton, aged 78 years,

NEW YORK, ROCKLAND

Monday, Sept 26
Sch Harriet Rogers, Lynam, Seal Harbor,
Sch Henrietta A Whitney, Woodward, Boston
Sch David Faust, Smith, Boston
Sch A K Woodward, Trewoigy, Southwest
Harbor
Wednesday, Sept 28
Sch Lulu W Eppes, l’atteu, Boston, nierchat
disc
Hancock County Ports.
West Sullivan—Ar Sept 20, sch G W Co
lins, Grant, from Boston
Ar Sept 22, schs Mary C Stuart, Bowden, from
Rockland; Cornelia Soule, from Bostoi
Ar Sept 23, sch Kienza, from E!lswor;h
Ar Sept 25, sch Chromo, Tinker, Trenont
Sid Sept 22, sch G W Collins, Grant, for >oston, with curb stone for Hooper, Havev Co
BUCKSPOKT-Ar Sept 22, sch A V S VVoocruff,
Peterson, Gtand Banks
Ar Sept 26, ship Nlcolo Accame (Ital), SDUthampton for Bangor; sch Charlotte 51 organ,
Turher, Boston
Domestic Ports.
Boothbat—Sid Sept 25, sch Glendy Burke,
for Vineyard Haven
Boston—Sid Sept 22, sch A H Whitmore,
Deer Isle
Ar Sept 21, sch S N Pickering, Haskell, Perth

Sept 6, to Mr and Mrs
[George Augus-

LELAND—At Eden, Sept 23,
Frank I Leland, a daughter.
MILLER—At Eden, Sept 11,
William Miller, a daughter.

3TEAHSKIP CO.,

ARRIVED

son.

tine.]

MANHATTAN

port.

Friday, Sept 23
Sch Samuel Lewi.*', Hammond, Boston, lumber
for Burrill Lumber Co
Sch Forester, Closson, Rockland, staves for
C d Treworgy
ARRIVED
Thursday, Sept 22
Sch Wesley Abbott, Pederson, Boston
SAILED
Saturday, Sept 21
Sch Lnvolta, Whittaker, Rondout, staves and
C
J
heads,
Treworgy

HARK—At Eden, Sept li, to Mr and Mrs Alfred Hare, a daughter. [ Helen Sears.]
HAMBLEN—At Stonlngton, Sept 22, to Mr and
Mrs James I Hamblen, a daughter.
HOPKINS—At Trenton,
George M Hopkius, a

Passengers are requested to procure tickets
before entering the train, and c-peeially Ells
worth to Falls and Falls to Ellsworth.
GEO. F. EVANS,
Vice-Pres. and Gen’l Manager
F. E. BOOTH BY, Gen’l Pass, and Ticket Ag’t-

Ellsworth l’ort.
SAILED

BORN.
VLLISON—At Bucksport, Sept 27, to Mr
Mrs EG Allison, a son.
3URNS—At Eden, Sept 16, to Mr and Mrs
len F Burns, a daughter.
JUKE—At Sullivan, sept, 12 to Mr and
John B Duke, a daughter.
-1A TON—At Bluehill, Sept ". to Mr and

M.

Tickets for All Points South and West
sale at the M. C. R. R. ticket office
Ellsworth

MARINE LIST.

Wyman park

tbe

at

rack.

M.

9 CO

Ip.

on

cnrs.

Ellsworth a* tbe man who visited tiie
•ounty fair here four years ago, and with
he little bay mare Starling c/pturedthe
! 37 and 2.33 rnc***, after sortie of tbe best

acing

will

it is said.

new

American

M. A.

8 00’

♦Daily.

With a Record-Breaking Fare.
The schooner “A. V. S. Woodruff”, the
largest of the Bucksport Meet of “hank-I
era”, arrived Thursday with 5,500 quintals
j
of cod—the largest fare ever brought into

for

it is

Mr. Hawks
lorsemen

under arrest

iiis

unbezzlement.

tmounting,

is

middle of October

completed,

M. A.

M.

tStop on signal or notice to Conductor.
These trains counect at Bangor, with through
trains on Main Line to and from Portland, Bos
ton and St. John.

lirst-ela.ss

owed.

\ugusta post-ollice,

The

M. A.

9 45l.’
A.

..

road will tie supplied with
That already
rolling stock.
received is eight locomotives, seventeen
passenger coaches, 1(0 box cars and 150
The

that

His arrest fol-

again.

laid.

the road

7 00

j

have

already reached Machias, and from this
end to Cherryfield. The first train across
the
Narraguagus bridge rolled into
Cherryfield early Monday morning, and
was greeted enthusiastically hy the people.
Ballasting has been completed fora

several

M.

..

and

heard from again until last summer, when
the authorities there received word that
he had been apprehended in South Dakota. It was thought best not to put 1 he
county to the expense »of having him
brought back.
Small was forgotten until a few weeks

ime there occurred

M. A.

11 00, 12 55
11 05 12 30
M.‘
1*. M.l
BANGOR.
7 351 *5 05 10 07' 3 15 *4 45
7 50 5 10, 10 12
3 20 4 80
Bangor, Ex. St.
Brewer Junction
8 05
10 21 3 27’ 4 67
Holden.
8 58,.
10 41. f3 47 f5 17
t9 Oil.+10 44
Egery’s Mill..
Lake House. f» 08 .+10 47 13 53’.
Greer. Lake.
9 23
10 56 f4 02; f5 32
Nicolin .' f» 35.fll 0.> |4 llj.
Ellsworth Falls
9 55..
11 19! 4 24 5 54
ELLSWORTH
10 10 6 19 11 24
4 29
5 69
Wash’gton Co.Jc flO 18
fll 30,.!.
Franklin Road.. 10 30
6 32 11 39* 4 4?
6 12
11 49 f4 50l f6 20
Hancock.j 10 45
11 00 f6 43 +11 *»2 t4 53 |6 23
Waukeag, S. Fy
Mt.Desert Ferry 11 10 6 50 11 .A 5 00 6 TO
8 05 12 15
Sullivan.
6 00
6
Sorrento.
7 15 12 45 5 30j 7 15
BAR HARBOR
*7 40 12 40| 5 451 *7 15
Sundays only—Leave Bangor 8 15, Ellsworth
9 30 am.
Arrive Mt Desert Ferry 10 05 a in.
Sullivan 10 25 am.
Sorrento 1100 am. Bar
Harbor 10 50 a m.

the rails down
the

M. A.

A.

The Shore Line.
The grading on the WaHhington County
two

06*.
6 25:.
85 11 8(.
6 40*11 35
6

6

Portland.

Only Hood’s.

completed through Calais,

50*.
59*.
f6 02.
f5
f5

1

r. M. P.

a

railroad is

4 ./>.
5 00.
10..
5 18 lo 20
5 21
5 41..

f5

4

Boston.|

and vitalizes
The whole system.
Be sure to get

at the house

J*.

M.

BANGOR TO BAR HARBOR.

Energizes

Mr. Spear in Camden. He broke from
the Knox county jail with four others,
but was recaptured. At his trial he was
acquitted but only a abort time after was
charged with stealing |200 from a Mrs.
Moody, with w hom he boarded at Camof

M

M. P.

*3 60 *8 45
3 30 y 15
4 101.
4 40
9 45
to 52
ft

161.1 5 301 1 40* 5 30
80'.
9 00
6 67| 8 40
Sundays only—Leave Bar Harbor 5 40 am,
Sorrento 6*00 a in, Mt Desert Ferry 6 80 a m,
Ellsworth 7 03 am, arrive Bangor 8 15 a m,
Lenve Bangor 8 35 a m; arrive Portland 12 25
1» m, Boston 4 CO p m.
Portland.
Boston.

Tones the stomach,
Creates an appetite,
And builds up,

which sets in December.
Small is only twenty-two years of age,
but has an unsavory reputation. In 1896

M. P

_

P.

Enriches the blood,

jury,

M. A.

...

Hood’s Sarsaparilla,
Which purifies and

in Winterport last Wednesday for larceny.
He was held for the Kuox county graud

he

promptly

Strengthens

M. I*.

...

Overcome by taking

arrested

was

A.

BAR HARBOR
7 00 Mx’tl 10 30
Sorrento.
7 15. lo 10
Sullivan
10 45
Mt Desert Ferry
7 50 12 20 II 20
Waukeag, S. Fy t7 55. 12 80 11 27,
Hancock.
f7 58 12 il5 fll 30
Franklin Road..
8 06 1 2 50 11 39
Wnsh’gton Co.Jr. 1 10.
1 32 11 55
ELLSWORTH
8 20
Ellsworth Falls
t« 24 1 42 fli 00
Meolin. t8 361 fl 57J12 14
Green Lake. +8 44
2 12 fl‘2 23
Lake House.
+8 52 f2 25
Egery’s Mill. f2 30.
Holden. fS 58 2 35 f!2 38
Brewer June_
9 17 3 27 12 58
9 25
3 40
l 07
Bangor, Ex. St..
9 30
3 45 1 10
BANGOR, M.C.

impure blood.

It should be

Lester Small Arrested.
of Deer

BAR HARBOR TO BANGOR.

This condition may
Lead to serious illness.

The boat was a total wreck, and it was
with the greatest difficulty that w?e managed to get ashore.”

Small,

Commencing Sept. 10, 1808,

relatives

here

Nicaragua Canal.
The preliminary survey of the route of
the proposed Nicaraguan canal has been

tell the following story of the
“The ‘Lynwood’ was lying at her
anchorage in Barbados harbor on Sep-

F. W. Flood left Monday to resume his
studies at Andover theological seminary*
John Lymburnerand wife are visiting
relatives in the up-river towns this week.

Quite a number of our people are attending the Orland and Amherst fairs
head;
to-day.
These hauds this day with crimson drops arc
Frank Kincaid, who has been confined
rod—
the house for the past week by illness,
With crimson life-blood from thy country’s to
is somewhat improved.
veins;
O, Father, weep! weep! and wash out the stains.

They

Lester

Maine Central Railroad.

Means danger. It
Indicates impoverished

wreck:

a

rebel prison, who were exchanged some
time in the following April.
pray;
In the prison Washiiigton’s birthday, Virginia! underneath whose trampling beel
The approaching arrival at Washington
Feb. 22, was celebrated and the proceed- Sceptres lie crushed,, and crownless tyrants of
Agencello, the representative of the
kneel—
were
in
“The
Old
Flag”.
ings
published
from thine, he drank his Impulse Philippine insurgent leader Aguinaldo,
After speeches were delivered, a poem was From thee,
wai
alluded to at yesterday’s cabinet
brave;
read which was declared to be original,
For thee, for thine, this broad free land he gave! meeting, and the President stated that he
Rfllde from the name of the author whom From
thy blue hills his soaring sense he caught, would gladly hear what he had to say,
I believe to be the editor.
The title of They share Ids fame, hut all the world his but that under no
circumstances could
the poem Is “Washington”. I send you a
thought!
he receive him in any official capacity.
copy just to ahow what manner of inen Thy gates the portals wl nee his soul outThe evacuation of Cuba will probably
speeds—
'Composed the Union army.
begin October 15, and be concluded about
The penmanship Is very fine. Rome very Hut all the world a temple for his deeds!
the priesthood of his shrine.
January 1. This is believed to be the
artistic. The poem, consisting of over 200 Thy hero, chiefs
substance of the President’s instructions
That all mankind might learn hla faithdlvlue;
tines, only occupied two and one-half The faith that shatters thrones and sunders
to our Cuban commissioners.
columns in the paper.
I do not think it
chains,
the

“Grace Lynwood” arrived in
New York Monday. The men were Richard Midson, John Keblt, Percy Boulton
John Johnson, Charles Singley, Herbert
Walker and Owen Sweet.

Corporal ^John M. Gilbert, of Battery tember 10 when the hurricane struck her.
C, First Maine heavy artillery, and Pri- The ship whs torn from her anchorage
vate Edward M. Tripp, of Co. L, First
and hurled against the side of the ‘LueuMaine volunteers, died Thursday at the
da’, a Nova Scotia ship. We smashed
Augusta city hospital.
against her side until finally our anchor,
Gilbert was twenty-two years old and which was fast in the ‘LuendaV
chain,
his home was in Wilmington, Vt.
His is
parted and we drifted out to sea. On we
the first death in I tie ranks of the artil- drifted before the awful
gale,and at times
lery. Tripp was twenty years of age, a it seemed that the ship would collapse.
native of Newport, Me.
At last we were tossed upon the shore at
There have been forty deaths in the St. Vincent,
ninety-six miles from the
Maine regiment.
harbor from which our vessel was torn.

be retained

Virginia! froirf whose breast the milk outran
That nursed with God like strength the Immor-

Your friends may smile
But that tired feeling

schooner

Embarkation of Spanish troops from
Porto Rico to Spain began Wednesday.
The American flag is being raised in
towns ail over t tie Maud.

Uailroab* anb Steamboat*.

2U>&frttsnncnt0.

Wreck of the “Grace Lynwood”.
The sailors from the wrecked Bucksporl

TWO MAINE BOYS

night weeps ambrosial

soft

accompanying letter, which explains
interesting origin;
Roses like suns and violets like the stars!
Eureka, Cal., Aug. 6, 1898.
Thy throne the summer and thy realm the soul,

To the Editor of The American:
I have in my possession a paper

ing

western land!

O, queenly South land! crowned and zoned
with flowers.
Thy silken dial that mark the year's* sweet
hours;
Lilies whose silvery moons no tem|»C8t mars,

E. Cousins, of Eureks, Cal., Bends to
The American the following poem,with
its

our

swoons.

And

IN PRINT.

the

mystic gates that sealed

Land of the South! whose glorious life distills
•Vi!:Vi fioin thy vale* ami odor from thy hills!
Thy brow all sunshine ami thy heart all fire,
Thy breath a vintage and thy voice a lyre;
Land where the nlr with wlhlerlng fragrance

GIVEN AWAY

T
*

silver checks
Every pc.

taken
v

X

SiTHTTTYT
X
I'lvf

on

who has hi■»

or

her

picture

at

wi,l receive fifty checks for
every dozen photos.

Check books are issued and when the
book li full you are entitled to a
present. Call and learn particulars.

"f>

H

X

,1

I

1 Y
-*■

•

Steamers “Catherine” and “Juliette” wi’l
leave Ellsworth Monday, Tuesday, Thursday
and Saturday at 7 30 a in’, Surry at S 30 a in, for
Rluehili
’‘Parker’s Point, Bluehill, ‘South
Brooklin, Sedgwick, Deer Isle, ‘Herrick’s Land
ing, Sargentvllle, Eggemoggln, ‘Blake’s Point,
Castine, Dark Harbor (Islesboroi, arriving in
Rockland to make close connections with steam
ers for Boston direct.
RETURNING
Will leave Rockland on arrival of Boston
boats Wednesday, Friday, Saturday and Sunda v for above landings, arriving in Ellsworth
early In the afternoon.
Through tickets sold on board and baggag>
checked through.
O. A. CROCKETT,
Manager, Rockland, Me.
O. W. HIGGINS,
Agent, Ellsworth.
‘Flag landing.

Subscribe for The American

3fttirrtisnnnits.

liCK

COUNTY NEWS.

ALL OVER.

Catarrh a Disgusting Disease

Appears Anywhere.

That

ca-

tarrh, which
had

permeated

my entire system, was sim-

ply

indescrib-

morning mail
for the

mail in

and

the

early

Raat Surrv.

Rev. Mr. Morse, of Penobscot, occupied
the Baptist pulpits here and at the village

The Endeavor society of the Union
church will hold a sociable at the Dirigo
house Thursday evening. Music, refresh-

trip

ments and

close

the symptoms
those awful years of suffer-

I am 78 years old and feel
much better most people take me for
Yours truly, Robert Robertson,
40.
Detroit, Mich.”
It is indeed a wise man that seeks
relief before it is too late. Thousands,
are aware of how quickly catarrh is
cured by Pe-ru-na. If you are in doubt
as to your condition, take Pe-ru-na; it
will care you. All druggists sell it.
ever was.

so

pleasant evening generally

to

North

The storm of

Friday

and

Saturday

Emma

first hard storm in two months. It may
be called the “line storm” and is the fore-

Monday

to

are

come

pelting

and

gales
smashing

other page*.

Monday, Mrs. R.

Warren, Mrs. L.
May Robbins and Mrs. V. Goss left for
Bangor to attend the W. C. T. U. convention.
S.

Rev. Mr. Garland left

Monday. He was
Sept. 25 to supply
sence

sent
the

evening,

Bar

pulpit

R.

Harbor

in the ab-

Sunday, Sept. 18, another severe thunvisited this vicinity, but no
damage was done beyond burning out
one or two telephones at Stonington.
Eoo.
Sept. H3.
proved

to

have

been

gentville Tuesday evening of last week^
The occupant, without stopping to lower
the sail or make the boat fast, mounted a
bicycle and rode hastily away. It is surmised that the man may have been connected with the recent robberies at Deer
Isle.

Day
T roubles
to an end the day you
vapor stove. You can
boil your clothes, heat your
irons and cook the dinner
v.ithout muss or confusion.
You can do anything and
everything on a vapor stove,
from broiling a steak to
roasting a turkey. The dirt
it saves, the labor it saves,
the money it saves, makes a

bad;

a

the

some,

prohibitory law is a quiet, lonemelancholy corpse in that town.

The last of the summer people take
their departure this week. The Dirigc
guests all leave by Saturday and the house
will close, Mrs. Holden going to Boston
for the winter about Oct. 12. The Coopei
cottage will close and the family leave
for Camden, N. J., Thursday. The Kaignc
close their cottage and leave for Philadelphia Oct. 1. There were about aa man]
here this year as last, but they were Iatei
coming and so the season has been shorter

started

for

the

(

gone to Corea to visit relatives.
Sept. 26.

Y.

Schooner

“John

Norris”,

B.

1

j

Six

young

men

of

place

this

Sunday and listened
interesting sermon prenehed

Sen! Cove

very

Edgar W. Haskell, who has been yachting during the past season, came home
this week.
Levi

Knight has been drawn
grand jury and Hosea B. Eaton
traverse jury.

on
on

:

Capt.

water.

about fifteen miles off Petit Manan, abanI doned, and showing signs of having been
rudder gone and sails badly
ashore;

1

Pross.

Smith Penobscot.

Eben Smith is visiting his sister, Mrs.
Thomas Mitchell.
John

Norris

where he has

is
been

home

cooking

Banks.

Most

is
of

the

trip apd

previously occupied by
Miss Elleu Higgins, and will soon go to
Boston for her fall and winter stock of
R.

j
!

would

;

body ’s
Sept.

save

profanity

and

possibly

a

restau-

pronounces it

crew'

were

the captain's
first “bank”

“great sport”.

ten-months-old daughter of
Lucius aud Mabelle Grindle, died Wednesday morning, after a brief illness, with
cerebro-spinal meningitis. Services at
the bouse on Thursday afternoon, Rev. E.
E. Morse officiating.
Climax.
Sept. 26.
the

capacity.
The rain of Friday

welcomed bj
many, for forest fires were getting a littl
too near their dwellings for wholesomi

sleep.
The veteran hunter, George Eddy, hai
woods with doj
and gun. We await his return, knowing
that he will not forget his friends.
started for the northern

I

Over

2,000,000

using

it to-day.

women

~"-j

Hungarians arrived

hen

railroad. The:
came from the east, and moved into th*
Italian camp. They brought a womai
cook with them.
Ch’e’er.
Sept. 24.

are

If your denier does not sell Vapor
Btoves and Stovf Gasoline, writ® to
tbo Standard Oil Company, Nsw
Y

of

to work

on

the

Seal Harbor.

j

brief illness. He was seventy years of
age. He has been one of the most useful
and influentin I men of our town, and his
loss will be keenly felt.
He always has

!

been

Prof. S. F. Clark, of
WilliamBtown
Mass., is about to build a large cottagi
here. B. W. Candage & Son are the build

an

active

worker

in

Baptist i

the

Thomas Pink ham, of this place, was
on t he schooner “Maud Muller” that

cook

upon Seal Island in the fog Sunday

run

night and was a
trip of 30,000 fish,
market.

They bad a
and were running for
very rough when they
total loss.

It was
on,and the vessel almost immediately went to pieces. The men escaped in

went

dory. The vessel
by Capt. Turner, and

insurance

Sept.

on

mostly

was

there

was a

owned
small

her.
S.

Osborn Lord, of Belfast, is in town.
Rev. J. S. Richards is away on a two
weeks’ vacation.

Mrs. Jerome T. Tapley, who
seriously ill, is convalescent.
Engineer Charles O. Tapley is
from Bar

has been

at

home

Harbor for the winter.

Miss I^aura H. Jones is in Belfast for
two weeks, visiting her brother.
Mrs. N. H. Hawes has gone to Boston to
visit her daughter, Mrs. Henry Haskell.
Samuel W. Tapley has received a cargo
by schooner “Clifton”, Capt. Gil.

of coal
Lord.

Capt. Angler Tapley, wife
Hazel have returned to
station.

daughter
Goose Rock light
and

Capt. Jerome Tapley left for Rockport
take command of schooner
“Carrie Buckman”, loading ice there for
St. Thomas, D. W. I.
last week to

Mrs. Willis A. Grindal and Mrs. Judson
E. Kempton, of Haverhill, Mass., are at
the Brookside, guests of their sister, Mrs.
Qaorge H. Tapley.
Tomson.
Sept. 28.

apple tree in her orchard.
Roy Greenlaw came home last week,
having left his yacht in Boston.
Joseph Greenlaw, who has been yachting the past season, came home Saturday.
Miss Grace Joyce, who has been employed in Malden, Mass., for the last year,
is home for the

Go., Glastonbury, Ct.,
amous shaving Soap*.

]

powerful and pathetic. The singing was
excellent. A solo, “Lead, Kindly Light,’’
by J. J. Heath, was much enjoyed. Several young men from Manset helped in
the congregational singing. Mr. Allen is
an

energetic

worker and

it

hoped his

is

services will be retained.
Sept. 26.

D.

Northeast Harbor.

The Boston market closes Oct. 1.
The bakery closed its season’s work Sat-

urday.
Lamson & Hodgdon

Eilat’s cottage

on

will

build

Mrs.

Main street.

Harborside restaurant closes Oct. 1.

will be
In

enlarged

before another

It

season.

church windows the
beeu removed and colored

the Catholic

plain glass

lms

glass put in.
Plans

out

are

for

a

new

Episcopal

besitc of the chapel
“St. Mary-by-t he-^e i”.
J. A. Peck 1mm
Son have the contract
to build a tine cotla gw for (}. K. P. Scbenck#
of New York ne«r Harborside.
church to be built

Kev. Mr. Fowl;

on t

a

former rector of the

Episcopal church, accompanied by
wife, is in town viah.'iig friends.

bis

J. H. Soul is has the contract to build
Phillips’ cottage,also to build the club
house at the golf grounds and several
Dr.

other contracts.
A
item

24.

on an

mistake

appeared last week in the
tin* death of Mr. Macom-

recording

The deceased was tin* father not the
brother of Mrs. K. H. Kimball.
ber.

The

summer
guests have about gone
improvements for the next season
begun.
Edgar Perry is building a log
cabin for L. E. Kimball near his hotel,
size 14x18.
Inside is a large stone tire-

and

place.
J. A. P.

Sept. 26.
Surrv.

Mrs. Millie Gasper went to Boston by
boat Thursday.
1). J. Curtis moved into the Townsend

Thursday.

house

Miss Grace Beetle returned from Northeast Harbor

Wednesday.

Rev. E. E. Morse, of Penobscot, preached
at the Baptist church Sunday afternoon
and evening.
Mrs. Arvilla Richards, of Boston, who
haa been visiting her parents, L. T. Treworgy and wife, returned home Thursday.
Hollis M. Willing, of West Surry, has
been drawn to serve on the grand jury,
and Manuel A. Gasper ou the traverse
jury at the October term of court.

Sept.

26.

G.

West Tremont.

Mrs. Abble M. Lunt has gone to Rockland to join her husband, Capt. K. H.
Lunt.
W. A. Clark has gone to work at White
Head in the government employment for
a short time.
Charles A. Rideout and wife, who have
been making a short visit here aud at
Manset, have returned to Boston.
William Stanley, head light-keeper of
Monhegan island, with his wife and
granddaughter, made a short visit here
recently.
Thelma.
Sept. 26.

SUrijrrtisrmmta.

winter.

Seth & C. H. S. Webb commenced packing clams Monday. They intend to pack
more than ever, if the weather
able and clams are plenty.

James Gross

is

favor-

ITTLE

quite badly on
u wire fence on Monday, while riding a
bicycle. In trying to turn a sharp corner, going at full speed, his wheel struck
fence,

and

had to have

Sept. 23.
Seal

X

To the Rescue.

was

IRattlgA^

in

danger f

there would be
PLUG
an army of men (who chew it) ready
to rescue it: —large enough to shovel
Spain off the map of Europe. No
other chewing tobacco in the world
has ever had so many friends.

5

|

Pemember the name
1 v when
you buy again.
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X
x

S

was

stick and ended

the

taking

was

J*

Makers of Wiiiums’ I

a

Mrs. H. M. Hatch has several blossoms

some

The steam power at Gordon’s mill ha
for the pa9t week been ruuuiug to its ful

A crowd

helping hand.
James Joyce died Sunday morning after
a

Winfield Joyce is at work for Thorndike <& Hix, of Rockland.

summer.

Wednesday

lending

Seth Lufkin is at work In the sardine
at Swan’s Island.

Mias Helen B. Clark has returned fron
Seal Harbor where she has been for thi

indispensable requisite to
There
household comfort.
is no fuel equal to stove
gasoline in point of efficienrv, economy, and rteanlin^ge

Atlantic is going to have a public library sure. Efforts are being made to get
accommodations for the books this winter
until a proper building can be erected.
Quite a number of books are already on
hand. Many of the summer people are

factory

rest, preparatory to going to Ellsworth.
Sherman Scammon and Frank Bradbur;
were in Ellsworth
Thursday on business

an

busy.

Mrs. Mary A. Gross has four boarders
from Massachusetts.

Butler has been ill thi
week.
I past
The DeBecks meet at Waltham Satur
day, Sept. 24, for their annual reunion.

VAPOR
STOVE

ao

a

home

herring have been taken
islands during the last week,
that the factory has been kept pretty
of

II. I. Stanley and family left for Bar
Harbor Saturday.

; Went Franklin.
Mrs. Charlotte

is at

other page*,

_

Stylus.

Lydia Whittaker

tee

Oc**mnvillf“.

neck.
26.

Plenty

home from the

the

Una,

in

season.

Capt. John Peterson
Grand

from Castine,

for every departthe house. Both soap
and
washing powder are the best
that the skill and experience of
haIf a CCntUry Can Produce.

Powder.

around the

|

the

store

«•

Waahing

Bunker found the schooner

from this tow n, among them
son Joe, who has made his

Mrs. Annie Dubois has moved into the

rwr

County Xetet

the

Margaret Leonard”, Capt.

Schooner

Willis Bunker, of Cranberry Isles, arrived yesterday afternoon having in tow
schooner “J. W. Fait”, of Halifax, full of

rant t bis

house.

26.

a

by their
friend, Rev. I. N. Allen, of Massachusetts.

torn.
James Staples has gone to Boston. j
j Sept. 26.
Frank Marshall is visiting his parents

goods.
Sept.

went to

to

Mrs.

millinery

(’apt.

Holmes, is loading fish at Wells A Maj'o’s
wharf.

j

l»«***r I*l«*.

oft Ivorine

«

package

Atlantic.

atives.

J

winter.

Through the courtesy of Capt. A. C.
Holt, a dozen school hoys and girls enjoyed a trip down the bay on the yacht
“Hazel” last Thursday.
William Sturgis and family, of Portland, who have been visiting Mrs. Sturgis’ parents, Mr. Tabbott and wife, have

/\ ureal nil.
You Will find thi* tpltndid cakt of
Whitt Glyctrint Toil* Soap in tvtry

church, of which he has been a member
Miss Isabel Dohver, of Seawall, was in over
fifty years. He leaves a widow and
town Saturday calling on friends and re!
seven children, all of whom reside here. !

Seattle,

Saturday.
Mrs. Amanda Hastings, of Lawrence,
Mass., is visiting relatives here.
Mrs. Sarah Staples
starts Wednesday
for Portland, where she expects to spend

J

ment of

»i

COUNTY NEWS.

the Puri-

mere came very near being an accldeu
of some moment last Tuesday night at tb<
foot of the Whitmore hill where the Basi
Harbor and Manset roads meet. A tean
from Manset containing a couple of drum
mers and a bicyclist coasting down th
hill met at the junction of the two roade
The bicyclist took a header into the bush
es to save himself.
The drummers dii
some emphatic talking as the bicycle sho
onto them. No damage was done. Thi
accident would not have happened hat
the street lamp put there for some pur
pose or other been lighted. If there i
any spot in this village where light i
needed it is at the foot of that hill. Team
or wheelmen coming from Manset an*
Bass Harbor, both coming down hill, can
j not see. A light there would be an act o
mercy\o man, beast and bicycle, ant

come

get

or more
being present:
Heath, E. Belle Lord, Winnie
Hodgkins, Katherine Freeman, Dr.

egates to the State convention of the W.
C. T. U. in Bangor last week. The party
went up on the Bangor boat Monday and
returned Saturday. It is hoped this convention did Bangor some good in the
temperance line, for it needs it mighty

North Deer Isle, arrived at Sar-

Wash

Hodgkins

|

MntiHct.

last

ten

Mrs. William Lawton, Mrs. J. Albert
Freeman, Mrs. Nathan Clark, Mrs. Henry
Clark and Miss Mary A. Carroll were del-

der shower

stolen at

party at the resiCousins last Monday

letter
VV.

Franklin last

Phillips, George R. Fuller, Andrew- I
Brown, Merle E. Tracy and J. B. Whit- this week.
Mrs. Charles E. Haskell went to Boston
comb, class 1900 Maine university. After
the letter game, there were piano selectthis week.
ions by Misses Heath and Lord and Merle
S. S. Scott has bought the residence of
E. Tracy.
J. W. Green and will turn it into a public

of the pastor.

SarK«*ul* ill**.
A boat which

O.

Mrs. Lulu

Bucksport

for
to

was a

of

dence

to

to teach.

Rufus

Wash.,

H.

There
I>#***r 1*1**.

went

■

i

1

fbr additional

Pythians, No. 32. The
pleased with the order.

Following isa list of the officers chosen:
P. C., Mrs. Harvey Ash; C. C., Mrs. James
B. Havey; V. C., Mrs. Will A. Clark; M.
at A., Mrs. Frank Stanley; asst. M. at A.,
Mrs. B. K. Joy; K. R. S., Mrs. Arthur L.
Bunker; M. of F., Mrs. Pearl B. Tripp; M.
of E., Mrs. Melvin Gordon; P., Mrs. C. H.
Pease; mystic one, Miss Rubie Havey; organist, Miss Myra Pease.
G.
Sept. 26.

/"!

n

J

of

well

are

as

A

1M

the

will be known

assembly

ladies

stone-cutting.

lin

Young, Miss Grace Lawton,
Frank Gilley, Arlington Ralph, Miss
Cathy Freeman and Dr. Phillips.

COU XTY NEW S.
On

tan

Richardson is employed at Frank-

A. A.

of autumn storms and winter

runner

Austin

assembly of

and the order

l.amoin*.

is the

Galen

South

to

moot.

that

s(>:

obliged

was

of illness.

to

Thk American has subscribers at 106 along bye and bye.
of the 116 post-ofjicen in Hancock county; I The first meeting of the literary circle
all the other papers in the county com- for the season will be held at the resibined do not reach so many. The Amer- deuce of J. T. R. Freeman Tuesday evenj
ican in not the only paper printed in
Oct. 11; subject—“The Mill on the
Hancock county, and has never claimed to ing,
Floss.”
Questions on the book may be
be, but it is the only paper that can properly be called a COUNTY paper; all the had at the library Saturday, Oct. 1.
rest ore merely local papers. The circulaThere was a pleasnnt gathering of whist
tion of The American, barring the Bar
Harbor Record's summer lint, is larger players with Dr. Charles Freeman at the
than that of all the other papers printed Freeman cottage last
Friday night.
in Hancock county.
Among those present were Mr. and Mrs.

County News

husband,

and smooth.

supplies soap

3

Pythian sisterhood
was organized here Wednesday and Thursday evenings. The organizers were Mrs.
E. C. Bean, G. C.,and Mrs. I. W. Gross, G.
K. R. 8., of Berwick, members of the
grand assembly of Pythians.
There are forty-six charter members,

George E. Closson and Janies Card went
Bucksport to attend the reunion of
their old regiment,
the First
Maine
cavalry.
Mrs. Julia Chatto takes a trip through
Rev. Mr. Anderson, of the Methodist the State, starting Monday. She will
church, is holding meetings every other visit Bangor, Pittsfield, Madison, FreeWednesday evening at Hall Quarry. He port, Pownal and Portland. Her house
divides the work with Rev. Mr. Pinker- will be closed during her absence.
C.
ton, the Methodist pastor at West TreSept. 26.

I had during
ing. I was at death’s door, not only so
the physicians said, but I felt it myself.
I finally tried Pe-ru-ua and took it with
the perseverance that only a dying man
could have. I began to improve and
continued to, until I am now as well as

For additional

her

account

on

An

a

The family of Capt. Ralph Crockett will
their cottage at the wharf this week
and return to their home at Thomaston.

be expected.
Rev. F. W. Barker, of the Congregational church at Somesville, preached an
excellent sermon in the Union church
last Sunday morning, exchanging with
Rev. G. H. Hefflon.

are

with

return

Soap,
white,

WASHING POWDER

Havev left last week for New
he will enter the school of

PYTHIAN SISTERHOOD.

Mrs. R. A. Synclair, who started for

this Toilet
the hands

is

keeps

vorTnel

York where

Sunday.

last

soft,

James Mattocks received a dispatch
from Calais, stating that an accident had
befallen bis son Aben.
A rock flew from
a blast and struck the young man on the
back.
He is expected to be able to come
home Saturday.

Charles Hammond has accompanied her husband on a voyage to New
York.

college.

keepers

which

been employed

has

unihouse-

so

with

versally popular

pharmacy.

teaching her first

Mrs.

mond will accompany them. Jimmie
Dole enters the freshman class in Harvard

a

Frank A.

!

Franklin.

term at

Capt. Harvey Hodgkins has returned
from Sorrento. Capt. Hodgkins has been
acting as pilot ou a steam yacht.
Mrs. C. F. Dole and family w ill return
to Boston Thursday. Mrs. M. J. Drum-

which makes Ivorine

Mrs. Howard Gordon are the
happy parents of a son—Irving Vincent.
Miss Carrie Butler and Miss Jordan returned Wednesday from Northeast Harbor.

_

Miss Susie Stinson is

One of the Charms

visiting in

Mr. and

sea-

few weeks.

is

in Franklin, is home.

The Sea Side will close this week.
H.
Sept. 22.

father’s house cellar to the road.

through.
begin to

Ralph Gerrish, who

son.

a

Cook

A.

Ambrose Mattocks is borne from Bar
llarbor.

planning

Miss Freelove Turner is at home for

Nellie

Mrs.

Steuben.

on.

The Glencove hotel is closed for the

season.

Ralph Robinson, assisted by Henry
Tracy, has laid a pipe drain from his

j

and

County A>»r*

other page*.

fee

Went .Sullivan.

This will make plenty of business, which is the life of a summer resort
in w inter.

going

been discontinued

out have

surveying

way, and much

SbbtTti'srnunt*.

COUNTY NEWS.
^V»r additional

page*.

The schooner “A. K. Woodward” was
at Robinson’s wharf last week unloading
coal for J. T. R. Freeman.

give all

I

evening

The late

able. No one will ever
know the torture I
have passed
I could not

other

Mitchell and wife, of Boston,
have been guests at James Crockett’s.

Catarrh Succumbs to Pc-ru-na
Every Time.

chronic

see

William

Fatalities by the Hundred
Hue to Catarrh.

OR years what
[ suffered from

I

era.
The lumber came In schooner “HarI riet Rogers”, from Whitcomb, Haynes &
Co., Ellsworth. The cottage is 400 feet on
the sill, and will be cloned in before cold
Soiitlmt'M ll»rhor.
weather. This is to be a very fine buildByron P. Carter Is having his house
ing. Caadage & Son also are to build a
painted.
fine cottage for C. F. Batchelder, of CamGeorge K. Fuller and E. W. French w ere
bridge, Mass. There is other work under
in Ellsworth last week on business.

additional Co-uni y .W»rs

was

cut

over.

His

cut

that three

so

places

stitches taken in them.
Eugene.

Cove

Most of the young ladies who have
been absent during the summer are at
home. Miss Josie Norwood is home after
a
pleasant summer in Portland. Miss
Millie Norwood is at home from the
Ocean house, Manset. Miss Helen SawMiss
yer from a visit at Owl’s Head.
Luella Brown, who for more than a year
has made her home W'ith her aunt, Mrs.
Norwood, at Owl’s Head, is now at home
with her grandparents, Capt. and Mrs.
C. H. Sawyer.

X

Rev. I. N. Allen and wife have moved to
Pretty Marsh into the cottage of the late
William M. Freeman.
Mr. and Mrs. Al-

x

missed, though the regular
Sunday and fteek night services continue.
All appointment*! for the coming week
are cancelled, however, owing to the pastor being in attendance at the meeting of
the Hancock County Baptist association
at Bluehill.
Sunday forenoon, Sept. 18,
Mr. Allen delivered a vigorous sermon on

S

are

much

“I was wounded in the house of
On Sunday, Sept. 25, the
friends”.
subject was “Heaven”, set forth in words
the words

my

PILLS

face struck

Capt. C. H. Sawyer is quite ill.
George Stanley and wife, of Otis, visited friends here recently.

len

VER

SICK HEADACHE
Positively

cured by these
Little Pills.

They also relieve Distress from Dyspepsia,
Indigestion and Too Hearty Eating. A per.
feet remedy for Dizziness, Nausea, Drowsiness, Bad Taste in the Mouth, Coated Tongue
Pain in the Side, TORPID LIVER.
They
Regulate the Bowels. Purely Vegetable.
Small Pill.
Small Dose.
Small Price.
Wi>° Have Use., Them
Recommand as tfte BEST
DB. KING’S

ILMUICO
finiCQ

Star

Crown Brand

PENNYROYAL PILLS.
Immediate relief,

no danger, no pula.
Used for years by leading specialist*.
PX”11*1*- Atrial will convince you oftheir intrinaic value
In c**c ol suppression. Send ten cents for
sample and
bock. AH Dr uggist* or by mail $1^0 box.
____

....

KINS MEDICINE CO., Box 1930, BOSTON, MASS.

Pfinllmi’c Adapted
vlUlIlUll W

or

to any business

profession, ruled, with

Contract and
QpflPI1
"t"vl

throughout. Requires the least
possible writing to enter data
rnd refer Quickly to any

name and save time and
5,000 used and recorded. All kinds of
or marie to order.
WALTER W. UEOHHE, Publisher,
150 Nassau St., New York.

money.

labor-saving records on hand

1

BLUEHILL FAIR.
BIG

CROWD

ATTENDANCE

IN

ON SECOND DAY.
SUMMARY OF
AND

HACKS

ON

WEDNESDAY

THURSDAY—COMPLETE

LIST

OK PREMIUMS AWARDED.

Gillie, N Bluehill, Jersey heifer, 3; 1* B
Friend, N Sedgwick, grade Jersey, 2; Geo
Wood, I lls, grade Jersey eow, 2, do, grade
Jersey heifer, 1; Norman Merrill, fn 11
blood Jersey, 1st gratuity; Frank Snow,
yoke oxen, 3, do, grade Durham steers, 2,
do, grade Holstein, 1, do, grade Holstein,
3; Harold Dunn, grade Holstein cow, 1;
Arthur Dunn, grade Holstein heifer. 1; t
H McIntyre, Jersey cow, 1; A W Hinckley,
yoke steers, 2, do, yoke oxen, 2; Chns Ongood, grade Holstein, 3, do, grade Guern-

3S!;crti5cmrnts.

Hqpl 2Cottos.
M

HjI
|

week

maining days.
On Wednesday, the second day, one of
the largest crowds that ever visited beautiful Mountain park entered the gates
and passed a day of unalloyed pleasure.
The only two drawbacks
of the merry-go-ro ;»d

were

to

tlie failure

^materialize,

baseball
! ug .-«.»••}
learns tin
pl*y; tbe former
*
; a sailing
was on
vessel, and got
wlnd-hou .il some w here along the coast;
the lali« simply didn’t «iiow up—no exand the

non-m.

lafance ot the

1

|
1
1

j

*

!

J

fl
1
i

PRODUCTS.

[

Stories of
MARK TWAIN

plaintiff

W B Snow, Whip- Aroo took j
beans,
oats, 2; J E Dority, Early Maine potatoes, j
2; Thus Grieve, parsnips, 2, do, celery, 1,
do, cauliflower, 1, do. squash, 2; 8 B Bill- !
planation 'veil.
relate to Mark Twain’s
ings, pumpkin, 1, do, New Queen note- i
The list of premiums awa.'dtd is larger toes, 1, do, July 1, gratuity; D L Emer- |
leather
coffee
ton,
and his
jaekt
beans,
1,
do,
this year than ever before wince t be sobeans,!; I) E Griddle, red-eye beans, 2; !
This list is A P Gray,
ciety has been in exist*. nv<
in
table
the
most
telephone peas, 1, do,
j
printed below, and we’l illustrates the beets, 1, do, sweet corn, 3, do, pop corn,
I*
wax beans, 3, do, tiuld
constantly-growing interest of western 2; Hoy AGrindie,
j
appear ludicrous. The
N Osgoood, pink-eye beans, 1, 1
corn, 3;
Hancock county in this fair.
stories are brimful of fun.
do, red g obe onions, 1{ do, sweet pump- I
A summary of the horse-racing is given
kins, 1; Geo E Perkins, early fortune I
elsewhere. About the middle of the af- peas, 2; Harold Morse, Bantam's table j
beets, 2, do, yellow Danvers onions 2, do, ;
ternoon of tin* third day .lodge Chase
When ! Stood Face to
oats, 1, do, Jacob’s cattle beet beans, 3;
Miss Wilkins in Her
won tin
'laudits of the crowd by invit- Georgia
Berry, tomatoes, 1; IIW Cunningnot
Hose
eve
Face With Death
ing
New
ody
already there to free ham, Early
potatoes, 1, do, yellowHome
eye beans, 1; A E Wescott, N Bluehill, turseats in .t o grand stand—an invitation
General A. \V. Greely,
An entire photographic
do tattooed pop corn 2, do, Jumbo
2,
nips,
that was speedily taken advantage of.
It
the great Arctic exwill
show the
page
pumpkin, 1; Wm Horton, Falxon squash,
not only afforded the crowd a better view 1, do yellow Chili squash, 1; Lile
author • >f Jerome and
plorer, tells here, for the
Johnson,
*weet
first
time in print, the
“Pembroke” as she is
of the races but it also cleared the track
corn, 2, do, yellow-eye beans, 2; Jos
I
Hose potatoes, 2, do, pie
at home : her friends as
graphic story «>f his fearin front of the grand stand of the crowd. Conroy} Early
Colon Cushing, Lentz beans,
2;
pumpkin,
iul exile of 27S clays at
they grouped around
With Thursday closed the seventh an3; Frank Snow, Aroostook Hose. 1, do,
the North Pole, when
her; going out to walk
nual en*tie show and fair of the Hancock yellow-eye beans, 3; E A Hinckley, New
his comrades daily
with her dog ; with her
G F Candage, Bluehill
county agricultural society—an exhibi- Queen potatoes, 2;
favorite cat; and in an
dropped dead at his side,
carrots, 1, do, marigold beets, 1, do,
tion of which the management has every Falls,
and
when
all
waited
day
evening gown ready for
cabbage, 2; N F Norton, S Penobscot,
reason to be proud.
a reception.
cream beans, 2, do, Beauty of Hebron poby day for death to come.
tatoes, 2; Lemuel Hinckley, N BluehiH,
turnips, 2, do, white beans, 2; A
The horse trotting on the second day ruta-baga
W Hinckley, Hose of Erin, 1, do, Early
was almost as tame as that of tho first
Hose, 1; Levie Conroy, early six weeks, 1;
day, but the free-for-all race on Thursday F P & G M Allen, N Bedgwlck, yellow
The Most Interesting Sunday-School in America
eyes, l,do, parsnips, 1; E TI^eacb, N Bluemade amends for all that was lacking on
hill, pea beans, large, 1, do, sweet corn, 1,
How it lias grown to be a factor in a city’s life,
Was established in
the previous days, and saved Mountain
sheaf
of
do, barley, 1, do,
barley, 1, do,
together with the wonderful man who has depark’s reputation for furnishing good Beauty of Hebron potatoes, 1, do, inangel
Franklin. It is
voted his energies to its development. Illustrated.
racing. Though only three horses started beets,2; W 8 Dunham, EOriand, marrowfat peas, 2; Eben Hinckley, Bedgwick,
illustrated and
in the race, all of them were out for the
Indian corn, 1; E H White, E Orland,
’>
('flnfldn
Pnrn
was
and
the best serials,
beat
These
are
of
the
Some
Features
in
the
October
money,
Number of
every
fought for,
Special
gives
one resulting in a dead heat.
FRUIT RAISED BY EXHIBITORS.
short stories and sketches
The time was slow, though within one
A C Osgood, Greening apples, 1; A L
the world can produce. The
second of the track record. The track Parker, Baldwins, 2; Miss LizzieWitham,
cranberries,
1; A A Griudle, Moore’s arcThe Bluebill track sufwas powdery.
tic plums, 2; do, Kussia mulberries, 2;
R
price is
tors somewhat for want of proper facil- S Osgood, Baldwins, 1; N F Norton, RoxJ* J* J*
Both
our
£2.50 per year.
The
ities for sprinkling.
association bury russets, 2; yellow bell-flower. 2;
realizes this, and it is probable that next John Snow, grapes. 2; do, red Astracnan,
balance
of
the
will
tttail
Ladies'
Home
Tl’c
The
Journal from now
2; N F Norton, Greeley plums, 1; A L
year will see a modern sprinkling cart at Treworgy, Surry, Lombard
until January /, iftgq, and The Saturday Evening
as an introduction, for
plums, 1; do,
year
the track. On the day after a rain, when golden beauty plums, 1; F P & G M AlPost, every week from now until the end of the year,
Cents.
the track is just dry enough, there is not len, yellow bell-flower, 1; do, coll apples,
on
Cents.
do
receipt of only Twenty-five
cranberries, 2; P B Friend, Sedga
faster half-mile track in Maine than 2,
wick, Morris arctic plums, 1; do, purple
that at Mountain park.
gages, 1; Fred H Allen, Roxbury russets,
Following is a summary of the races for 1; do, pears, 1; WS Dunham, E Oriaud,
PHILADELPHIA
THE CURTIS PUBLISHING
Greenings, 2; F P & G M Allen, sno.v apthe second and third days of the fair:
ples, 1; do, red Astrachans, 1; A P Gray,
WEDNESDAY, SEPT. 21.
grapes, 1.
2.50 CLASS. PURSK $100.
MANUFACTURERS’ DEPARTMENT.
Gladwin, r g, by Prescott, J IS l* WheclTurner, men’s boots, 1; do, lady’s ,
Roy
den, HAngur. 1 l l boots, 2.
G
blk
C
Lady Dustmont,
m,
Andrews,
HONEY, DAIRY PRODUCTS, ETC.
kind of winter fruit does fairly well, but
AGRICULTURAL BULLETIN.
Hegal Notices.
2 2 2
Bangor....
for general use the Baldwin seems to be
Mrs. L zzie William, wild strawberry j
Henry Wells, blk e.S W Newman, Manset 3 3 3
1 behest. The ice- storm of February depreserve.-!, 2, do, pickles, 2, do, tomato ; Interesting
Letters Front
Hancock
Shoemaker Girl, b ni, A
uni r, Bangor 4 dr
Hancock ss.—At a probate court held a*
stroyed the fruit buds on many trees here,
catsup and chili mum., graiu.'.y; A Ej
and if it will change their bearing to the Bluehill, in and for the county of HanTime, 2 34, 2 .'IS1*. 2.35.
Wescott, butter, 1; Mrs R s Osgood, !
County Fanners.
on the sixth day
of September, in the
cock,
off
a
Fruit
2.20 VI.AS*. 1TKSK *100.
cheese, 1; Mrs F P Merrill, preserves. 1 ;
year, it will be
good tiling
The sixth bulletin of the State board of
raised here keeps well, being of firmer year of our Lord one thousand eight hundrt d
Mrs Nahum Hinckley, jeily, 2, do.pieklts, I
Sevilla, ch m, by I debitor Chief, J B P
and .ninety-eight.
for the season of 1898 contains
agriculture
texture than most of the fruit from other
1; Mrs Lyman Curl is, i.r**.d, 2; A V\
4
CERTAIN instrument purporting to oe
Whechlen, Bangor. 112 1
Hinckley, butler, 3; Mrs U M Alien, N the following letters from Hancock county | places. Also the apple maggot is rarely ^‘ V a copy of the last will and testament of
Mies Day Dawn,
F Grant, Frankfort, 2 2 I 2
P B Friend, butter, 2;
Richard P. Buck, late of Brooklyn, in he
farmers:
j
seen, though not altogether absent. In
2;
Sedgwick,
bread,
Harry P, b g, H B P111!11 j., Ellsworth, 3 3 3 3 Mrs S H Dority, bread 1; Sadm W Aden,
the last bulletin, by an error in writing or county of Kings, and state of New York, deEllsworth—For some time 1 havetak* n
and of the probate thereof in said
Vlnal Haven, b g, .) IS Wlswel!, Lll-'th, 4 dr
honey, 1, do, jellies, 1; Geo Wood, 1011s, an inlet eat in poultry. Last year 1 built a printing it was said that butter rarely falls ceased,
below 20 cents; it should have been, as low state of New York, duly authenticated; also
2 34.
comb honey, 2; Lizzie Morse, 1.
Time, 2.3.3*. 2.34*4, 2 5
a certain instrument purporting to be a copy
good henhouse, 30 leet long, 1 feet wide, as 20
that
and
the
the
lowest,
cents,
being
Tlirii>DAY, SEPT. 22.
ef the last will and testament of EmelineC.
FLOW Ettb.
9 feet high in fro.it and 3-_. led high cn
range generally 25 to 28 cents. It reaches
Buck, late of Brooklyn, in the county of
2.40 CLASS. »*UK.*K $109.
Thos Grieve, house plants, 1, cut flow- the hack; well Hoarded and shingled, with 30
cents ofiener than 20, for first-class qualKings, and state of New York, deceased, arid
is
s
W
between
It
not
out
blk
1
I
Manset
1
Wells,
fairly
Henry
p.
warm,
v*wman,
ers, 2, dahlias, 1, asters. 2, pansies, 1, j paper
of the probate thereof in said state of New
R. S. Warren.
ity.
1 shall seal up the
Oddmark, b -, I IS p Whechlen, Bangor 2 2 2 dahlias, 2, cut flowers, 1; Mrs Win (pule warm enough
York, duly authenticated, having bee 1 pre[Note—Ants may be destroyed by a somewliut sented
back side .north) with matched boards.
to the judge vf probate for our said
Daisy S, Gr m, l> Marshall, Bluehill_ 3 3 3 Leach, asters, 1.
application* of kerosene oil to their nests. county of Hancock,
The roosts are on the back side, with drop- liberal
for the purpose of being
If the lie*is are
OIL AND WATER PAINTINGS.
several holes may be made
Daybreak, br g, C A Weaver, Bar liar
board 3 leet long, 15 inches front t he in them with a large
allowed, filed and recorded iu the probate
ping
crowbar
and
the
oil
turned
In
bor. 4 4 4
E A Macomber, oil painting, 2; Mrs G floor. This makes a low jump for heavy these and
court, of our said county of Hancock.
immediately covered, and a little dirt
W Pillsbury, crayon, 1; B E
Ordered, That notice thereof be given to
Time, 2.39*, 2.3‘>4, 2 42.
Witham, h. us. The house is dividiu into five apart- thrown over the ihsi or bi-ulphate of carbon
persons interested therein, by publishing
FRKK KOU ALL.
STUM. $ 150.
Surry, j aimed clock, gratuity; Josiah ments of six leet each, by wire netting, may be used, according to ..ructions ootained all
a copy of this order three weeks successively
Partridge, Bucksport, oil painting, 1.
buarueii up some two feet so that the hens when purchasing it. —secretary j
Dustmont, br s, by Alinout, C G An
in the Ellsworth American, a newspaper
can’t light. The m si b.-xi
are on each
DOMESTIC MA N UFACTl RES.
printed at Ellsworth, in said county of Handrews, Bangor. 2*111
side of pens near roosts There are, doors
cock, the first publication to be three weeks,
Mrs J E Webster, tidy chair, 1; Mrs
“Are you sure you love my daughter, at least, before
Duster, b g, F G White, Belfast. 3*232
the first day of November,
to pass front one pen t«> another through
Abbie
braided
rug, 3; Mrs Susan
Cushing,
Donum. l> s, F H Osgood, Ellsworth.. 1 3 3 2 3
When I am with her a. d. 1898, that they may appear at a probate
the house and a large window in each pen sir?” “Love her?
crocheted
Annie
L
at
Dorr,
court
to
be
belli
bedspread,
1;
Ellsworth, in and for
Time. iL*’**, 2.24, 2.26*. 2 25
2.26*.
and at each end of the house. This give." and mosquitoes bite me I don’t even
said county of Hancock, at ten o’clock in the
Wilson, Penobscot, sleeve elastic, gralloml
We have runs on the south
good
light.
and
show
if any they have,
forenoon,
know
cause,
it.”
S
B
Mrs
silk
do,
2;
tuity,
doily
Billings,
side, wired in by netting. This makes a
against the same.
quilt, 3: Mrs Hannah E Sargent, sofa pil- convenient
PREMIUMS AWAUDED.
O. P. CUNNINGHAM. Judge of Probate,
clean.
We
house,
easily
kept
Blanche
low, l;
Conary, worsted
3;
A true copy of original order of court.
It’- folly to suffer from that horrible plague of I
five breeds there and take eggs for
Following is h list of premiums awarded Miss V C Conary, knit gloves, quilt,
1; Mrs keep
Attest:—Chas. P. Dorr, Register.
in the season, letting them run the the night, itching piles. Doan’s Ointment cures,
at the seventh annual fair of the HanEugene Blaisdell, bedspread, 3; Mrs M H setting
rest of the time. They were very happy
To all persons interested in either of the esand
At
braided
Mrs
quickly
drug
store,
Horace
permanently.
any
Henderson,
mat, 2;
cock county agricultural society held at
hens last winter and laid very well. 1 have 50 cents
tates hereinafter named.
•>. M
.....If
IJ......
—Advt.
At a court of insolvency held at Bluehill,
Mountain park, Bluehill, Tuesday, Wedofc’500 apple trees, some pear
1 an orchard
1; Mrs A N Osgood, aprons, 2; Miss Alice trees and a few
iu and for the county of Hancock, on the
1
set
the
trees myplums.
nesday and Thursday. Sept. 21, 22 and 23. Witham, novelty bn 11, gratuity; Mrs
sixth day of September, a. d. 1898.
j self some twenty years ago. The apple
fRrtucal.
following matters having been preFigures indicate first, second or third pre- VV Cunningham, rag carpet, 1, do, trees have made
rpHE
a rapid growth and are as
1
sented for the action thereupon hereinwoolen
AnI
do,
socks,
2,
mittens, 2;
miums. Name of towu is omitted when
full of apples now as J could wish them to
after indicated, it is hereby ordered that nodrew A Ciriudle, odd pattern quilt, be. When
tice thereof be given to all persons interested,
exhibitor resides in Bluehill:
they were small I used rocklj* Mrs G M Piiisbury, drawn work, 1; i weed and coal
by causing a copy of this order to be pubashes for mulching. They
GRANGE EXHIBIT.
Mina A Parker, stand cloth. 2, do,
lished three weeks successively iu the EllsI
fast.
think
1
have
too
many
grow very
worth
do,
Mrs
American, a newspaper published at
F
P
tidy,
2,
doilies,
1;
No
Greene,
Sedgwick grange,
241, 1st; Halcyon silk
kinds (some 30). 1 would advise not more
Have,
and
Have
You
in said county, that they may apMay
Ellsworth,
Probably
quilt, 1; Nellie Greene, pillow shams, man six or
grange, No 345, 2d.
at a court of
eignt good winter varieties oi
pear
Lizzie
insolvency to be held in
embr
ceutre
1;
Davis,
piece, fruit. A market can always be found in
About It.
oil
the fourth day of October,
GRATUITIES.
Spoken
Ellsworth,
2; Mrs Abbie Leach, N Penobscot,
d. 1898, at eleven of the clock in the foreThe reader of this newspaper, if he takes a.
W S Dunham, E Orland, box made in draw’ll rug, 3; E A Hinckley, Sedgw’ick, the winter. There is none with us now.
nnnn
and hp heard thereon if thev see cause.
Strawberries and other small fruits should
domestic yarn, 1; Mrs G Parsons, woolen
1788; paper and 3 books 135 years old.
the time and trouble to look carefully
In the case of Edgar A. Lewis and Harvey
be raised by every farmer.
Bluehill Mineral Spring Co, mineral
D. Friend, of Bucksport, iu said county, as
do, embr night-dress, gratuity,
its
will
find
columns,
through
probably
J. T. Cushman.
water exhibit.
individuals and as members of the firm of E.
o, crocheted skirt, 1; Mrs C E MonaMarion McIntyre, 10 yrs old, drawing: ghan, Ells, crochet trimming, 1; Mrs P
Orland—From forty to fifty years ago half a dozen statements tacked onto the A. Lewis & Co., insolvent debtors. Petitions
in
this
by said Edgar A. Lewis and said
Mrs
W
there
were
few
orchards
of
P
but
foot
notices
about
medicinal
presented
Margie Mclfilyre, drawing;
H Shea, Ells, Mexican centre piece and
reading
apple
Harvey D. Friend, both as individuals and as
Greene, drawing- Miss Macomber, hand- handkerchief, 2, do, sideboard scarf, gra- part of the country, but wherever there
Note this fact. In each and members of said firm, for a discharge from all
preparations.
Belie
painted china;
Hinckley, painted tuity; Mrs E E Chase, baby’s socks, 1; was one it was' generally quite large.
debts provable against their and its estate
case as far as Ellsworth is concerned,
frame.
under the insolvency laws of Maine.
Agnes Lord, Ells, doily, 1, do, teacloth, 1; When a farmer went into raising apples every
HORSE DEPARTMENT.
O. P. CUNNINGHAM, Judge of said court.
Mrs L P Hinckley, handkerchief, gratui- he went in strong. These did much as far as the reader’s knowledge of the
A
true copy of original order of court.
local
toward
the
but
supplying
market,
party is concerned, he might just as well
Prank Webber, Surry, mare and 4 mos ty, do, braided rug, 1; Nora Robertson,
Attest:— Chas. P. Dorr, Register.
such
liaised
from
with
hdkf
Edith
D
apples!
work
generally
1;
case,
Kane,
bag,
live in the moon. Make another note of
colt, 1; R C Myrick, Ells, roan filly, 1: C J
Mrs G M Alleu, gratuity; Mrs the seed, the varieties were almost endless. this.
subscriber hereby gives notice that
gratuity;
The
on
the
market
F
G
only remedy
Brown, Ells, bay stallion, 1;
Candage,
two trees in an orchard would
he has been duly appointed execuwhich gives testimony at home, local
B H Falls, 2; Irving Candage, B H Falls, Horace Allen, crocheted shawl, 1; Mrs I M Scarcely
of the last will and testament of Isaac
2; Mrs Lucy bear the same variety. They were general- proof in every tow n and city in the union, tor
colt, 2; C E Hail, N Brook I in, colt, 2; F H Allen, N N Sedgwick, dolly,
in
the
counlate
of
Aurora,
Mace,
in
small
size
and
acid.
For
intensely
Sedgwick, shoulder cape, gra- ly
to back up its claims, is Doan’s Kidney ty of Hancock, deceased, and given bonds
Osgood, Ells, driving stallion, Donum, 1; Closson,
Mrs H S Ward well, mittens, 2, do, eating, bitter sweets were much in evi- Pills.
all try it, but they cannot do as the law directs. All persons having dedo, mare bv Donum, 1;E T I,each, driving tuity;
They
2; Miss Hattie Mayo, centre piece, dence. Occasionally some trading vessel it. Why they arc unable to do it can mands against the estate of said deceased
colt, 3;WS Dunham, E Orland, driving socks, silk
would come into a near port with a load of
sofa quilt, 1; Mrs Curtis Dur1, do,
mare and colt, 2; Harry White. E Orland,
safely be left with the reader to draw his are desired to present the same for settleN
gln,
Sedgwick, silk quilt, 2; Sadie W western apples, most generally Baldwins, own conclusions. Here is Ellsworth proof ment, and all indebted thereto are requested
bay filly,1; Fred Allen,colt,2; do, matched
to make payment immediately.
not
barrelled
loose
in
which
but
the
crocheted quilt, 1; Mrs M L Elwell,
hold,
for Ellsworth readers:
Mr. E. A. Lerpair driving horses, 1; E E Gross, Orland, Allen,
Albert E. Mace.
N Sedgwick, sofa pillow, 2; Mrs S I Smith, they would trade for potatoes, old iron, etc.
of Third street, employed at the
mond,
3; H H McIntyre, driving colt, 1; EE
September 6, a. d. 1898.
Sedgwick, apron, 1, do, lace, 2; Helen These would be a great improvement over upper shoe factory says: “I had lame
Chase, gentleman’s driving horse, 1.
a
the
native
fruit
and
would
find
E
generally
Blaisdell, Orland, rug, 2; Lizzie Friend,
back for 12 years, accompanied with other Notice of Assignee of Ills Appointment.
CATTLE DEPARTMENT.
S Bluehill, knit quilt, 1; Mary Piiisbury, ready sale. One can well understand that
of kidney trouble which were At Ellsworth, in the county of Hancock and
Fred Hardin, full-blood Jersey calf, 1st centre piece, gratuity; Mrs L Fish, N fruit transported in this manner would symptoms
State of Maine, the second day of August,
very
annoying. I was working with a
not keep long. Since then grafting has
a. d.1898.
gratuity; do, grade Jersey heifer, 1; RO Bluehill, carpets, gratuities (2).
steam thresher out in California and when
come into fashion, farmers have taken an
undersigned hereby gives notice o!
Morse, pair steer calves, 2; W S Horton,
rj^HE
her
level
her
I
to
strained
lifting
up
my
DRAWING OXEN.
as
his
interest
in
and
has
been
X
assignee of the
fruit,
all
Durham
twin
1,
changed.
ball,
do,
grade
Jersey
back and until 1 got Doan’s Kidney Pills estate of appointment
James K. Kelley, of Tremont,
heifers, 1st gratuity; Briggs Davis, Surry,
Under 6 ft 10 in, Frank Snow, 1; Roy Scarcely a farm but has a few trees where at Wiggin’s drug store, after using lots of in said
of Hancock, insolvent debtor,
county
is
excellent
fruit
raised
in
abundance.
Hereford cow, 1, do, Hereford heifer, 1, Grindle, 2: over 6 ft 10 in, Simeon Leach,
other medicines and
plasters, I never who has been declared an insolvent upon his
This has nearly ruined the local market struck
do, Jersey heifer, 1; Arthur Wescott, 1; A W Hinckley, 2; Geo Pert, 3.
anything that did me one particle own petition, by the court of insolvency for
and a large pan of the fruit sold finds its
grade Guernsey heifer, 2; Geo 8 Osgood,
of good.
The miserable aching across the said county of Hancock.
Bertrand E. Clark, assignee.
grade Jtrsey heifer, 2, do, grade Jersey
way into the hands of Boston commission loins was deadful. 1 could not stoop or
An engaged girl never believes it w hen merchants. There is now so many excel- bend
calf, 1; W C CIo»aon, NSedgwick, reg Jerover; if 1 dropped anything on the
lent
new
ones
still
with
varieties,
being
sey bull, ?; Fred Ilerrick, 3-yr-old steers, her friends tell her she is too good for the
door while at work I dreaded to pick it up
2; J Frank Hinckley, Sedgwick, grade one concerned.
introduced, that it is hard to say which is on account of the twinges if I reached for
After marriage she is the
best. In starting an orchard one will it. I weeded the
Holstein steer, 1; Eben Hinckley, Sedgstrawberry patch in my
do well to put in a variety of the most
wick, Ayrshire heifer. 1; A N Osgood, open to conviction.
garden on my knees because 1 couldn’t Caveats, and Trade Marks obtained and a Pa
kinds.
A. H. Dresser.
Jersey bull. 1, do, Jersey cow, 3, do, Jersey
popular
Since
Don’t comb your hair over the bald
stoop.
taking Doan’s Kidney Pills tent busiuess conducted for Moderate Fees. We
heifer, 2, do, Guernsey heifer, 1, do,
Our office Is opposite U. S. Patent Office.
Deer Isle—The article in The Ells- my back is in good shape and the other
Guernsey calf, 1; E T Lv ich. yoke oxen, 1, spot on your head and then kick because worth American on the fail web worm symptoms of kidney weakness have dis- havc’no sub-agciioico, all business direct, benot
do, grad Darhsu cow, 1, tiu, grade Dur- your grocer puis big potatoes on top of interested me, as two or three of my trees appeared. My faith in Doan’s Kidney can trail suftpatent business In less tlmo and at
LESS COST than those remote from Wash
ham heifer, 2; W S Dunham, E Orland,
the measure.
had some of this pest on them, but 1 had Pills has ltd me to recommend them to
lngton.
grade Lancaster cow, 2, do, grade Durham
destroyed them as directed, by burning, several friends who are suffering someSend model, drawing, or photo, with descrlp
calf, 1, do, poll Ayrsbiic “ow, 3; Harry
though I thought it was a variety of the what as I did, and if they use them as di- tton. We advise, if patentable or not, free ol
Experience teaches the value of Hood’s Sarsa- tent caterpillar. Is there any way to get rections
White, E Orlnnd, irrnde Holsrein cow, 2,
Is secured.
say, there is no doubt but what charge. Our fee not due till patent
A book, “How to obtain Patents,1' with referdo, Durham h Her uid calf, 1, do, Durham parilla. It is constantly accomplishing won rid of rea ants in an orchard? Mine is they will be benefited.”
in
ences
to
actual
clients
county, or
Holstein
state,
your
do,
derfui
cur<»s
and
bull, 1,
grade
heifer, 1, do,
Doan’s Kidney Pills are for sale by all
people in all sections take It, swarming with them, and they devour the
sent free. Address
Jersey bull, 1; F Pand G M Allen, N Sedg- knowing it will do u.cm ^ood.
summer fruit as fast as it fails unless it is
dealers. Price 50 cents. Mailed by Fos- town,
Durham
wick, grade
cow, 2, do, heifer, 1,
picked up at once. As to varieties, the ter-Milburn Co., Buffalo, N. Y., sole
Hood’s Pills cure liver ills. Mailed tor 23
do, heifer. 2, do, heifer, 3, do, grade HolBough and Astrachans seem to be agents for the U. S. Remember the name,
stein heifer 2, do, yoke steers, 1; A T cents by C. 1. Hood & Co., Lowell, Mass.—Advt. favorites for summer !r«lts here, and any
Doan’s, and take no other.
Opposite Patent Office, Washington, D. G.
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eccentricities,
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Sh riffs of
or
of
any <,'ovt.t." '■ bj of
or
n mty
Plantation, in ft
Grkftt mj
command you to attach the /<
/1 and
c-stale of Andrew H. Jaques, of Sewburyport. in the county of Essex and
omniomveul';i of Massachusetts, to the
of
one bundled dollars; and summon Mi-<aid
defendant .if he may be founu in your precinct) to appear before our ju
:
worth Municipal court, within an i
«a1d
county of Hai nek. to be holdt n a:
municipal court r. >11 in said Kllswoi
the
! first Tuesday o» September,
d.
ben
and there i:i our s.> d court to auswt 1
uo E.
Hill, of J'.
>klin. Hunt
! idelle
.;nt*-,
(State of Maine. !:i .1 plea of th*
for
1 bat the said defendant at said
i.
kMn to
wit Ellsworth, on the uv of trie p..rch. se of
this
!
to the puuutiff in
(
writ, being inrieb
Mai -:, arcordiug to
j the 1111 of eigh.y-flve
hear.count annexed, the,- a. d M
on1
'derution thereof, pro mi
the plpi--.t?ft to
her
the
same sum on uc
-no
her*
1.- in>
j
ted itemized ac count in ,u
amou
ng to
:*8T> j.
Ai-io, for t hat the defendant at Br •< Min, to
wit I'll-worth, afon -said, on the
1
the
purchii.-e of this writ, being in-'i .i<
'hi,

They

1

7i

WrE

LC Johnson, Plymouth Hocks, 2; A N
Osgood. PH chicks, 1, do, PH fowl. 2;
Bndie W Allen, P K fowl, 1, do, light
Brahma*. 1; Frauk Dunn, White Pekin
ducks, 1.
AGRICULTURAL

E

o

netr
—}
any City, i’ir n
of Han cock,

Arthur Wcscott, Iambs, 2; Henry Wardwell, 3 sheep, 2; Geo B Osgood, White
Chester sow Riid pigs, 1; O F Candagc
sow
and U pigs, 2; P B Friend, N Sedg
wick, Southdown buck, 1; F P & G M
Allen, N Bedgwick, Shropshire registered
buck, 1 yr old, 1, do, sheep, 1; Fred Allen,
sheep, 3, do, lambs, 1; Horace Herrick,
White Chester pigs, 1st gratuity.

A C Osgood, Burbcc short head cabbage,
l,do, twst pkonts, l,do, Hubbard squash,
1, poj ■•tii. 1;B K f!
<y, p;n- eye

V(

(

sey, 2.

THE American published
the proceedings of 1 he first day of the
fair at Bluebill, including a sketch of the
various exhibits, to w inch but little chii
be added. Thu glorious weather of the
first day wutinued through the two reLast

1

( --,

•.

C. A. SNOW & Co.,

in unotner
sum
so mi M
or-:y
reu I•« •• sn.’id

dollars, f«> 1
had an

plaintiff*;-

oi

one

mo.

before ;ha*.
dcfeudai
mi
consideration
n
pay her lh-

u-c.

red

reot

promised the plain: Mr
on
demand.
j \ et, the said defendant though often requested, has no: j.aid t!it -:;i.;e—to 1
damm.i iff
a-,;,-sc w-.
age of the said
0, sum
of one hundred dollars, wni«-b sha' 1
anti
there be made to appear ui: 1 oihci
ic '.uu
ages.
And have you there this writ with
our doings therein.
Witness, John A. Peters, jr., esquii.
edge
of our said court, at Ellsworth, af ore.-,. m. Jr.s
eighteenth day of August, in tin >.
oar
I.ord one thousand eight hundred
•!
ndyJohn F. Knowlton, Recur ler.
eight.
I Hancock ss.—August 19, a. d. 1*9*.
At y o'clock in the forenoon by v in at
the
within writ. ! attached a new bo:
p:,‘ ted
white, unrigged, now at Brooklin, in void
county of Hancock, as the property of said
Andrew Jaques, valued at one hundred dollars: and within five days of said attachment,
to wit, 01 the 19th day of August, a. d. 1*98, I
tiled in the office of the clerk of the
M
>wu
of Brooklin, an attested copy of sc- u
h of
my return on this writ as relates to the
above-named attachment with the
.’due of
the defendant’s property which J tm-within
commanded to attach, the names of me parthe
date of the^writ, and the court to
ties,
which the same is returnable; and he-raid
Andrew Jaques, not being an inhabitant of
this State, and having no tenant, agon- or
attorney in the State that 1 could find after
diligent search, therefor, I make no further
-•

>

<

♦

Deputy Sheriff.
STATE OF MAINE.
Hancock ss.:—Ellsworth Municipal T our:.
September term, a. d. 1898.
Lpon the foregoing writ, ordered: That the
plaintiff give notice to the said Andrew S.
Jaques to appear before the iudge of our Ellsworth municipal court, to be holde.i a; Ellsworth, within and for the county of Hancock,
on the
first Tuesday of November, a. d. 1898,
by publishing an attested copy of said writ,
and this order thereon, three weeks successively in the Ellsworth American, a newsin Ellsworth, in our county of
paper printed
Hancock, the last publication to be thirty
days at least prior to said first Tuesday
of November next, that he may there an'd
then in our said court appear and answer to
said suit.
J. F. Knowiton,
Recorder of the E. M. court.
A true copy of the writ, officer’s return and
order of court thereon.
Attest:—J. F. Knowlton, Recorder.
'loan persons interested in either of the estates hereinafter named.
At a probate court held at Bluehill, in and
for the county of Hancock, on the sixth
day of September, a. d. 1898.
following matters having been pre1
sented for the action thereupon hereinafter indicated, it is hereby ordered that notice thereof be given to all persons interested,
by causing a copy of this order to be published three weeks successively in the Ellsworth American, a newspaper published at
Ellsworth, in said county, that they may appear at a prohate court to be held at Ellsworth, on the fourth day of October, a. u. 1898.
at ten of the clock in the forenoon, at d be
heard thereon if they see cause.
Zabud Foster, late of Ellsworth, in said
county, deceased. A certain instrument purporting to he the last will and tesiunu. nt of
said deceased, together with petition for probate .hereof, presented by Frank Lorimr Fostei. .he executor therein named.
.Mark (.ray, lute ol Bucksport, in said c »uuty deceased'. A certain instrument pr.-p..rtinj; to be the last will and testament of said
mute
deceased, together with petition lor
thereof, presented bv Hannah I). <i.
the
executrix therein named.
Elizabeth Nicholson, late of Buc :-’ r..:n
said county, deceased. A certain inurnment
purporting to be the last will uud n:-.lament
of said deceased, together with petition for
probate thereof, presented by Annie \] Nicholson. the executrix therein named.
Lewis N. YVardwell. late of Verona
said
county, deceased. A certain instrument purporting to be the last will and testament of
said deceased, together with petition I.
probate thereof, presented by Roscoe R. Wardwell, the executor therein named.
late
of
Mount
Desert, in
Mercy Bartlett,
said county, deceased. Petition that Abraham
Bartlett, of YVinslow, in the county >•! Kenof the
nebec, may be appointed udministrai
estate of said
deceased, presented by <aid
Abraham Bartlett, a brother of said dec'-asecl.
in
Marv YY'. Heath, late of Verona,
-aid
t'--*ih
county, deceased. Petition that S» !
>f said Verona, may be appointed ad :inisjiitt rator of the estate of said deceased, p
td by Alonzo Heath, son of said deceased
John C. Holman, late of St. Paul, in the
PetAh.i, that
state of Minnesota, deceased.
E I ward E. Chase, of Bluehill, in th. county
of Hancock, and Slate of Maine, n ay
ap.ml
pointed administrator of the ista;.
the
deceased, presented by Ida Lusk Ho-nr
widow of said deceased.
Ciroline B. Homer, late of Buck^poit. in
sail'county, deceased. First account >>i O. F.
Fellows, executor, tiled for settlement.
Carrie M. Ginn, late of Orland. in aid <>unty. deceased. First account of Vharb- A.
Grim administrator, tiled tor settlement.
Ep.iraim S. Lewis, late of Franklin in >aid
county, deceased. Second account oF Jefferson T. Lewis, administrator, tiled for settle-

rpHE
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ment.

Ambrose Simpson, late of Sullivan, in said
Final account of James
count;’, deceased.
Five, dininistrator, tiled for settlement.
Charles C. Daniels, an insane person, of
Deer Isle, in said county. First account ot
Elmer P. Spofford, guardian, tiled for ettlement.
Enoch B. Hill, late of Bucksport, in said
Petition for allowance out
countv deceased.
of the personal estate of said deceased. presented »y Sarah J. Hill, the widow of said deceased.
Charles D. Small, late of Sullivan, iu said
county, deceased. Petition for allowance out
of the personal estate of said decease,’, presented bv Matilda M. Small, the widow of said
deceased.
O. P. CUNNINGHAM, Judge of said Court.
A true copy of original order of court.
Attest:—A has. P. Dokk. Register.

Notice

ok

forecloserh.

Mary E. Steele, of Brooksville, Hancock county, Maine, did on
the 21st day of September, 1887. by her mort-

WHEREAS,

gage deed of that date recorded in hook 220.
page 202, convey iu mortgage to Jeremiah
Jones, of said Brooksville, the following described real estate, viz.:
A certain lot or parcel of land in said
Brooksville bounded as follows: Beginning
on the northerly side of the town road at the
of Sewall Taple.v: thence
come- of lancl
southwesterly by the road six rods to a stake
and stones; thence northwesterly about fifnee,
teen and one-half rods to a stake ai
iheiue northeasterly to Sewall Taj lev * lot
six rods; thence southeasterly by skid Tap
ley’s lot fifteen and one-half rods to the firstmentioned bound, containing three-fourths
of an acre more or less, with the .mi,kings
thereon, to which said mortgage de- d inference
is here made. And whereas the said
Jeremiah Jones did on the 19th day of April,
cnrdo.l
1893, by his assignment of that date,
ia book 328, page 4, of the Hancock Registry
of Deeds, assign and transfer to me said mort••
I
and
gage and the debt thereby seen
whereas the conditions of said m -rtgage
irokcn
have been broken, and now remaA
and unperformed, now, therefore, I hereby
give notice of my intention to foreclose said
teoi.
mortgage for breach of the conditio.
Charles H. Perkins.
Dated this 7th day of Sept. a. d. 1898.
subscriber hereby gives notice that
he has been duly appointed administrator of the estate of Elmira Gray, late
of
Bluehill, in the county of Hancock,
deceased, and given bonds as the law direct*.
All persons having demands against the state
of said deceased are desired to present the
hereto
same for settlement, and all indebted
are requested to make payment immediately.
Edward E. Chase.
September 6, a. d. 189e.
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Wilson is home

b

■

for

short

a

Twenty-five residents of Bucksport

time.

«s

tannery stream
The board of health
waited upon the owner of the tannery,
who authorized tho board to connect tan-

gaining slowly.

A. S. Cummings returned
from hi» extended trip of

week

sewer

five

old friends and schoolmates.
a course

wishes of

best

the

a

host

of

friends here.

of

Miss

Roy Osborn and friend
Bridgwater, have been

in

Stevens,
the

town

exceed flOO.
former resident of

on concertos an cantatas an the
like,
But you can t beat 'em grindin out a quickstep
on the pike.
An when they play old “Nellie Gray” an
"Where the Daisies Grow”
My memory goes slidin back to the long, long

They ain’t up

ago.
An music that'll work like that an strike your
very soul
An flood you full of memories an all your past
unroll—
That kind of music playin fills its highest mission. an
That’s why I like to listen to the Wakarnsa
band.

Lester P. Gilley, of Bucksport, and Miss
Martha Evelyn McKenney, of Orland,
were married
Friday evening by Rev.
Wm. Forsyth. Mrs. Gilley Is the only
daughter of W. J. McKenney, of Orlaud,
aud the groom is the youuger sou of Capt.
und Mrs. J. 11. Gilley, of Bucksport.

goes to Philadelphia
He carries
in medical study.

Hawkins

ith him

u

Mill street

the

with

cost not to

a

until twenty-one years of age. He survived his wife, who was Phoebe Eustis, of
Bucksport, about ten years, and leaves
The detwo sons and three daughters.
ceased was seventy-two years of age.

Europe.
George Taylor of Lanesville. Mass has
been in town a few days past, calling on

for

at

An be in touch with nature like an make it
thrill an throb
With melody nn music that a child can under
stand
Yon ought to hear a concert by the Wakarusa
band.

Henry Darling, a
Bucksport, died in Boston, Sunday, Sept.
IS. The deceased resided in Bucksport

last

months it.

Henry

discharge pipe

nery

Miss Clara Bridgman, of Pittsfield.
Mass., is in town, the guest of Mrs. W. O.
Emery.
Mrs

enough
For city f< Iks who educate on operatic stuff.
But when you want to reach the heart an mu ku
it laugh at. sob

be abated.

ance

Miss liu: \i Allen, who ha9 been very ill,

reported

penuis-

the

that

titioned

Miss Julia Guptill is the guest of Miss
Josie Hawkins.
is

You mlk about your Brooks' band nn Sousa
at his Vest
An The ..ns’bigcrrhcstry an Borer an the rest!
Their hifalutin music, 1 suppose, is good

other pagr%

a<

Bucksport*

y ullivan.

Cfcu

County Xew»

*br Additional

other payrg.

sce

The Wakartisa Hand.
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Fhr

Mr. Osborn is
President
past week.
Eliot’s amanuensis and has been spend-

Hiram E.

Woodbridge died

I saw the great directors in Chicago at the fair
With all their lino rausicianers nnmhjlntin nir.
A drum 'ud bang, a horn ’ud blat, a clarinet
'ud shriek,
An ef you call that music—say, you ought to
hear mo speak'
1 want the kind of music that'll melt into the
heart.
I wouldn't give a picayune for all their classic

Monday

from the effects of a paralytic shock Sating the summer at Northeast Harbor.
urday night. The deceased was fifty-nine
resumed
at
the
church
services
were
Lay
He leaves a wife, one
afternoon by the “Liberal years of age.
on Sunday
and two sisters,
Christian Society”. Mr. Downing, presi- brother, Ephraim B.,
Mrs. Charles Hass and Mrs. Clara Bolin,
dent of the society, read the sermon: Mrs.
all of Bucksport. The most of his active
Noyes and Mrs. Wilson assisted in the
life

exercises.

Sept.

J. Everett Pik

from

arrived

Newport

Thursday.
Miss Persia

visiting
recently

Kay

to

spend

a

OVER THE TRAIL.

hflH rptnrnflH.

Mr. and Mrs.

spending

Ernest Rice, who have

the

summer

at

I

cently.

!

Turner

Gouldsboro,

This

wife,

and
of

while I

Ellsworth,

of

F. Jordan and wife

B.

two

lost

by

We have bad

old-fashioned “line

real

a

a

l knew her.

attended

the

She leaves

a

husband and five

beauties of

town while the

autumn are so

children.

Sept.

Willis Bracy and Ernest Gray are home
from Beverly, Mass., to spend their vacation.
Tl: y are employed by Charles
Powers, f rmerly of this town. Mr.
Powers* goes to Germany in October oil a
business

Sept.

Harry

T

North.
turns.

t

Mrs. I':
Milbr.

days

at

The
been
this
A

holding

Sept. 27 for Ohio,
employed on a railroad.

cy, who has Lcen at work in
Harbor this summer, has ree.

have

been

day' nig I

good in putting

than all the

g them
burned
Las

town of late.

Elmer,
spending a few

been

He

old

of

son

house.

more

res

I•'ity

JLuzena, wife
Her life

men

could.

who have

The firts in

nearly two weeks.
wandering around

was seen

has

out

now

first last Sun-

and

then betn

during the week. He was a very
large animal and one of his tracks measured nine by
inches.
Jen.
Sept. 26.

by all
community
was a

His

is

Clark, of Northeast Harbor,
been visiting Miss Mae Knowles the
past week.
Mrs. Eva

has

R. V. Stover, of Indian Point, is at
home. He was thrown from a horse recently and injured his knee badly, but it
is so much better that he will return to
Bar Harbor this week.
M.
Sept. 26.
Eastbrook.

dangerously
improving.
Mrs. Adams, of Massachusetts, spent
last week with her sister, Mrs. Mary DeMeyer.
was

is

the soldiers’ home at
Togus, and Mr. and Mrs. Leighton, of
Ellsworth, are in town, called here by the
illness of their mother, Mrs. Harriet Dyer.

Dyer,

of

J. R. Butler has in his orchard an apple
bearing fruit and blossoms. George
Bntler one dRy last week picked a strawberry blossom which was bravely withstanding the frosts and winds of autumn.
tree

26.

was

Colby, died

buried
one.

her,

saddened

Sunday,
She

was

and the

whole

by her

death.

B.

'SbbrrUsrmnits.

j
j
1

1

t

the

writer, who will miss much by her
going out of life. Ail who came in contact with her are better and purer by the
influence of her life. Sympathy is extended to the bereaved family.
Yankapoo.
Sept. 26.
South

Gouldsboro.

Miss

Rilla

Sargent

West

has gone to

Sullivan to work.

Horace W. Jordan and Mr. and Mrs.
Boston.

Bush have returned to
Miriam

and

Bound Isle,

are

George Jacobs,

Iron
attending school here.
of

Dwight Blaney

and family have closed
cottage at Iron Bound Isle and returned to Boston.
S. M. S.
Sept. 26.
Fast Franklin.

Sept.

1

the east

dear schoolmate and friend of

Alvah Kay and family are visiting
friends at Bluehili and Surry.

B.

and

who knew

their

very poor.
Mrs. Matilda Lewis, of Gloucester, is
visiting relatives here.

Mrs. Kingsbury, who

Frank

beautiful

a

health is

A.

on

Thomas Fernald is working in West
Gouldsboro on Frank Noj’es’ new house.

West K<len.

B. C. Thomas is quite ill.
Capt. Howard Mayo is at home.

was

loved

visible

ill,

meetings

of

Thursday night,

She

Nash and

.k

Bay View

moose

serie-* of

a

Mies Etta Foss, of Gouldsboro, is visiting friends in town.
Miss Cassie Hooper is at home from
West Sullivan for a two weeks’ visit.
Elmer P. Ash, formerly of this place,
has just returned to bis home in Cascade
Locks, Oregon, from Alaska, wbere be
bas been tbe second time.
Nason Springer and family attended
tbe funeral of Mr. Springer’s sister, Mrs.
Frank Colby, of Hancock, Snnday. Mrs.
Colby’s sudden death is felt very deeply
by her friends here.
8. U.
Sept. 26.
Ea»t Laiuoine.

H. A. Weston is in town
Miss Mamie
Ellsworth.
Mrs.

ing

her

Deslsles

on

is

business.

teacbing

in

Elizabeth Bragdon bas been visitsister, MrB. Cyrus Abbott.

Miss Deiie Hodgkins has returned from
Harbor, wbere sbe bas been employed
during the season.
If.
Sept. 26.
Bar

Hall Ouarry.
A. A. Hodgdon and
move to

cnppiu

when I noticed

the trail, and says

to

pony tracks in
Uncle Ben, ‘Get the
some

ready, fur wo are apt to Ikj jumped by
Just then we topped a little rise,
Injins
and there* was a band of ’Rapahoes about
400 yards away.
'Taken shot at 'em,' I
I had ng<»od Henry rifle, and Uncle
says.

Mrs. Ruth Kairn has gone to visit relatives in Franklin.

starts

.11 be

tigr
v

Henry

along
pun

side.

rain uid

the forest

j

Ferry.
Stratton is quite ill.

Messrs. Mills and McLane have been
G. B. A.

George i.olfe
i.e

H.

26.

Mount

tr’p.

26.

Goul<i*l»oro.
where

their kitchen.

stove for

attractive.

was

a country that. I knowcd
of; used to drive a stage over it
Ben Halliday a matter of 40
I knowod every valley, crick,
year ago.
I knowed
foothill and mountain butte.
we was com in to the head of Devil’s gulch,
where Jumpup Johnny used to live before
the ’Rapahoes got him, and I begin to
wonder if they would go down the trail at
I sort
the gait we was knockin off then.
of grabbed the seat and held on, but, sir,
hill
so
over
the
that
if
dropped
easy
they
I’d ’a’ shet my eyes I would not have
knowod it.” He grabbed the seat,” and
yet day after day down that same gulch
on a worse “trail” he
hsul sent six thoroughbreds on a dead run, dragging after
them a swaying stagecoach, where the
fall of a horse or the slip of a wheel would
have hurled all to destruction.
“The last time I pulled Uncle Ben Ilalllday over that trail we was jumped by
’Rapahoes. Wo didn’t happen to have any
outbound passenger* that mornin, only
me and Uncle Ben and his niggers, and
the express **id mail.
We was a-sailin

They have the sympathy of the
community.
|
G. A. Tain ter will build a stable for T.
The dance given by the Waltham sewR. Alden as soon as he finishes his present
ing circle was well patronized. The net
at
Center
Harbor.
job
| receipts were fS.99, which makes the last
Summer guests still ling
in small payment on the chairs purchased for the
The circle will next purchase a
numbers; they are loath to leave the hall.

j

wo

every foot
for Uncle

Mr.

Colby’s aunt, Mrs. Frank
Colby, at Hancock Sunday.
the Clark firm, as book-keepar, in SouthIrving Caspar and wife and Joseph
west Harbor, is taking a brief vacation.
Stackpole and wife, of Surry, were the
R.
Sept. 26.
guests of E.W. Debeck and wife Saturday
Brooklln.
and Sunday.
Ralph Bent goes to Green Island light
Mrs. Henry Kitchen died here Sunday,
station to-day to work on the buildings
illness
of consumpafter a lingering
there.
tion. She was much respected by all who
gale’’, and the “weather wise*’ predict
mild following.

morn in

along through

makes

funeral of Mr.

Miss Bessie Williams, in the employ of

n

was

IDO

within the year.
Colby and wife

Asa

Friday.

returned home

ride in one of them palace cars
gone," said Hank as he
took a seat on a Ikjx in the shudo of the
big mosquito tree in front of the cookhouse
where the boys of the day shift generally
congregate after supper to smoke and talk
over the incidents of tho day.
“I took

Mrs. M. K. Haslem, who has been quite
ill, is improving.
Cyrus Dickey aud wife visited friends
in Bar Ifairbor the past week.

Schools
villRge opened Monday,
Sept. 19, taught by the Dodge sisters, of
John Jordan
Bucksport.
were the guests
Irving Pay, who has been employed at
recently.
Northeast Harbor during the summer,

tw«»

\

TAKING
CHANCES

Humph.

It was the same everywhere.
Upon
the Walla Walla division the country is all
settled up and changed, but you couldn't
fool old Hank on the rivers and moun
tains.
I drove onco alone from Walla
Walla to The Dalles, 240 miles, in about
Them river Injins up In that
hours.
18
country was bad too—cowardly cusses,
sneakin, crawlin, shootln from bushes and
won t give you anything liko as fair a
fight as the Injins cast of the Rockies.
The way of that drive was this: I had just
got in ofT my 75 mile run, washed up, had
my supper, dressed and was startln for a
dance down in ‘The Bottoms’ when I met
the Wells-Fargo office agent com in a-rushin
u p the street.
••
'Hank,* ho says, *1 was huntln you I
We’re in a devil of a fix 1 We’ve got nearly
110,000 in gold bullion just come in that's
due in The Dallos by tomorrow night at
the close of business hours, or one of our
best shippers stands to lose a lot of money
already paid on a mine. It ought to have
been down yesterday, but our down stage
thro wed a wheel and missed the regular
Fve been to
connection for The Dalles.
the stage office, but Haworth says for me
What
can
do?’
to see you.
you
‘Get the bullion to The Dalles by noon

—

Waltham.

from Melrose
two weeks' vacation.
home

came

in the

been

vet-

a

Vose, of West Sullivan, is

her home.

Leonard

was

of t he civil war, enlisting in Co. D,
Thirty-first Maine regiment, which went
to the front in April, 1864. He partici.ort but bloody service of
pated in tin
this regiment and was wounded.

Harbor.

Prosport

He

bit cigar, ami all I had to do was to
press a little button and a nigger in uniform would fetch me liquor.
Change?
a

tomorrow.
‘But it’s 240 mile.’
art.
‘Nobody knows that better than I do.
Led educated critu* gulp it down an call it j
Mr. Price, but you get your bullion ready
grand.
But I'll just sit an listen to the Waknrttsa band.
and in half an hour send it down to the
Dave Florence in Chicago Record.
Ami I went
stage stables in a wagon.
The superintendent
on down the street.
was still at the stables.

eran

Sub.

2R

sailor.

hs a

spent

was

iU>torrtisfmcnt®.

Icy cars and such, and there I was kitin
along at 40 mile an hour I reckon, smokin

‘Did you see Price, Hank?’
'Yes, sir,’ I says.
‘Can you make it?’
*£ure thing!’ I says.
ricK your teams.
‘All right
“1 had tho stock tenders hook up six
horses that I picked out, then went to the
botmlin house, changed my clothes and
went back to tho stables with two two gallon demijohns of whisky. Price was there
It weighed just 404
with tho bullion.
pounds. I had ’em put it in tho bottom of
the stage and throw u lot of sacked feed in
on top of it, then I climbed up to the soak.
Three or four shotgun messengers started
to fuller me, and I said: ’Hold up, gentlemen; one man's enough on this trip. The
only troublo that I’m likely to run Into
that I can’t handle myself is at Willow
Springs, where there’s always a crowd of
rustlers. One man may get through all
right, but if they 're lookin for troublo or
suspicion anything you fellers wouldn’t
last as long as a snowball In h—1. You'd
only bo an advertisement for trouble.’ I
had my way and drove off with the bullion, feed and four gallons of whisky and
knowwi that if I passed Willow Springs
all right I'd make it. The Springs was
the toughest place on the road, and whenever there was a holdup we could bank on
it being by some of that Willbw Springs
gang, made up as it was of cattle rustlers,
boss thieves, road agents and all around
bad men. Haworth had give mo a pointer
that he thought the gang was a-lookin for
the bullion, and the last thing ho said
was:
Now. Hank, look out for your team
Let tho express go if it
and yourself.

Is all very well in some
but not in buying Fur- i
If I
naces, Ranges or Stoves.
there is a place where you
know you can obtain a relia- 1
ble article, that is the place®
to go. Risk is too great to §
chance going to another place. ;$
Save time by coming to I
®
F. B. AIKEN’S, Ellsworth, and purchasing Kineo
Furnaces, Ranges and Stoves manufactured by \
NOYES & NUTTER M’FG CO.. Bangor, Me.
eases

|
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show down.
**I got to the Springs ’long in tho night
Toward mornin I was hit tin the trail
mighty fast I tell you. I knowetl they’d
be a gang there, for at the last station 1
passed they told mo that the regular had

been held up tho mornin l»efore, so long
Ben blazed away, but fur some reason Indore 1 got to tho slat ion I commenced
missed, and they come for us
Undo Ben whoopin and yellin and singin as loud as
pot sorte r white about the mouth, but setI could and sure enough when I rolled up
tled down in the seat and says quiet like:
there was alxmt 20 of the toughest lookin
'I guess we’d better move along.
fellers you ever saw, all heelwl and didn't
Hank.’
look like they had been to l»od.
Lord
I says.
'All right.
‘Hold tight.
wasn't I drunk I Whoee! Most of ’em
There was nothin but thoroughbreds on knowed me, and the antics I cut made ’em
Undo Ben's lim s through the Injin coun- i laugh. I was too drunk to pay any attentries. IB wouldn't have a hoss that could tion to the station keeper or the stock
not do his mile in less than two minutes tenders, but I grabbed one of the demion them runs, ami I 11 bet he thanked his
johns, and yellin for tho boys to come on.
God for it that day.
Maybe vve didn’t go. I staggered into the house. I poured about
Von ix*t I Kept my foot oil the brake and a half a pint of good, strong whisky into
made that i-'u iuot lash whistle and snap each one of them fellers, and in
my drunkover them thoroughbreds’ backs.
This, in way managed to tell ’em that I was
with the Injins y. llin and shoot in lx*hind,
takin the coach down to replace an old one
sent us into the Willows ahead of time.
I im tlm smith end ;iiid hiul a land of food
begun to blow my horn long before we got fur the way stations.
to the stati >n, and the stock tenders and
“I told tho station keeper that five of
guards knowed then* was somethin wrong the sacks of grain on top was for him and
and come out to meet us When the In jins for him to have it taken out. Then I sang
saw them, they went the other way.
another drunken song and staggered out
“Well, sir, the 'Rapahoes used to run to the coach for tho other demijohn.
I
me into the stations time and again.
I'vo reeled up to tho coach, where the station
had the coach riddled with bullets and ar- keeper was takin out the grain, and spoke
rows, and once I went into a station with
quick ami low: 'I’m runnin ex try to Tho
an arrow in the flank of the nigh wheeler.
Dalles with bullion.
Have tho tenders
One time I remember I had an army colo- change my team for tho freshest and best

you’ve got—quick,

man:

Conn,y .\Y»rs

are

going

to

Baker Inland for tbe winter.

other

has been

very ill

There

sickness
present
among the children.
Miss Mamie F. Spurling is nt the normal school at Castine.
is

much

nt

Rev. Mr. Frothing ham, of

ford, preached

here

Sept.

New

Bed-

horse

last

Biliousness

Is caused i>r torpid liver, which prevents digesrion and permits food to ferment and putrify In
the stomach. Then follow dizziness, headache,

Hood’s

iu r .ousness, and,
if not rein v<-d, bilious fever
or blood poisoning.
Hood's
Pills stimulate the stomach,
rouse the liver, cure headache, dizziness, constipation, etc. 25 cents. Sold bv a!! druggist*.
The only Fills to take with Hood’s Sarsaparilla.

Macomber have a contract
for a government buildEllis island in New York harbor.

Campbell

&

to furnish stone

ing

on

Mrs. G. H. Macomber and son, who
have been spending the past mouth at
J. H. Macomber s, left Monday for their
home in Michigan.
The needed

insomin.i,

repairs having

been

made

grammar room, schools opened !
Ftept. 12, under the efficient management
of Miss Hill in the intermediate and Mr.
Atherton in the grammar department.
Sept. 27.
in

the

_

Ourstore i» only h few steps from Main
street, and it will pay you to call and look
at our goods and prices whether you want

a

replace the one which died.
Most of the people who have been

week,

to

at work
home.

for

the

to

away
have returned !

summer

E. B. Stanley has sold his yacht “Sarsaparilla” to Fred Spurling, who will put

lobstering business.
MU. Elva Stanley was summoned from
Brcckton, Mass., last Wednesday, to attend the funeral of her nephew.
Mamie, daughter of the late Nahum
Sourling, of Ever* tt, Mass., who ha* been
visiting here the last three weeks, is very
her i” the

8. C. Sanford and Walter Hadtoek have
caught herring in their weirs lately, but
of the other

weirs

have tHken any

ttsb.

attended the Cherry Held fair, making
moat of tlie journey on their bicycles.
They report a good time.
Mrs. William I. Mayo left here Thursday with her children and household

goods

for

Southport, where they have
place for five years.
Mrs. Elmira Delano, with her child,
who has been visiting here the past s!x
leased

a

weeka, expects to return to tier home in

Haverhill, Mass., next Thursday.
Capt. E. P. Stanley expects to move his
family to Friendship next month. Mrs.
John Gilley and daughter Hattie will accompany them to remain there during

?1

Albo

letter received
Elvira

from

Wooster,

Dawson

to wind

Js
li|

$

#
’$•*
J®

fg
,1

CUSTOM-MADE
welling at 1-4 price

them up.
1>.

TKI1JOU,

F.

*

her

safe arrival there, after an exciting and
eventful voyagi
She arrived the first of

BUSINESS

June and Imped to veL urn to Mmu.•...» hifall.
Her daughter. Maud H.. n> nrly fourteen years of age. died on August 15, at a

convent school in Montana, where her
mother had left her to be t':. r \ No
particulars of her death have been received by relatives here.

Edgar, the only child of Mr. ami Mrs.
Coulter, of Brockton, Mass., died
at I lie home of hi* grand parent*. Mr. and
M rs. Asa i). Stanley
last Tuesday night
after eight days i'.Imss, at th,
ofth.ee
His
father
wa*
year*.
telegraphed for
but did not arrive until after the child
died. The funeral was from the church
Thursday afternoon, conducted by Kev.
M. T. Anderson, the Methodist minister
at Southwest Harbor, the local minister
being away. It was the lirst sermon to
be preached in the house by n M thodist
since Kev. B. F. Stinson preached Mrs.
Mary I). Stanley’s sermon there nearly
fourteen years ago.
it.
Sept. 2t>.
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be, it must be pretty near
a
fact.

wife and their servants, all bound ,
Judson L. Webber went to Boston last
‘Oh, I’m a jolly stage driver—
for Fort Laramie. Wo was jumped by In'Stay with it, boys. Here’s s’more.’ And Thursday.
and
the
mail
and
cushions
about
jins
piled
I staggered hock with tho other demijohn.
Warren Clements, of North Buoksport,
the women and children in the bottom of
Well, sir, in 15 minutes I had that gang
the stage and started in to make a runnin
j fixed—plenty. What wasn’t on the floor spent Sunday at John Treworgy’s.
fight. Them officers was dead game, you < or the ground outside was a tryin to fight
Mrs. William Thompson is spending a I
bet, and fur miles and miles we put up the i over tho balance of the whisky. I saw
few days with friends in Ellsworth.
my
runnin
that
a
man
would
fight
prettiest
j team was hitched up and lnado a runnin
Mrs. M. A. Macomber, of Waterville,
want to see. It was touch and go through i
for the front boot, grabbed the lines,
has been visiting her niece, Mrs. A. T.
lots of time, but as we got close to a sta- jump
and how 1 did cut loose from there 1
Gillis.
tion they heard us a-shootin and come
Whoop! Well, I eat my dinner in The
out.
At first the Injins thought they
Joseph Grindle, of Bucksport, who has
| Dalles and got mighty well paid for that
would come on, but the 6tock tenders had |
trip. The Willow Springs gang held up been visiting his aged brother, Perry
long range rifles and knowcd how to use i the regular that fullered me the next day. Grindle, has returned home.
’em, and them Injins was soon a-huntin They was dead on that tho bullion was
Mrs. Joseph Wardwell and daughter,
for a thick hill a long ways off. I’ve for- j due all
Mrs. Blanche Davis, of Ellsworth, made a
right.
got them officers’ names, but I bet if j
•‘Comin back I struck a wagon train of short visit at Mrs. Ii. 8. Wardtv ell’s last
week.
they’re a livin they remember me and that j 15 families, and
they was in trouble. The
8ept.
day 's ride on the Laramie trail. An army cussed Injtns had made a rush and stamofficer’s life was no picnic them days.
peded some of their hosses. You could see Sound.
“I used to throw off the brake, put the the
Injins, five or 6ix of ’em, a-drivin the
Mrs. George 8*over and family have
bud to the six horse team, tie the lines to hosses across the
valley two or three miles gone to Bluehill to visit friends.
a seat brace, take my Henry and drop on
The
women
and
children
in
the
away.
School has been in session two weeks,
my knees in the front boot and shoot over
train were cryin and yellin, purty nigh
taught by Miss Cora Parker, of Somesville.
the seat. Many and many’s the single scared to
death. The inen was scared,
Mrs. Ina Higgins has returned from
handed runnin fight I’ve put up that way.
too, and didn’t know how they was goin ‘Northeast Harbor, where she has been
Sometimes I'd be jumped by Injins two or to
pull out I wasn’t on schodule time, so working this summer.
three times in one day's drive of 75 miles. took out a
B.
Sept. 26.
leader, tied the others up, grabIt was about all the excitement there was bed
my Henry off tho sent and yelled for
in them days that a feller could really enfive men to come on.
The In jins was
joy. We’d drive over our division of 75 head in for a mountain, but I knowed the
^
miles in one day and back the next. Cenlountry too well to believe they was goin
trally there was four or five stations with there, so rode to head ybn\ off below. My
changes of horses on the run.
thoroughbred was too fast for tho others,
“But as wo whooped it along in that Mid I was sooti in
range. I cut loose and
I
reckon
it
come
me
car
to
more
palace
unloaded two ponies, and the other In jins
than ever that times is chaugin and that I
left the hosses and cut for shelter. I head*
am gettin old, but I pinched myself to see
Kl the train hosses Iwvck and met the other
if I was awake. Over on that hill is where
fellers comin up. I reckon my soul’s all
have
“I
tried calomel and 1
Fwenecked Smith and his gang of bullright if them women’s blessin’s Is any
alHh
i remedies that are now
\\ hackers was corralled by Cheyennes and
good. I told 'em to hook up and pull
lost all their stock and over two-thirds of
1
the
in use
Still \
right out of there, and I did not have to
the men before one of the boys got back
tell 'em twice.”—St Louis Post-Dispatch.
1
from Fort Laramie with the soldiers. I
you are not cured. When I
see there’s a sehoolhouse on the hill now.
1
•
was a
Leaky Souls.
my mother used to
Cp that little gulch runnin off the valley
1
1
“L.
"Siukiller”
a
colored
F.”
Atwood's
was
where
the
me
Griffin,
rounded
evangelist,
ponder
vigilantes
1
up Wartnosed Johnson and his crowd and * thus addressed a gathering of negroes in
Bitters.
One or two doses 1
Guthrie, O. T., the other night: "Wherelynched the whole gang. There's a farm
black
house now at the mouth of the gulch and
fore, you
scoundrels,does the turitude
cured. Our drug- 1
if your souls leak? I know. You’ze been
» big crop of corn in the valley below'. At
them. Get 1
shootin craps, I done say. Yon’zo dally in
town where we stopped for noon I drove
with God now, but St. Peter’ll grab you
a bottle, and I know
be 1
jp to once alone to find the only house
hen in the town, a stage station, burned
by de nape of do neck and shake dem horse
1
1
all
when
I
come again.”
lown, the station keeper and the stock lice outen your 6oul6. Oh, women, wives
<
if
all
dese
that
men.
can’t
to
cover
cost
cents
See
he
lenders killed, scalped, half roasted and
They
you
operate
35
only.
L. F.”
gives you the right kind, the
shopped up and the stock drove off. I had ip your sins by copious sprinklization of
unokeless powder. Why fore that why your
Avoid imitations.
o drive to the next station without change
souls leak.'”
1 >f hosses.
Now it’s a big town with troland his

line of
we are

No. 2 Franklin St..
Ellsworth*
(3 doors from Main street.l

City,

announces

small

a

1

prices to close.
fl.50; 150 rugs,

rugs at reduced
fl.75; 175 ruga,

SHOES which

age.
A

our

rugs,
25.

1
|

not.

Tumbler* worth 4<*e. do/..,
our price SO 25
25
Berry Dishes, worth 5n*\ do*., our price
:io
•Telly Tumblers, worth Hoc. do* our price
Water Bottle*, worth 2.V. each, our price
15
1 rult Jar*, worth Sc. each,
5
our price
Glass Pitcher*, worth 25c. each, our price
15
.7
fiqt. Milk Pan*, worth UN1, each, our price
Sqt. >!'. k I’r.i*. worth li ’. each, our price 7 1-2
.H
loqt. Milk Pan*, worth l.V. each,our price
Dover Kgg Beaters, worth 25c. each,
tj

All

Harley, only child of Mr and Mr*.
Gilbert H. Host-brook, after a severe illnesa
of only sixteen
hour*, died la*t
Thursday night amt was buried from t he
church yesterday afternoon. lh*v.
N.
Davie cfficiatiug.
He whs five years of

j from Mrs.

or

TOO

wiuter.

the

buy

our price
Cups and Saucers, worth 85c. per set,
our price
55
Cup* and Saucers, plain white, worth
65c. per sot,
our price
4
4 qt. Decorative Pitchers, worth 75c. each,
our price
40
1 <|t. Decorative Pitchers, worth 42c. each,
our price
20
3, 4. 5, and 6 In. Decorated Nappies,
worth 10 to 2hc.,
our price 5 to K
3, 4. 5 and 6 In. Decorative Plates,
worth 12 to 25c
our price 0 to 12
Good Plated Teaspoons, worth 25c. per
our price
set,
lo
Go-‘liver Plated Teaspoons, worth
75c per set,
our price
25
Good Sliver Plated Knives and Forks,
worth *3 50 per set,
our price
1 75
1<> piece Toilet Set, worth $3 50 per set,
our price
2 45
s piece Toilet Sot, worth S2 50 per set,
our price
1 50
Copper Bottom Wash Hollers, worth
our price
I lrt
11 75
Copper Bottom Wash Boilers with Copour price
1 25
per Him,
Tea Strainers,
3
Pint Tin Dippers,
5
Clothes Pin*, pt-rdoz.,
I
1
Plus, per paper,

ill.

none

|

FOR THIS MONTH.

IS.

John Bunker purchased

1

C. J. Hall’s family, who have spent the
summer at their cottage here, have returned to their home in Belfast.

TRI BOLT’S

pnyen.

mont h.

a

Doctor

family

*rr

!*!•*«.

Charley Richardson
for

••

wanes to a

I

that the

larly

the

public—part culadies-want, I

have decided to make
eral
N

A.

lib-

so

that all

^

be accommodated.

W.

GREELY.

No. 5 Main St.

COULD,
who now keeps the store so long occupied by the late J. W. Coombs, is
prepared to dll every wrant that can
be supplied by

Choice

Confectionery,

Fruit, Nuts and the like.
An appropriate purchase
by a man who smokes
is

a

BOX of CIGARS

ora

MEERSCHAUM PIPE.
TOBACCO and CIGARS.
HENRY
PETERS

^

reduction from my al-

ready low prices,
can

a

GOULD.

BLOCK,

Tiiic Amkkicah:

ELLSWORTH.

